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THE HISTORY OF (318

J T COPPOCK AND D w RI-[IND

Cfurrrputer-ba.ved GIS have been met! sirtcr at Iran‘: the law I91593‘; thcir rmmua.’
prrde-:‘£'St-‘or5' were in use perhrrpx 100 years earlier. Acknawledgirtg the paucity of
wc*l!vrt'ot:'trrnrrttcrf evidence, this chapter dE.r¢:r£bt.'.s' the buckgrourzd to the: det-alopmertt
r:»f.ru¢'J1 .s'y.vt.9m.r. sfrr‘.5‘5t'rzg the context in wF:t'c'h strait duvelaprrtent took place-, the role
r2f'orgun£2aM'mt.s and t'nd¢'vL'duul.s‘ where mil‘ can he rmrrrrrtrinerl. and the appNrrHiar!.s‘
wlzfch the .1'y.l'te'm.!* were t'tmmded to trust. A broad definittbn is taker; of (its 5.-_: as
nm to rxcrlude any xignificant c1rvelrJ_amcnt.r.' r:'ort:pure'r mappmg .r_vsrent.r ofrttt types
(incfztdfng those with lltte-prirtrergrapitics, the jbrerurtmertu‘ of crmtempurary raster
sy.s'rertt.r) are Ertcltlderi.

It is clernartsrrated that rrtort, but by no mrrttrr all, rafting early dew‘-Iapmenrs
art'gt'natr:d In Nan}: Arrrerlcu. The roles afkey orgrrnlzatiortx star]: as the US flu ream
(Ifthc Certms, the US Gcaltngical Survey, the Harvard Laban.-rury far Contpurer
(.:'rczpht'c.s‘ and Ike? Exprrirncrttrrl Cartography Unit are dr.rc'rt'bed and the umvities of
the carnrrtercialmrtnr are exentpftfled by :4 care rtmcty uf En viranrneratal Symrru
Rewarcfr frrstittrte. Reasons are suggestedfor srgntjicartr frtturttultlarml thffz-:renc¢-rs in
the rirvelaprmrtt of G!.'i', match as the d!tz'md9.5‘ to awnersltlp afdata and the pat-cemzd
nah! afthe state. It is conclude-d that several stages of auoltrtlotr af GIS can he
Eltffiflfd. Tl'1é’.§‘t£‘ owtrlnp in nfimc and occur at r1.I'_ffr'r'ent mam.-zrttr fr: dtfifrrrrtt parts .-tf
the world. Tlw first. or plant-erfrtg age. e,ttertde.:;t' from the early 19605 to about I975,-
l'r1.l-l11'.\‘, intiividrtdl prnrotrafirrer mare’ of rrt'tr'cal' lrrtprrrrrrncr in detrrtrtinfrtg what was
arfirirvdd. The .rr.°mr1d pltare, approximately from 1973 mitt"! the early 1980:. saw a
regttlurizrlttbrt rlf rxperirnrttr and pmc'rt'cr witftirt nr1rl'fo.rrrra.'d by natirgnal agerirfiesf
tacalexpertnrznt and action: continued rmrrurttmellerl and dttpllcatfart of efibrt was
Cornmrm. The rim’ phase, rurm trig from abarrt 1932 until the late £‘)8G',g-, was that of
corrrrrtercial dorninancr. Thefaurlh (and current) pitaxe is one of user dnminatme.
facilitated by dorrtpatitrorr rmtorrg vartdrtrx, ernbryonic standardization an open
.vy.m=rrz.r and m:'rr-amng €¢!gl"e.'E?l"P'l-£?!|lt:i|.ri.l'.'1u‘.’lA!'BF'.l' perceprlorl of what a GIS’ should do
and look like.

lflfflonuc-"ON government departments and agencies would
Cartainly help. As ycl. however. few rtrgnnlzarions

A variety of infnrmatiott indicates that lhc ficld of have given any thought to fnrmali:-Ling the history of
CNS has expanded rapidly in recent years (see their involvement in GIS and at least one major
Maguire 199! in this voIumc).Frun1 where did all player (Ordnance Survey; sun: Finch 1937] has
this business and the rlasulting johs arise? t‘:':fusr:d to lct its detailed records be examined by
Unl1applly.wc scarcely know. (313 is :1 field in external researchers. Less certainly. the records of
which history is little more than anecdotal. To computer hardware and rmftwarc companies could
rectify Il1iS. 3 .\‘I::1I‘cl'l through the archives of also be 5. sourct: of relevant information but no such
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material has been uncovered. Unfortunately for
those writing the history of GIS. neither staff of
commercial contpanies not government offieials
have a tradition of writing books or papers on their
experience of an emerging technology. Research
staff in government or private sector research
organizations are citceptiotts to this rule but. even
for them. writing papers for the benefit of the
scientific community at large has it relatively ICIW
priority. As far as is known. the only nfficinl r||l¢|'nDt
anywhere to provide a broad overview of the lield as
a whole is that given by the Report at’ the
Committee of inquiry into the llimtliing oi‘
Geographic Information (Department of the
Enviromnem 1937', Rhind and Mounscy 1939].

Tlte main source ofinformation. with all the

risks of partisan bias. rcntains researchers in the
academic community. in reality. however. even the
numbers of academics working in this field were

quite small until the expansion of the last decade.
Moreover, as Chrisman (1933) and Rhirld (1933)
both testify, those active in universities in this field
in the early stages ofthc development oi’GlS were
olten outside the formal academic career structure

and were so heavily involved in project work that
they had little time or inclination to write papers. in
any case. at the beginning there were no obvious
outlets for publication in a topic that was seen as
marginal to at large number of interests; Rhintl's
(1976) report, for instance. may well be the First
example of a record of GIS conference papers
which were described as such in a rnainstrearn

academic publication. While the advent of specialist
GIS i;ont'ercnccs (often disguised by use of other
titles such as AUTOCARTO) provided one
pttblislting rnecltaitistn from 1974 onwards. the early
conference proceedings were intermittent and were
not easily accessible to those who had not attended
the gatherings. We do not believe this postulatctl
paucity of recorded history represents
i11Cl'Il‘I‘l'[.1l.3il;'.t"|l:l.‘.' {'.l|"l O'|,ll' pi'.ll'lI! Fl ClJI|'I.'(.'.£-':'|.'!E|I'.I[l.l.‘Tl'l.CC
prompted by the editor of Plirarogrrirrrntetric
Eirgineeriiig and iterriote Smsing. for exarnple
(Marble 1989; Tontlinson 1989). generated great
controversy and revealed it loci: of doculnentation
on the first use of (ilii in the refereed literature.

Finally and most crucially. the content oi’ any
history of (its tlepetids in large measure on the
dolinition adopted. A strict definition, its El
computer-based system for rirrnlysing spatially
rcferctteed data, would greatly restrict the field

because, with the major exception of the Canada
Geographic Information System (Tontlinsnn 1.967).
this was not a common feature until the 19805. A

more general interpretation. as any system for
handling geograpltical data, would greatly widen the
tield and hence enlarge the number of contributors,
Such a definition would embrace. not only the
whole held of autoniation in cartography (whir.‘.|'t
was often the precursor to any involvement in (H5
and provided, in tertns oi contputer-generated
grapltics. the most common form of output for most
early systems). but also many general-purpose
statistical and database packages capable of
handling .r,y.z point data. Formal definitions of GIS
are not. therefore. of much help and rclativcty little
reliance is placed on them in this beolt i11iilWl'l0lE.
in any event. the field evolved not from some ex
crtrmedra definition of the subject but through sets of
interactions. The main haeltgrounds of those
involved have been cartography. computer science.
geography. surveying, remote sensing. comrnereiill
data processing. mitthentatics and statistics. The
pttrposes to which the systems have been put
include environmental protection. urban and
regional planning. land managernent. property
ownership and notation. resource rnanagctttcnt. the
management. of utilities, site locationi military
intelligence and tactics, and many others — as later
chapters in this volume testify. “The field has
developed. then, from a melting pot of concepts.
ideas, practice. terminology and prejudice brought
together by people from rrtany different
bar:kgt'ounds.. interacting with each other often on it
chance and bilateral basis in the early days and

normally proceeding in blissful ignorance of what
was going on elsewhere. The csscttce oi" G [S is thus
its multidisciplinary character, with some at least oi
those involved in developing this technology having
little previous involvement. or even interest. in the
hantllirtg of ge-ograpltieal data as such [sec Maguire,
1991 in this volume for further discussion of the

definition of (HS),
‘this review of the history oi’ GIS is inevitably a

consequence of the authors‘ accidental exposure to
c-ttrly developments and their own set of value
judge111ents;difit:rent views certainly exist. such as
that manilestcd in Cool-:e's portrayal of the
gerte:1logiI:alstructu1'o of geoproccssing systems in
general (Fig. 2.1). ln particular. it is suspected that
the role of those who did not contribute to the

inrtnal literature has been untlerplayed. especially
14
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those working in lhc military. While regrettable,
this is probably unavoidable: history very often
consists solely of what has been written down.

THE GRASS ROOT$ EVOLUTION OF GIS

What sccrris clear is that there were many
initiatives. usually occurring independently and
often in ignorance of each other. concerned with
different facets of the field and frequently
originating in the interests. oftcn disparate. of
particillar individuals. Like the reality (as -apposed
to the reporting) of scientific rc.r.oarcI1.. there was no
strictly logical progression towards the development
and implementation of (315. but rather a mixture of
failures, set-backs, diversions and successes.

inevitably. more is known about the successes titan
ahout the failures which, according to both
Dangcrmond and Smith (1988) and Tomlinson
(1988). have been numerous and often attributable
to bad advice, ignorance and a determination to no
it alone. This is unfortunate because failures are

often as illuminating as successes, if not more so
[Gilt‘.'S 1987). What also seems clear is that
particular individuals and institutions played key
roles, acting as examples or as sources of expertise.
advice and often skilled personnel: since these
contributions are now better recorded than is the

generality of progress. this account will lcnrl to
eninhasizc thcrn. particularly those of Howard
Fisher in the Harvard Laboratory for Computer
Graphics (LCG). Roger Tomlinson in the Canada
Geographic Information System (CGIS) and Jack
Dangcrmond in the Environmental Syslcrns
Research Institute (ESRIJ in North America, and
David P. Bickmorc at the Experimental
Cartography Unit (ECU) in the United Kingdom.
Many others played significant parts tnigl Tfllrlfir
1959', Nordbcck 1962; Cook 1966: Ilagcrstrand
1967; Diello. Kirk and Callandc-r I9h9 and Hoyle
(soc Rhind 1938)). but those four have been the
subject of particular articles in -.1 special and
invaluable issue of Tia.’ .4r'nrri'crur Crrrrogrnpirrr
(Tomlinson and Pctchenik 1983}. Fortunately. tllcsc
individuals sccrn to typify the interests. attitutlcs
and contniitments of those working in the vintage
era of GIS from the late 1950s to the curl :.'Il“tl1e
1970s.

The: niotivutions for developing (315 or

coniporicnts oi such systems have varied very
wiclcly. They have ranged from academic curiosity
or challenge when faced with the possibility of using
new sources of data or tecliniques. through the
desire for greater speed or ctlicicricy in the conduct
of operations on spatially referenced data. to the
realisation that desirable taslcs could be undertaken

in no other way. The last was undoubtedly a
powerful motive in two key developments which urc:
discussed in more detail holow — the O.\ti'ort.l System
of Automated Cartograpliy and the Canada
Crcngraphic information System. It was the
experience of publishing the Atlas of Great Britniri
and Norilitrrn lrclrrirri (tiaicklnorc and Shaw 1963)
and the criticisms this attracted of being out nfdate
and unwieldy that convinced D. P. Bicltmurc.
prohntily in 1958 but certainly no later than iltfill.
that only the computer could provide a cost-
cffcctivc mechanism to check. edit and classify data.
to mridcl situations and to facilitate experiments in
graphic.’ display (Rhind I988). Similarly. it was the
impossihilily ol‘ arialysing rnaps of East Africa at an
acceptable cost that first lcd R. Tnmlinsnri (I983) to
think of ti digital approach. A calculation made in
1SlI‘_t5 indicated the need for some $Can 8 million in

1965 prices and a requirement for 556 technicians
for three years in order to overlay the I : Slltlllh scale
rnaps of the Canada Land Inventory; this
unacceptable level of resources acted as an
incentive to develop a more automated approach.

It was. of course. the advcnt of the digital
computer and the order—ol'—n1agIiitutle decrease in
coliiputing costs every six years over a 30-year
period (Simonett 1988) that made such ultcrnutivt:
digitally based apprnaelies viable. II is interesting in
note. however, that not all curly work used the
digital cornputcr. Thus pcrliaps the earliest attempt
to aultamate map production. the preparation of the
/trial‘ of the Brr'rr'.rh Flora. cniployctl a modified
punch card tabulatnr to produce niaps on pre-
printed paper from cards on Wl'Ilt.'l‘t had been
punchccl the grid references of rccorclccl
occurrences (Pcrring and Walters 19tr1"l. Altliuugh
this approach was not repeated and Ferring (1964)
later rccognin-d that the analysis of voluminous
data could more easily be undertaken by computer.
it anticipated the wirlespn.-ad niarrping in the late
l‘:l(il.ls by line printer. It is also interesting to note
that Perring was a botanist. with no training in
cartography. who was faced with the task of
providing 2l'ItIlJ maps from data that had been

15
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Fig. 2.1 An individual perception of the genealogy of geoprocessing in the United States (Pers. Comm.
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are ideas or concepts, often embodied in a software package or database; directed lines show direct or
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recorded on punch cards. His initiative also
illustrates an aspect to be repeated in many later
projects where the application of technology was
driven by an urgent need of the users. that such it
task would have to take advantage nfthc best
available technology — whatever its limitations —
rather than await the ideal solution; it was also
similar to many later applications in that it was a
‘one-oft" development which. having served its
purpose, was not taken any further. Slightly later
work (around 1967) by Berlin in Paris involved the
modilication of IBM ‘go|flta|l‘ typewriters driven
directly by punch card readers to produce
proportional symbol maps.

It is also clear that it was in North America that

most of the significant early developments in. and
applications»: of, GIS and related technology were
made. By the early 1980s. Tomlinson (1985)
estimated that there were probably more than llltltl
systems in North America, a Figure that must have
represented ti very high proportion of the systems
then existing in the world as a whole, The bulk of
this account will accordingly focus on North
America, with later references to the United
Kingdom and other European countries and to
developments elsewhere in the developed world. it
is only in the late 1980s that any significant
developments have occurred in developing
countries and then often through the aid and
encouragement of developed countries (see Taylor
1991 in this volume].

THE NORTH AMERICAN SCENE

Aangcenbrug (pr.-rs. comm, 199“) has argued that
the earliest antecedents of GIS in the United States

can be traced back to the University of Wasliingtnn.
in the 19503;. both geographers (notably Garrison)
and transportation engineers (notably I-Iorwood)
developed quantitative methods in transportation
studies. Garrison's colleagues and students included
Berry, Tobler and Marble; Horwoods included
Earl: and Dueker [see Due'ker‘s important 1974
paper). Much of the original leadership of the
Urban and Regional l.Itformatiot| Systems
Association (founded in 1963) and that of other key
bodies was derived from or directly influenced hy
this group.

By the early 1960s. at least in North America,

large mainframe computers were becoming widely
twailrible. in 1964. IBM introduced its 360/65

computer, with a processing speed 40f] times fast:-.-,r
and a memory 32 times as great as its predecessor,
the IBM I4tll (Tondinson l‘~Jti5_i. ‘These macltines
were employed primarily for one of two very
different purposes: for routine administrative and
data ntanagctnent tasks in business and government
(such as pay-roll. stock control and record keeping
of various kinds) and for scientific applications
involving extensive computations, notably in
chemistry. mathematics and physics. There was
inevitably a good deal of discussion in government
departments and agencies about the possibility of
applying computer technology to handle numerical
data, especially where these were already in
rnschine-readable term. as with many censuses.
where punch«card tocltnology was widely used. In
1965 the US Bureau ofthe Budget compiled an
inventory of automatic data processing in the
Federal Government, in which it noted the

significant use of computers to handle land use and
land title data [Cook and l(enncdy1'96f:).Tltc
following year, a conference on a comprehensive
unificrl land system at the University of Cincinnati
was advised that a system must he designed such
that it obtained lhc maximum benefit from

electronic data processing equipment (Cook 1966).
The conference also heard that the District of

Columbia already had at property data bank. which
could be searched, updated and retrieved. and that
Nassau County in New York would be the first to
provide fully-automated access to records of land
ownership.

The significance of the developments at the US
Bureau of the Census. stemming directly from its
need for automated address matching, is difficult to
ovcrcmphasiztc. This need arose from the
predominantly mail out/mail back nature of the US
census and the requirement to produce area based
tabulations from records whose only geographical
reference was the postal address. All early advisory
committee on small area data included Garrison

(see above), who urged a development project to
test automated data linkage procedures. A director
hired to run the test. Cnby Smith. rccruiled :1 team
which included Corbett. Cooke. Masllcld. White.

Farnsworlh. Jaro. Broome and others who appear
elsewhere in these pages. The first demonstrations
of address matching. computer mapping and small
area data analysis were provided through the 1967
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New Haven Census Use Study (USBC 1969-73].
Subsequent studies elsewhere in the llnitcd States.
the launch of the DIME workshops in 1970 and the
development and widespread distribution of
ADMATCI-I (address matching software) all had
major impacts‘ upon government and academia in
the United States. Indeed. the Census Use Study
also sponsored the First International DIME
Colloquium in 1972. leading to the creation of the
Segment (later re-named as the Spatially)
Orientated Referencing Systems Association (or
SORSA), an organization which still holds
international conferences.

Increasing availability oi computers in
univcrsilier; was undoubtedly instrumental in the
development of the quantitative revolution in
academic geography in the early webs (lzunes and
Martin 1975; Hudson 1979), particularly in the lield
of spatial analysis (a term which was in general use
by the late 1960s —sce Berry and Marble 1963). with
its emphasis on the statistical treatment of
geographical data and on modelling. However,
these applications. despite their potential relevance
to handling geographical data. had littlt: interaction
with computer mapping, primarily because the
statistical methodology was largely aspalial. One
exception is a paper in an edited collection on
computers in geography which related modelling to
a crude cartography using the line printer (Rushtnn
l£i6‘Jl. it is only in the middle und late 1980s that
successful attempts have been made to develop
closely coupled spatial statistics and geographical‘
displays.

Computers in the 19605 had. in general, nn
explicitly graphical facilities. usually operated in
batch mode and were very cxpensivc by today‘s
standards. Despite this. Tobler (1959) had early
recognized their potential for automating
cartography. as had Nordbcck (1962) in Sweden.
There were, indeed. developments in automating
cartography in several national agencies concerned
with mapping and in military establishments which
could al:‘t'ord equipment that was prohibitively
expensive to others. The US National Ocean Survey
was creating. charts on a Cicrhcr plotter for the
production of ‘figure fields‘ or matrices of depth
values and such organizations as the Aeronautical
Charting. and information Center at St Louis. the
Rome Air Development Center and the Central
intelligence Agency were active in aspects oi‘ this
field (l')iel|o. Kirk and Callender 1968'. Tomlinson

1972), By the end of the limits, map production
assisted by computer appears to have become
widespread; for example, the Canadian
Hydrographicfiurvcy had automated display
facilities in operation and Surveys and Mapping had
emhatrked on a programme to apply automated
cartography to the 'l :50 OCID scrics in Canada. In the
main, however. the aim In computer applications in
national mapping agencies was to mimic nutnual
methods of production and so to produce maps that
were virtually indistinguishable from their manual
counterparts. Little itrformatiun appears to be
available on the extent to which these methods were

cost effective, although Tomlinson (1985) suggests
that the high cost of hardware placed them at a
disadvantage in competition with manual systems:
continuing evaluations of costs by the Ordnance
Survey in Britain, for example. did not lind
attttjnnated approaches to map production as a
whole to be cost effective until the l98lls. Unlike the

situation in Britain. where a digitizing production
line was in operation from 1973, the Topographic
Division of the United States Geological Survey did
not implement plans to automate the production of
topograpltic maps until the start of the 19305 — a
severe handicap to the development of many
geographically-hosed information systems in the
United States.

An entirely different alpproach to the
automation of cartography was adopted elsewhere.
notably in the universities. using the standard litre
printer as :1 mapping device. In cartographic terms.
the results were crude. but this was not the point;
thc aim was to produce maps quickly and cheaply so
as to display the clraracteristics of the data
(especially statistical data for eerrsus tracts and the
like) and to undertake simple analyses of such data
by relating different parameters. It was here that
Howard Fisher made a significant contribution and
this approach found ready applications in landscape
design, in urban and regional planning and. to ll.
lesser extent. in resource rnanagcrtient.

The Harvard Laboratory for Computer Graphics

Fisher was not a cartogmpher but trained and
practised as an architect. He had begun work on ti
computer mapping system in I963 while at the
North Western "I'e.chnical Institute Lscltntidt and
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Zafft 1975), On his retirement. he succeeded in
obtaining a grant from the Ford Foundation to
develop this work and, after Inalting ttnsuceessful
approaches to Cltiettgo and Northwestern
Universities [both strongholds of non-spatial
computer applications to the analysis of
geographical data). established the Laboratory for
Computer Graphics (a title subsequently
lengtltenetl by the addition of ‘and Spatial
Analysis‘) in 1965 in the Graduate School of Design
at Harvard University — from which he himself had
graduated. There he built up a team of
programmers and others to create it mapping
package (SYMAP) which used the line printer as :1
mapping device and was capable of producing
isoline. choropletlt and proximal ('1'hiesscn polygon
or Dirichlet tessellatlonl maps. The package was
easy to use by the standards of the day. particularly
in relation to data for census tracts. incorporated
default options when nothing was specified by users
and was widely distributed. In addition to many
pirated copies. over 500 institutions Eu:t'|uired
SYMAP (Schmidt and Zafft 1975‘. Chrisman 1938):
half of tltese were in universities. with the

remainder equally divided between government
agencies; and private institutions. Copies were
acquired not only in North America but also in
Europe and elsewhere and the manual was
translated into several languages. irteluding
Japanese. A subsequent program. CALFORM.
which produced higher quality churoplelh maps by
pcn plotter and reliected the ittcrctlsittg (if still
sparse) availability of these plotters. seems I0 have
had less success although it too was it pioneering
effort. SYMAP was important as the first widely
distributed computer package for handling
geographical data. It introduced large numbers of
users to the possibilities of computer meppirtgt it
was the precursor. and possibly the progenitor. 0f I1
large number of other programs using the line
printer; and it found a wide range of applications
particularly through the connection between the
Harvard Lahoratory and landscape architects in the
Graduate School of Design. notably C. Steinile and
his associates — one ofwltom. D. Sinton. produced a
cell-based program (GRID) which permitted
multiple overlays ofclata. Somewhat surprisingly.
the appointment of a theoretical geographer, W.
Warntz. to succeed Fisher as Professor of

'1‘heoretica| Geography and Planning and head of
the Laboratory in N69. had little effect on the work

and apparently stimulated little interaction between
qtiitntitative geography and computer mapping.

The Laboratory generated a wide range of
contracts which. after the expiry of its grant from
the Ford Foundation, became the main source of
finance. along with income generated by the sale of
mapping packages. It never developed it teaching
programme (which might have prolonged its life)
and thus only directly added a liew new
pmfesstiortals to the Field. althouglt it did organize it
highly significant symposium on topological data
structures in 19?? and hosted influential Harvard

Computer Graphics Weeks between I973 and 1931.
It also attracted at various times talented individuals

who contributed in many ways to the development
of computer mapping and, by extension, to
geographical information systems. Among these are
N. Chrisman. J. Dangermond. G. Dutton. S.
lvforc-house. T. l’euc.ker and D. Sinton. several of
whom contributed to the design and construction of
ODYSSEY. arguably the prototype of
contemporary vector G15 [Chrisrnan I933).
Unhappily. the subsequettt ltistory of this system
was characterized by ‘.1 series of unsuccessful
marriages between the Laboratory and cornrnercial
enterprises and the departure of key staff from
Harvard, As a consequence, numbers of st‘ctfl'
declined and the Laboratory finally closed in the
late l'-iizlifls. t‘Jvet‘aIl. probably its most important
contributions were in sparking creative thinking on
G15, creating it widespread awareness of the
possibilities of handling and (to a lesser extent.)
analysing spatial data. and in stimulating
programmes elf-ewltere which have contributed to
the longer term development of (315.

The Canada Geographic Information System

At about the same time as Fisher was developing his
ideas on computer mapping at Harvard. R.
Tontlinston (Tontlinson 1933) was involved in
creating possibly the first true (‘I IS — and certainly
the lirsl to be so entitled. T-:in't|inson can be thought
of as the father of GIS through his role in
persuading the Canadian Government that the
creation of this Canada Geographic information
System (or CGIS. as it became ltttown) in lease. was
a worthwhile investment. The origins of this.
however. go back to 1960 when he was working for
an air survey cornpany. Spartan Air Services. which 20
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was undertaking a forest survey in East Africa. The
firm had been asked to analyse all available map
sources to identify locations for new planlal ions and
for a new mill. The estimatecl costs of doing this
manually were so high that the proposal was
rejected. Tomlinson had argued that F-Ltclt analyses
could be undertaken by computer and was given the
opportunity to develop a digital methodology, None
of the computer companies he approached was
interested, although a subsequent chance encounter
led to an expression of interest by IBM, which was
already involved in digitizing nir photographs.
Another chance encounter on an interrtitl flight

found him sitting next to Lee Pratt. an
administrator in the Department of Agriculture,
which was then planning a Canada Land Inventory
(CIJ) involving the production of many maps of
land capability for the whole of settled Canada: the
analysis oftltese maps was expected to throw light
on the agricultural reltabilitation of marginal farrm‘-.
Tomlinsun again csprcsserl his belief that computer-
hased techniques would perform such analyses both
faster and more cheaply. He clearly succeeded in
impressing Pratt. whose subsequent support was
critical to the development of the system. A
contract was awarded to Spartan Air Services to
ttndcrtalce a feasibility study of :1 computer mapping
system for the CLI. With the help of computer
expertise front the staff of IBM. Tomlinson
compiled it repon which was accepted by the
Department of Agriculture and he was then invited
to direct its development within the Canadian
Agricultural Rehabilitation and Development
Atlrtiinistration (ARlJAl.

This development involved a large number of
people both within ARDA and in IBM, and led to
several significant developments for the future of
GIS - among them. the creation of a drum scanner
for the rapid digitization of maps [based on earlier
IBM work of digitizing aerial photographs). of :1
data indexing scheme (the Morton index 1966.
which was subsequently widely emulated) and of it
topological coding of boundaries involving the first
known use of the tinkinode concept of encoding
lines. The drum scanner. together with digitizing
tables, provided the input to the systeni which was
then based on an IBM 360/I55 mainframe cumplltcr‘.
output could be byline printer for numerical results
and by ponderous Gerber plotter if 2'. graphical
output was required. it is interesting to note that
there was minimal contact between C615 and other

bodies engaged in automated curtograplty and
quantitative geography.

Tomlin.-;on left the CGIS project in 1969. by
which time Pratt had also left the Department of
Agriculture. Although the various capabilities of
the CGIS had been successfully demonstrated by
this time, it was not until 197] that the system was

fully operational and subsequently it was
reorganized and simplified. It now contains a digital
archive of some l.rtUUtl maps on more than IOU
different topics. From the outside, it is difficult to
evaluate the success of CGIS. Excluding those
systems based on remote sensing data and the much
more recent TIGER system ljsec Rltind l99l in this
volume), it may still he the largest GIS in operation
and the only one to cover an area of continental
extent in such detail: but its use seems to have been

limited. in part no doubt because it took Inuch time
to build up the database as maps became available
and because it came successively under four
differeiit departments, being given it different remit
on each l'.|OIJ€lL-il|:.‘|l'l. No doubt the facts that ‘lurid’ is a

provincial responsibility in Canada and that CGIS
was, for most of its existence. at pussivc
organization. administered by technicians waiting
for users to seek its services were also contributory
factors. its location in Ottawa. the lack of computer
nctworlting at the time and the prior availability of
easily distributed printed maps of land capability —
which users clscwhcrc in Canada may have
regarded as more accessible - were other possible
factors in its limited operntional (its opposed to
technical) success.

Early government activities in the United States

Tomlinson departed in 196‘) to become a private
consultant within the GIS field, one ofan initially
rare but increasingly necessary breed as pt't)prlf.‘li‘Jry
systems multiplied and salespeople sought to
persuade clients of the desirability of their systems.
In addition. he continued to play an important role
as £,‘11nirman_ for the iirst 12 years of its existence,
of the international Geographical Union's
Commission on Geographical Data Sensing and
Pl‘0CESSil1g, which had been cstablislted in 1968 and
which sponsored two major intcrnationitl
conferences in Ottawa in 1970 and 1971, the first

such conferences to be specifically ident.ificd with
(315. This emphasis helped to give currency to the 21
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name which thc CGIS had pioneered. to pruniotc
contacts between delegates from ti wirlc range of
disciplinus rind locations. and to provide an
overview of developments in tho early 1970s
(Tomllnson l£l'i'D. 1972). Subsequently. the
Coitimission undertook an evaluation of the

handling ol‘ digital spatial data within the U5
Gcolugical Survey which. in 197i.-i. had more than 15
information system activities conccrncrl with the
galhcring and handling of spatial informzition in the
fields of geology, geography, topography and water
rosoiirccs. The Commission also published. under
the auspices of the UNESCO Natural Resources
Research Series. at major monograph on the
computer handling of: geographical data
(Tornlinson. Cnlkins and Marble. 1976).

These investigations also revealed that by 1976
thcrc wcrc at least 285 items of computer software
handling spatial data which l1l.ll.l bccn developed
outside the USGS; by lllélil. when a revision of the
findings of this project was published. the numbcr
had risen to over 500 [Marble 1930). These Figures
are one mcasurc of the rapid progress in this held in
the late 1960s fl1‘lCl'[l1B 1970s. They also illustrate one
feature of that development which the CGIS had
earlier demonstrated, that there was relatively little
contact between the dcvclupcrs of such software.
As :1 result, there was also considerable duplication.
with programs being devclopcd indcpcndciitly by
different agencies to perform the same function. in
part this was at consequence of a growing uwtircncss
of the possibilities provided by computers for
handling spatial data and For displaying results of
analyses through automated cartography. Within
the universities. too. individuals were writing
programs, often to fulfil a contractual obligation
with a locally based iigcncy lhttl lacked the expertise
to do so itself.

Tomlinson (1988) described the l970s as a
period of lateral diffusion rather than of innovation
and there is considerable piecemeal cvidencc to
show an increasing interest among ti variety C-ll
agencies in all levels of government — federal. state,
county and city. These include military and security
c.-ttahlishmcnts (such as the Central Intelligence
Agency, which developed a world data bank [or its
own purposes and then made it available in the
public domain (soc Anderson. Angel and Gurney
1978); land management agencies such as Lhc US
Forest Scrvicc (Shumway I986)‘. conservation
bodies such as the Fish and Wildlife Service

(Christinnson 1986): the Department of llnul-ill‘lg
igmd Urban Developnicnt [Crold:stt:in. Wcrtz rind
Sweet l9fi9): the Burcnu of the Lfcnsus (sec earlier

description and USBC l"alt39~T3)) and olhcrs all
federal level: states such as Ciililorniu. Marylalnd.
Minnesota. New York and Oregon; counties such as
Fairfax in Virginin(L:1y 1975) and cities such as
Kansas City and Oakland. Some took existing
software, as in the application of SYMAP in the
Oakland Planning information System ifroldstcin.
Wcrtz and Sweet l':l6‘J)'. others developed their own
software in-house.

No comprchcnsive record cxists of these
various, local approaches but those adopted in the
Bureau of the Census and in the USGS may be

taltirn to represent the federal level. initially. they
developed quite separately, but have partially come
together in lhc Inn; 19805 to link digital cover from
the USUS 1 : ]l'][l l'l0l'] topographic map series with
census tracts for the 1990 population census.
developments that will provide the basis for a
variety ot'CilS iiiitintives lhroughout tho United
States (Callulirm and Broornc 1984).

As already indicated. the Bureaus substantial
involveinenr in geographical data proccssing begun
with the New Havcn Census Use Study in I967
(USBC l.96il—73l which led to the Dual
Independent Map Encoding (EllMEl schcmc as the
standard mclhod for encoding data for census arctic
and (later) the preparation of experimental
coinputer-generated maps of census data
(Sc-hwcitzcr 1973), Thc essence of DIME was a
method of describing the urban structure through
recording the topological relationships of streets:
the: earliest DIME. files contained no coordinates.

The advantage. of proceeding thus was lo proviiitr an
nutomatccl mcthod of checking the coniplctcttcss of
areas liuili up from street boundaries - of particular
importance since the US Census is substantiully a
mail ouifmail hack operation and the descriptions. of
the geography were assembled in many Census
offices across the country (Dcwdncy and Rhind
1986). During 1972. the Bureau decided to embark
on the creation of ntlascs for the major
metropolitan urcas (Schwcitzcr i973]. fl task with
which the Harvard Laboratory became involved in
I975 (Chrisman I988). Thc Urban Atlas Project
rcquircd the digitizing of maps of some 35 l)llU
census tract:«i in the metropolitan areas and
demonstrated this cost effectiveness of such an

approach. It also required the development of
22
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software for handling this large quantity of data.
Particularly significant in all these developments in
the Bureau was a small group of mathematicians led
by James P. Corbett and including Mervin White.
Although it appeared subsequent to the Locurtis
(1965) paper, Corbett‘: definitive papcr on the
topological principles underlying cartograplty and
GIS appeared in I975 and a readily obtainable
version ofit was later published by the Bureau itstelf
lfiforhctt l9'i'9l; it is clear that much of the credit for

defining how topology theory is applied in the field
of GIS is due to this group and to others working in
applications areas in the Census at the time, such as
Don t'_‘.uolo.:. From this beginning came the
subsequent extensions to DIME. the development
otARITl-IMICON and. ultimately. the creation of
TIGER (see Fthind l'.99l in this volume). possibly
the largest and most all-embracing civilian GIS
project yet and on which the success ofthe Itlilll US
Census critically hinged.

The practical involvement of the USU5 ill the
DIS lield is exemplilied by the development of a
system to handle. and analyse land resource data.
lhc Geographical Information Retrieval and
Analysis System (GIRASI, developed from 1973
onwards to handle the increasingly large data sets
becoming available (Mitchell et at. I977). This was
developed specifically to handle information on land
use and land cover. held on manually produced
maps at a scale of l :‘25l:ll"ll'l[l derived from acrial
photography. although thcsc arc sttlnsequently
deriveclluptlated directly frorn imagery without
manual intervention. using data from the Lantlsnt
series of satellites. Such maps had first to he
digitized in polygon format to provide the input to
the system which had been designed to store.
manipulate and analyse these data, together with
others on political and administrative subdivisions
and public land Owncrsltip. UIRAS was developed
initially as a batch processing system (GIRAS l) but
an interactive version was subsequently developed
tGIRAS 2). with access via remote terminals.
Output could he produced either in statistical or
graphical form, the latter through display on a CRT
screen or as a plot from ‘.1 Cnlcomp drum plotter.
The system also had a capacity to convert polygonal
data into gridded data. an attribute of increasing
importance with the use of remotely sensed data.
The USES has since marl: a myriad of other
contributions to the development of (315. not least
in converting many data from paper map or stereo

photo to digital form. Starr and Anderson [l‘J9l in
this volume] has summarized its recent activities.

and future plans.
State systems may he eiternplified hy the

Minnesota Land Management Information System
IMLMIS) which appears to he one of the more
successful oi‘ such systems and illustrates the
transition from a university research facility to an
operational system within aslate agency. it is
described in more detail by Robincttc (1991 in this
volume") but it illustrates the difficulty of finding tl
secure financial base for such a system and the
weaknesses deriving from an early decision to
collect data on it rather coarse grid. MLMIS was
E.tar‘ted in 1976 as a research project located in the
Center for Urban and Regional Analysis in the
Llniversity of Minnesota, where the emphasis was
on pilot projects but where some limited production
work was carried out (which proved to be unsuited
to a university environment). Thc system was hascd
upon a digital land use map of the state. prepared
from aerial photography. It was subsequently taken
over by tht: state and established as a service bureau
within the state planning agency. where it operated
on a ‘fee for service‘ basis. an approach which
nevertheless required that the system operation and
managelnent be subsidized. it appears that very few
users were at that time willing to pay for claraltasc
development and the service found that it had to
take on an increasing number of projects that were
marginal to its main purpose in order to remain
viable. This. requirement to pay its way also led to
raised fees and a consequent reduction in use.
Nevertheless. it has nndcrtnlten several hundred

successful G13 projects during its lifetime.

The commercial sector: the example of ESRI

Ml..MlS is interesting as one of the systems that had
a continuing existcncc. Many others came into
being. often created by university groups under
contract to local or national agencies. and
subsequently disappeared for lack of funding or
because a key member of the team lcl'1. Little is
known of the many equivalent developments in the
commercial sector although the later history of the
Harvard Laboratory provides one illustration of it
commercial system that failed to get nffthe ground.
After reaching a low point in the 19705. following
the exhaustion of the original Ford grant and the
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withdrawal of support by the Harvard landscape
architects, the Laboratory had grown again,
developing software and applications. One of its
central activities was the development of the vector-
based GIS system, ODYSSEY. A working version
of this system was in operation by 1979 and a ‘hazy
deal’ was struck with ISSCO, a software firm
involved in computer graphics, to market it. The
firm advertised the software but then withdrew,

leaving the Laboratory with heavy debts which left
it unable to recover as a major innovator in this
field.

A happier example, also with roots in the
Laboratory, is represented by the success of the
Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI),
founded in 1969 by J. Dangerniond, a landscape
architect who had gone to Harvard in 1968 to
complete a master’s degree and had then returned
to his native California. ESRI was not, of course,

the only firm operating in this field. Intergraph
(again involving a product of the Harvard
Laboratory, D. Sinton, and led by James
Meadlock), ComputerVision and Synercom were
other major players even in the 1970s. Most of these
— apart from ESRI — came into GIS from the CAD)
CAM area. But, in the light of published knowledge
and because it is a highly successful enterprise,
ESRI must serve as an exemplar for them all.

ESRI began as a non—profit organization
engaged in the field of environment consultancy,
although a brochure published in 1970 identified
computer graphics as one of the professional
services provided (Dangermond and Smith 1988). It
used and developed the cell—based package GRID
as its main applications package until the launch of
ARC/INFO in 1982, and also developed a three-
dimcnsional version called GRID TOPO; in the

mid/late 1970s, it developed and sold a vector—based
system, the Planning Information Overlay System
(PIOS). A few years after its launch, it became clear
that ESRI would not succeed in raising the
necessary finance for growth as a non—profit
organization and it consequently became a with-
profit enterprise. The firm initially used the
University of California mainframe computer but,
with falling costs of hardware and increasing
computer use, found it more convenient and cost
effective to acquire its own minicomputer. By the
mid—1970s it was also advertising its competence in
GIS and by the early 1980s was providing a turnkey
GIS. This proved very popular and a large and

growing number of such systems have been
installed. ESRI’s ability to make its ARC/INFO
system function across computer platforms ranging
from personal computers, through workstations and
minicomputers up to the largest mainframes has
clearly been beneficial to the company.

Initially, most of ESRI’s project work was on
relatively small applications, relating to site or
location analyses, but it became increasingly
involved in environmental questions, reflecting the
growing recognition of environmental problems in
the United States. In 1973, it began work on its first
state—wide system designed for mapping
environmental suitability, the Maryland Automatic
Geographic Information (MAGI) system, which
became a model for other state systems. It had
earlier participated in several applications in town
planning in the United States, Australia, Canada,
France, Japan and Venezuela. Other projects were
undertaken in wastewater management, biological
conservation, land reclamation, floodplain
management, recreational planning and other
topics.

Throughout the 1970s and early 1980s, staff of
ESRI undertook a great deal of the project work
themselves in the absence of appropriate expertise
in commissioning agencies. It is unclear how far this
widening range and increasing number of
applications was due to a growing awareness of
ESRI’s capabilities and its own efforts to make
these known, and how far it was due to an

increasing need by potential clients to find efficient
ways of handling large quantities of data,
Dangermond and Smith (1988) have suggested that,
in the 1970s and early 1980s, it was a matter of
pressing GIS solutions on unaware and unwilling
potential users, involving constant selling and
subsequent support. Nevertheless, the fact that
ESRI staff were heavily involved in the projects
meant that they identified any flaws in their own
software at an early stage and had a strong project-
oriented approach. a fact that helped to build
confidence in the firm. In contrast to the ‘selling job’
of the 1970s, the 1980s were characterized by an
increasing and accelerating trend towards
acceptance of GIS, with increasing numbers of
requests for information and advice (Dangermond
and Smith 1988). In the circumstances where this
has been the case for over a decade, users can

undertake projects with little outside advice or help E

although ESRI seeks, through its ARCNEWS and
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user conferences in different parts ofthe world, to
provide continuing support. Clfall (315 vendors.
ESRI has prohzibly been the most successful in the
l9Rl'ls: much of its success can be attributed to ARC?

INFO. Many other factors played a role, including
the personality of the ESRI founder and the forging
of close links with users in education and other

sectors. By the end of the 19805. more than lllm
systems of GIS software for use on personal
computers were being sold cacti year and ES-Rt had
expanded from it shift of 15 in the early 19705
(though already operating throughout the United
States and overseas) to one with over 350 staff and
operating in a global market.

Spreading the word

Two other aspects are worthy of note. the
clcvelopntent ofteaching (initially in computer
cartography and then. in the 19805, in GIS itself)
and the growing communication between workers in
these fields. Many of those who had attended the
early SYMAP izunferences at l-Inrvard began to
develop teaching applications and. as early as i972.
it monograph on computer canography (on which it
whole chapter was devoted to SYMAP) was
available in the Association of American

Geographers‘ Resource Papers Series (Peucltcr
1972). Among those developing competence in this
field were the University of New York at Buffalo.
Sinton Fraser University and the University of
Saskatchewan in Canada, although Tomlinson
(1933) has argued that in the 1970s there was
probably more on-the-job training in commercial
and government aigencies than in universities.

The roles of conferences and publications in
this lield have already been noted. One ut the llrst
groups to publish a newsletter was the Urb-rim and
Regional Inforntation Systems Association
(URISA). founded in 1963 um] holding annual
meetings thereulter. Like many maturing
organizations. it has eventually found the need to
create its own jouriint and the founding issue in 19l-t9
was largely devoted to GIS. The roles of the
Harvard Graphics Weeks and the two Ottawa
conferences under the auspices of the IGU
Contmission have already been noted. The most
significant other cleveloprnent was the
AUTOCARTO series begun (although not under
that name initially) in 1974 as an International

Symposium on Computcr+Assisled Cartography
held at Reston. Virginia (Chrisman i933). It is
interesting to note that. whereas some rltl people
attended the first Ottawa conference in I970. Still
attended the second and some Still the first

AUTOCARTO meeting ("Pomlinzton 1970, 1974;
Chrisman 1988). Such meetings have been ltcld at
biennial or shorter iritervals since that time. Such

conferences became a fruitful outlet for publications
by those involved in this field. although other
papers were being prepared in a wide variety of
professional journals (notably in the Inlcrimtioiini
Journal of Ge'ugrripfn'cat' lnfhrntnrion S'_v.-ucmr. co-
edited in the United Kingdom and United States).
Of course. developments in related fields must not
he t'orgotte.n_ Relevant papers appeared in the
conferences at the Association for Computer
Machinery. in publications devoted to computer-
aided design. and in computing and engineering
journals. especially those of the latter related to the
utility companies.

By the late 1980s. then. (515 can he said to have
become widely accepted in North America. The
numbers of systems. courses. conferences. projects
and facilities continue to multiply. Central.
regional, state and local governments are
increasingly involved. as are tliose in re-I niling and
service delivery (sec Beaumont 1991 in this volumcl
and in asset management (sec Mtthc-nay 1991 in this
volume]. The field Itas also acquired a degree of
scientific recognition in the establishment of a
National Center for Geographic 1nt'orm:ttion and
Analysis (NCGIA). funded by the National Science
Foundation. as a cooperative venture between the
Universities of California. Maine and New York
(Abler 1987; see also Morrison L991 in this

volume). What is pnrtictilarly interesting to an
outsider is the speed with which acceptance of GIS
hns accelerated. to a stage where GIS is now at ‘buzz
word‘. and the extent to which the development has
largely happened outside the political process, at
least at a federal level. There seems. st 3 national
level. to have heart no officiul declaration of policy
that this is a desirable path to fellow. initiatives and
irtvestmetttt: seem largely to have been effected
through the bureaucratic system. although the
USGS has been recognized by other federal
agencies as having a coordinating role in this field at
the t'c.dcr:tl level. As far as can be seen. the decision
ofthe US-GS and the US Bureau of the Census to

develop what became the TIGER files and the 25
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associated line graphs for the whole of the United
States was largely an internal, inter-agency
agreement. unpromptcd by wider political
considerations.

THE BRITISH EXPERIENCE

The British experience in the GIS field is in marl-ted
contrast in this regard, although there are some
similaritii;:s— notably in the influential role of key
personalities at an early stage in the development of
(its. Perhaps because there is little publicly ownctl
land in the United Kingdom (and licnoe little direct
responsibility for land niariagenient) and because
the small size of the country and the highly
centralized government have made for limited
appreciation of spatial contrasts. the Dfficiill
pressures to develop computer-based met hotlll of
handling spatial data have been more limited.
Moreover, local government. where such systems
might usefully be applied. has experienced
increasing financial constraints and a reduction in
several of its ltcy functions throughout the late
[9705 and l'il3l'Js_ These differences, have, however.

been turned to advantage.
As in North America. the first beginnings can

be seen in the 19605 in it number of areas, in the
national mapping agency, in local planning and in
the universities and polytechnics_ A proto-GIS was
proposed to the short~livcd Natural Resources
Advisory Committee in l9fi4 but, with the demise of
that body, no further action was taken (Coppock
1988). A growing perception that computers
provided a potential aid to land-use planning led in
the late 1960s to the formation of joint working
parties of nfficials from both central and local
government and to the publication in 197?. of it
report entitled General Iriforniation Systems for
Planning for GISP). This report (DDE I972)
outlined an approach that local authorities iiiiglit
follow, although there was never much
encouragement by central govcmmcnt to do so nor
any indication that it would adopt such an approach
in its own agencies.

Bleltmore, the ECU and the Ordnance Survey

Again. as in North America. a driving force in the
automation of cartography was a research group,

established almost entirely through the persistence
and pcrsuasiveness of one individual, D. P.
Bickmore (Rhind [988-). He had been the
cartographic editor of the Clarendon Press and one
of the two editors of what was in effect a national

atlas (Bielcniorc and Shaw 1963). This experience
led him to the conclusion that the computer offered
the only possibility of undertakiiig such a project
reasonably expeditiously with up-to-dttte data. In
collaboration with R. Boyle. later to be a major
player in the tieveloprrient of automated
cartography in North America. he secured funds
from the press to develop the Oitfnrcl System of
Automated Cartography and. although this led to
the manufacture of the world‘s first frcc-cursor

digitizer and ptissihly the first map-melting using a
photoliead on it high precision plotting table. no
complete system was ever produced. However.
Bicltmore was successful in persuading the newly
formed Natural Environmental Research Council

(NERC) to fund it research unit in automated
cartography. The Experimental Cartography Unit
(ECU) became l'ully operational in 1967-68 at the
Royal College of Art in London and focused its
attention initially on the computer-assisted
production of liigh-quality printed maps (see, for
instance, Experimental Cartography Unit 1971'.
Rhind 1971). From 1973 onwards. it largely
concerned itself with (313 issues. In 1975, the ECU
was absorbed into the Natural Environment

Researcli Council headquarters at Swindori and
later became the NERC Unit for Thematic

Information Systems at Reading University.
Like the Harvard Laboratory in its later years,

the work of the Unit was highly project based. in
collaboration with the Ordnance Survey (the
national mapping agency), national agencies for
geology, soils and oceanography. and planning
agencies. Software was developed for changing
projections. editing. data compression. aiutomatetl
contouring and so on. and experimental maps
produced for the cooperating agencies. No
marketable software analogous to SYMAP or other
Harvard Laboratory programs was developed
although plans were laid in 1971-72 to market the
Unit's interactive editing software which ran on a
DEC PDI’ 15 computer. But like the Laboratory, it
exercised an important influence on thinking about
automation and Rhind (1958) has argued that.
without the Unit, the Ordnance Survey (US) would
not have begun its investigations into digital
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mapping or the production of digital maps until
several years later at least.

The path ittitially followed by the ECU was not
directly concerned with GIS. Nor. indeed. did the
OS involvr.-ment in automated map making at litst
have any direct bearing on GIS. The approach
adopted by the OS from 1971 onwards [see Sowton
"I991 in this volume: Finch 198?) was to simulate

manual production of its maps as closely as possible.
an approach which facilitated map production but
made it impossible to use the resulting digital data
in an information system because they are
unstructured. By 1973. the 05 had estahlislted rt
production line to digitize and plot autontatically
versions of its large-scale plans as they eante up for
revision, :1 process that was necessarily random in
its spatial occurrence. This approach did not
become cost effective until the late ltltllls. hut it
gradually came to he appreciated (both within the
OS and outside] that a digital map framework could
provide the base through which digital records of
soil. geology, vegetation, assets and plant and the
like could be related. An attempt was. tlterefrire.
made as early as 1974--75 to restructure the digital
data through the development of appropriate
software, The approach to preparing. such a digital
base through the process of map revision was not
only random but also slow and the 08 has contr-
under increasing pressure to accelerate p1'oi:luction
of digital maps, at least for the bulk of the
populatetl areas (which now seems likely to he
completed not later than 1995). if this is achieved.
05 will have well in excess of 2i.l0lll.l0 maps in
computer form — a total unmatclted anywhere else
in the world. In the British situation, where a
consistent and large—st:ale series of maps exists.
compiled to a common standard and datum and
updated continuously, this coverage provides a
ltighly valuable spatial framework on which other
data can be assembled and linked (see Sowton 1991
in this volume).

Finally. it may not be appreciated by readers
outside the United Kingdom that there are two
Ordnance Survey departments within the nation
state: one for Great Britain and the other for
Northern Ireland. The latter became committed to

‘:1 database approach rather than a map
reproduction one earlier than did the former (see.
for instance. Brand i986). The Northern Ireland 05
operates in a quite ttifferent — and generally more
favourable - government and tinanclal environment

from that responsible for mapping the rest of the
United tcingrlont. but its task is much smaller and
less onerous.

Other British developments of GIS

A variety of other historical development.-. has
influenced the current GIS scene in the United

Kingdom. For example. research staff in the
Department ofthe Environmettl (DOE) had
developed a mapping system for use in the
Department and in central government as early as
1969 (Gaits i969), but it seems to have had only
limited application there. presumably because its
usefulness was not recognized by administrators and
planners. The Scottish Development Department,
the planning ministry in Scotlantl. did fund tt pilot
rural information systetn. the Rural Land Use
Information Systent {RLUISL involving a large
number of national agencies and two local authority
districts in File, but this work was discontinued
when the originating body, the Standing Committee
on Rural Land Use. was aholisheci (Lyall 1930).
Probably the greatest interest in GIS was expressed
by the agencies concerned with environmental
matters but these were small. with limited budgets.
and were largely dependent on data collected by
others. so that until the 1'JSlls only limited progress
was made. In Seotlancl, however. a consortiurn of
three agencies (the Countryside Commission for
Scotland. the Forestry Commission and the Scottish
Tourist Board) did comntission a university research
unit. the Tourism and Recreation Research Unit, to
construct and operate a simple GIS, the Tourism
and Recreation Information Package (‘I‘RlF"l. to
assist them In planning and policy making (Duffield
and Ccippoclt 1975).

Initiatives taken within planning authorities in
local government to establish information systems
following the F972 GISP Report varied greatly.
although in total they can only be described as
disappointing until the late 1980s (Rhind 1937]. The
National Gazetteer Pilot Study in the Metropolitan
County of Tyne and Wear was the first of a number
of property—basr:ri systems, probably taken furthr.-st
in the now-abolished Greater London Council and

Murseyside Metropolitan County. The experience
of several such systems. with particular reference to
Berkshire, Nottinghamshire and Warwickshire, has

been reviewed by Cirimshaw (1988), who suggests 27
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that, probably for a variety of institutional reasons.
the use of such systems has declined. Cert:-tinly the
encouragement offered by the GISP Report led to
only limited development. in part because of the
determination and ability otccntrttl government to
restrain expenditure by local authorities. There
appears to have been an increasing interest in the
use ofautomatecl map production in planning
departments. initially by line printer maps using
programs such as SYMAI’: a study sponsored by the
DoE and the Scottish Develtrpmcnt Department to
dcvclnp a proto-intbnnation system for planning in
Scotland led instead to guidance through workshops
and consultancies on the ways in which such
tttappiltg |:0Ult'.l assist the planning process (Coppoclc
and B-arritt 1978). There was, too. an intzrctlsing
attention to rnattagernettt information systems in
local government, as cxcmplilied by the innovative
Local Authority Managetnertt Information System
(LAMIS) developed by international Computers
Ltd (Rhind and Hudson 1980). but this appears to
have had relatively little impact on GIS. The
potential signitieance of applications of computer
based handling of data was, however. increasingly
rr:c.ugniz.ed. The Royal Town Planning lnstilutt:
established a committee on the topic in the early
1970s, a British equivalent ofthe Urban and
Regional Information Systems Associatiott
(BURISA) was establislted in 1970 and the National
Computing Centre attempted to promote interest in
this field. Nevertheless. the practical rcsults of such
interests were small. although these developments
no doubt assisted the explosion of interest which
occurred in the late 1980s.

As in North America. initiatives by central and
local government were sometimes undertaken
through the agency of university researchers. with
the Universities ot Durham. Edinburgh and London
among the main foci of such work. The staff of such
universities were also involved in a number of

initiatives in computer mapping: in particular. T. C.
Waugh (1980) developed his widely used GIMMS
package at Eidinlaurgh from W70 outwards. Other
initiatives were undertalton by researchers in the
institute of Terrestrial Ecology (ITE). where
national databases of environmental and land use

data were developed (Brown and Norris I935).
Despite the late start. the single most

important influence on GIS in the United Kingdom
in recent years has probably been the growth in use
by utilities of digital mapping data in conjunction

with records of their own plant. Indeed. they are
now the main tlrivirtg force behind the actclertttion
ofthe digitizing of the coverage of 05 digital maps.
Since this is very recent. currcntly involves no major
metlmdological advance in G13 and is described by
S-nwton (1991) and by Mahoncy (l*J')l.l in this
volume, no more will be said here except to stress
its importance in providing data which are also
useful for other purposes.

Official inquiries relating to GIS

A distinguishing cltaracterlstic of the Llnited
Kingdom in the decade between 1973 and 1987 is
the series of inquiries carried out by the British
Government or Parliament into geographical data
and its use (see Chorlcy and Bunion 1991 in this
volume). These demonstrate a shift in emphasis in
successive inquiries. The lirst of these was the
Ortlnance Survey Review Cotntnittcc. amminted in
1975 to advise on long-term policy for the 05. It
paid considerable attention to the adoption of
tligiral mapping, recommending that - if it was
proved (as the Committee expected it would be)
that digital mapping was cost ei'1’.-active — the (‘)5
should accelerate conversion from manual methods

to provide digital coverage at the 1 :50 but) scale by
1982-83 and at the basic (Le. primary mapping)
scales (of l : t'.l5tl, t : 2500 and 1: JUIJDD) by I992-
93; it made no reference to ots as such. This
repon, then, considered OS very much in terms of
its role as a traditional map producer. but producing
the paper maps in future by digital means.

The Report of the House of Lords Select
Committee on Science and Technology (House of
Lords 1984; see also Rhind 1986) investigated both
digital mapping and remote sensing. It was much
more appreciative of the potential benefits ofdigital
data as such and. among its many recommendations
were several on the ttecd to accelerate the OS

digitizing programme and the manner in which this
should he done. in addition. it recognized the
pervasive nature of geographical data and the many
interrelationships and dependencies being built up.
principally with regard to US data. "Therefore. it
recommended the establishment of a Committee of

Enquiry into the handling of geographical data.
Such a Cotrunittee was established under the

chairmanship of Lord Chorlcy and found

widespread interest in such data: a large part of its 28
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Report (DUE I‘-.387‘, Rhind and Mounscy 1939;
Chorloy and Buxton 199] in this volume] was
devoted to the role of the OS in providing at digital
map framework. In addition, however. it strongly
emphasized the role of GIS. esamined the value of
standards for spatial referencing, noted that the lack
of 'awarencss' of what is possible and what is
already going on in other areas was a major
impediment to the widespread use ol'GlS. and
recommended the establishment of a centre for

coordination and advice on the handling of
geographic data. Some of the recomntendations
were acted upon speedily: thus considerable
resources have since ‘neon put into GEE research in
the United Kingdom by the Natural Environmcnt
and the Economic and Social Research Councils

(Goodchild and Rhind 'l‘)9ll). More significantly,
there has been a move away from maps as products
in themselves towards the view that they are only
one of many sources providing geographical data
for use in (HS. In essence, a database approaclt is
now firmly established in British governtncnt
thinking and. because of the highly centralized
nature of the state in comparison to that of the
Unit ed States and the existence of a ubiquitously
used and country wide spatial referencing
framework (the National Grid). this approach may
be expected to permeate most organizations quite-
quickly

Yet. despite this initiative to study what should
be done in the national interest, the commitment by

government departments to mrtl-ring geographical
data generally available has been less than had been
hoped. This is significant because data are not ‘in
the public domain‘ in the United Kingdom:
government sees itself as cntircly justified in
charging for its data snti.in-.1eed, 03 receives over
one-third of its liudget from cost recovery — n figure
which will certainly rise (Rhind 1990'). The military
have mnrlteteti (through 08) Digital "Elevation
Models at 50 m resolution derived from the OS
1 :5!) D00 scale contours and the Census offices have

agreed to code each 1991 Census household
response with a postcode (1.3 million of which exist
for the country, so a multiplicity of small area data
sets could be constructed for particular purposes].
A significant factor is that income generated by
sales of data by government departments does not
generally accrue to them but reverts to the
Treasury: since no part of their budget is provided
for making data available and since to do so

The H istoryr ol GIS 

demands resources. little incentive exists for data to

be provided. However, recent relaxations in rules as
some departments are converted into executive
agencies may alter the situation.

If activity in the Unitctl Kingdom in (HS was
disappointingly small in the l9'i'0s and early 1980s
after the pioneer work of the ECU and 05, it
expanded greatly in the late ltllills. stintulateti lay
the publication of the Chorley Report. As already
pointed out, much of the funding to stimulate action
has come from the utilities. which need large-scale
digital databases for the cfficicnt management of
l'.l1C networks they control (NJUG l.‘Jtt7); their
pressure has been influential in simplifying the
specification for digitizing 05 maps and in
accelerating that programme. Local authorities,
too, are showing :1 lteener interest and. along with
the utilities, have been major actors in the
establishment in 1989 of the Association for

Geographic Information (AG1). a national
umbrella organization which involves vendors,
chartered surveyors. geographers. oducationetlists,
users in commerce and industry. software houses.
learned societies and many others: its primary rolcs
are to ensure the dissemination of knowledge.
promote stantlards and advance the tield.
Commercial interest. which had been notably
lacking in lhc 19705 also rapidly developed,
particularly in relation to market rcacarch (Stic-
Beaulttont 1991 in this volurnc), plant location.
local planning rind trutfic guidance system, and is
exemplified by the formation ufPinpoint Analysis
Ltd which, in collaboration with the US. has
prepared a national database of centroid references
of all properties in Britain (Rhind 1988). Finally. an
exceptional CUI'll.l'li'||.lll0t‘| has heen the creation of
GIS dentonstrators (Green 'l9fi7l and tutors (Roper
and Green 1989) which have served to iitstruct and
inl'orm a worldwide audience.

DEVELOPMENTS ELSEWHERE IN THE
WORLD

it is obvious that developments elsewhere cannot be
covered in the same detail as for North America and

the United Kingdom. None the less, several
important distinctions need to he made.
Developments elsewhere in Europe nppcar. apart
from any military interest. to be associated
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primarily with national mapping agencies and with
the maintenance oi cadastral records of property. in
respect of the latter. one of the most interesting
developments has been that of the Swedish Land
Databanlt System (SLDS). initiated in the early
1970s lily a decision of the Swedish Parliament to
replace the earlier manual system of property and
land registration by an electronic system. An
agency. the Central Bureau for Real Estate Data
(CBRED), was created to establish and maintain
this system. A pilot system was introduced in
Uppsala County and operated under legal authority
from 1976, and the system was progressively
implemented. half the country ltavtttg been covered
by I986 (Andersson 1987). lt had a much wider
application than solely in the held of property (sec
Dale 1991 in this volume; also Ottoson and Rystcdt
1991 in this volume) and is being, contbined with
statistics on housing and population (routinely
available in Sweden on the basis of individual

properties) as an input to urban and regional
planning and to throw light on policy issues of
various kinds. sttch as nuclear emergencies. civil
defence and second homes.

Many applications elsewhere in the world art:
more recent than those in the United States, In

Australia, initiatives have come primarily front two
sources. catlastral mapping (ii state responsibility)
and applied scientific research (0'Ca| Iaghari and
Garner 1991 in this volume). The handling ofland
records is now well established in all Australian

states, having begun very early in South Australia,
and is indeed internationally regarded as a major
Australian success. GIS in the science area has been

developed mostly through the Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research Organization
(Cocks. Walker and Parvey 1988), where a
continetitalscale GIS. the Australia Resources

information System (ANS). was begun in the late
|97Us. It arose from an initial ncctl sccn in the mid-

l9'.'tls for the production of ntsps of local
government data and was stimulated by the
availability of digital lites of local government
boundaries from the Division of National Mapping.
By 1982. a wide variety of natural and socio-
economic data were available. ‘This system is
essentially a research tool which has been used in a
number of applications. from the location of new
cities. through the identification of areas that should
be withdrawn from pastoral use and ofothcr
ungrazetl areas that might be devoted to this

purpose. to the t'eproscntativetn:r.s of National
Parks. It remains a prototype. produced on a
limited budget. which might serve as a model for an
operational system at some l'1..tlure date.

Despite its immense commitment to the
electronics industry. Japan showed little interest in
the wells and 19705 in (315. although here too
interest in GIS developed very rapidly in the liliills
(Kuho I937; set: also Kuhn 199.1 in this volume].
The only related activity in the 1970s appears to
have been the production of digital land data hy the
Gcographiesl Survey Institute using a llt111,t_:rit.l: but
no indigenous software was available to process the
data and their use was accordingly very limited. The
recent surge of interest has apparently been
encouraged by the commercial survey and
computing industries. which are very ltcen to
acquire new business. and by central government
agencies wishing to extend their control.

his Ltnclcar frotn the account by Koshltnriov.
Tiltunov and Troiimov (1989) at what stage interest
in GIS occurred in the Soviet Union. although the
immense challenges which that country faces in the
management of natural rcsottrces throughout its
vast territory seem to cry out for use of such
systems; the impression is that not much had
ltappcned before 1‘)-li|.l. By .lilti3.tl1c Institute of
Geography in the USSR Academy of Sciettces was
holding a conference on the problems of (315
science and, in the same yeat. the first ol'a series of
schools and seminars for young scientists was held
in the Far Eastern Research Centre on cartographic
modelling. and (H3. The main etttphasls generally
scams to have been on developing systonts of
autorniucd ntapping and on the preparation or
cartographic databases, rather than in (313 per so. In
this regard. the Soviets seem to be following the
same path tmdortaken by the United States and the
United Kingdom :1 dccadt: or more earlier.

The history of GIS in developing countries is.
in the main, similarly restricted to the l9il0s when.
partly through the iuit.iativi.-s of aid groups. a
number of systems was established (sec Taylor 199i
in this volume). For example. the Jamaica G-IS
(JAMGIS) was begun in 1981. ftmdcd by the US
Agency for International Development using
Michigan State University‘s Comprehensive
Resource. lnvetttory and Evaluation .‘-iystent
(CRIBS) as the basis (Eyre 1989) and a Land Tillittg
Protect was begun in Thailand in 1935 through a

World Bank loan and technical assistance front the 30
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Australian International Development Assistance
Bureau (Angus-Leppan i989)‘ The latter has
highlighterl the importance of the stall‘ of the host
country lacing intimately involved in the work, of
using familiar concepts and terms wherever
possible. of providing comprehensive training and
education. and otthe role of persuasion by
adequately briefed advisers.

Not all developments in such countries,
however, are dependent on outside support. In the
Peoples Republic of China, where work on cligital
mapping had begun in I.‘-'72 and tapes of satellite
imagery had been acquired by 1975. a conference at
the Academia Sinicu in 1980 led to the

establisltment of at working group on 0315 and to at
number of regional initiatives. Chcn Stttlpeng
(1987) has summarized the numerous developments
since then, mostly related to environmental hazard
prediction and management. and carried out on
rnicrocomputc-rs.

For completeness, reference should be made to
the attempts at multinational and global GIS. Of
course, the problems of developing and
implementing GIS across national boundaries
reileet, in exaggerated form. experiences within
each country (notoriously those within the United
States) of a lack of correspondence between
mapping systems, data collection and the like. The
European Con1rnission(ECj has sought to develop
a coordinated system of environmental mapping for
the whole community. The main emphasis to date
has been on the collation and evaluation of

comparable data for the czonstitue-at countries and
on software to handle them (Wiggins H at’. 1937l- Al
:1 global level, the availability of data from satellites.
an increasing concern for the global environment
and experience with such cartographic databases as
World DataBanlt [1 have led to increasing interest
in the possibility of world wide systems. is view that
has led to initiatives to develop a topographic
lrameworlc for such databases. initially through the
activities of D. P. Biclcmore. Chairman of a

Commission of the International Cartographic
Association (lCAl on a World Digital Database for
Environmental Science from 1987 until 1990.

Mounsey and Tomlinson (1983) have chronicled the
progress of GIS in managing and exploiting global
databases: it is clear from their book that such

developments are still embryonic but are developing
rapidly (see Clark. Hastings and Kinncman 199! in
this volume; also Townshcnd 1991 in this vulttmc).

The History of GIS

CONCLUSIONS

A history ot’Gl5 is necessarily piecemeal and
partial. inevitably, events are duplicated in different‘
countries at different times. But, despite the
unsatisfactory nature of the evidence and the fact
that such conclusions are necessarily
approximations to reality. four overlapping phases
may be distinguished in the development of GIS in
the more advanced countries. The First is the

pioneer or ‘research frontier’ period. from the 19505
to about 1975 in the United States and the United

Kingdom. This was characterized by inclivitlual —
even icliosyncrattic — developments, limited
international contacts, little data in machine-
readable tone and ambitions which far out-run the

computing resources oi the day. Individual
personalities greatly influenced events. The second
phase was that in which formal experiment and
government-funded research was the norm.
stretching from about 1973 to the early 1930s; the
role nfindividuals was diminished somewhat in the

international and national arenas except for strong-
minded heads of national mapping agencies. but at
the local level the effect of individuals persisted
strongly. Rapidly replacing this phase was the
commercial phase commencing circa 1982 which. in
the light ofstrong competition ‘untnng vendors. is
now giving way to a phase of user dorninancc. The
last two phases‘ can also be chEtrEtt:ter.izcd as ones in
which systems handling individual data sets on
isolated machines (latterly workstations) gave way
to those dcaling with corporate and distributed
datulrases, accessed across networks and
increasingly integrated into the other nonvspatial
databases of the organization. A vital characteristic
of both the latter phases is that these activities
became routine: in earlier phases. skilled ‘Fitters’
were required to be on hand to cope with problems
in the sol'tware_ data or hardware

What particularly emerges from this chaptcr is
the dominant contribution of North America to the

development and implementation of GIS up to the
mid and lalc—l9lS(ls‘. a function of the persuasive
power of key individual pioneers, the size of the
internal market, the leading role of the United
States in the development of computer hardware
and software and — above all - an increasing
appreciation by many North American users of the
need for ellicient. speedy and cost—effective means
of handling large quantities of geographical data. it 31
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is that perception of need which led putcnlittl users
to seek G15 solutions and line enr:n-urrtged
eomntereial providers to develop and ol'l'er tttrnkcy
systems in convert that perceived need into :1
reality. What is not clear from the piecemeal
evidence. however. is the ratio olfttilures lo

successes or how many npertttinnal systems are fully
used and living up to their promises. A federal
systent of gnvermnent. where large hurcaucrzlcies
have considerable powers to lake lrllIl:l‘IlVI:5 on their
own account and where states are often as large as
many independent countries, are no doubt
important features. as is the large arert of public
l.:tnd in be managed directly by l’ei:ler:t| and state
agencies. Being tzorttinentul in settle faces both
Canada and the United States with particular
problems. but it also helps to crenti; ilrl ttwarcmrss of
the impnrtnttce nfG1S to policy. Even so. CGIS
retnains unique. in its scale, ettmprehunsivenuss and
ambition at a time of inadequate technology.

Developments elsewhere in GIS were more
lintitetl until late in the 19805. ttltlinttgh those in
.|apan. the United Kittgclotit and several other
countries in mainland Europe seem in rapid
evoiutinn. Land registration prnmises in make G13
El globally used technology from the ‘bottom up‘
while earth monitoring from satellites promises to
achieve global use ‘top down‘. It is a i'e.a5onztl1le
expectation that routine [nncl often boring. if
valuable) use of GIS will be nearly ubiquitous river
the next 20 years. This is the end of tht: beginning of
GIS.
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THE COMMERCIAL SETTING

OF GIS

J DANGERMOND

This chapter deals with the cnrnmcrciiil ,M.'!.ll'lg of C15, in r:an:ra.r1 um]; hi;-tori‘;-ai,
rechrioliJgicr2i, governrrienl or rutuderrnic.i‘ci.ri.r:gs. Aflcr cm i'm'rrJLlitc'iio.rz arts! pr l‘:ri.ef
indicatiort of the present scope of the SIS bitsinm. G15firrrw are rlisiiriguishcrlfrcrri
rhr:-re in cirirely refitted technologies. and n typical i.'ommrri:i'nl' (IIS in briefly
described. Then. in the chitptcr'.t‘ n1rn'cr.rrciion. the wide variety of mmmerciai GL5‘
firm: are categorized. and each category brirfly dci'cri'bed,' £1 rcluteri sccetirm dc-.rcribc.r
Fmw mrnnrerciul firmr .1-'up;)ari' the CNS .s*yslcm.i' Cycle. Then the cor-iirilmifnrt of
t:r)mmcrcialfirm.s‘ to (hcficlcl, (hair prr)liIeni._r_ same: nflhefrfrusirririonx, the GL5‘
l‘l"i.'li¢:t'.t‘0fIrI«'i1i(.'fi they are i: purl‘. and ihirfiiln.rcr of the cornmcrcial sector are curl:
discussed in turn‘ Finally. srlinr brt'efcnm'ludt'u,g rimirirkr are proivinlcd.

INTRDDUCTION

GIS technology provides ii framework for all forms
of spatial data storage, retrieval, amlly,-gig, display
and modelling. lt proviilcs the ‘front end‘
icchnology for multimedia spatial databases
including Video. CD-ROM, tabular, and other
forms of data.

Market Forces and healthy commercial
competition arc :1 primary driving force causing
thinkers to forge ahead with new ideas, Concepts
and techniques in any technological field. It was
apparent, 20 years ago, that rhi: GIS Hcld would

grow rapidly only if large commercial organizations
could be enticed to enter it.

Development in the (315 llt.'lCl demanded many
elements; hardwaru. to provide the fundamental
cnnbling capabilities required; construction ofa
sound theoretical basis for geograplrical
relationships and H. model of how geographical
reality could he abstracted for data processing;
engineered software products which would
encapsulate 1hc scientific notions of spatial analysis
and geographical data processislg; creation of
demand for spatial information in orilcr to address

complex prublonm about geography; creation of an
industry wl‘tiL'|'t -'.‘L‘II.I]d rni-tnufncturc and distribute
GIS technology; and creation of 21 research
environment with all its competitive Incchanisms.
for cnsuring advances in methods and techniques.
Each of [hose ulemonts required appropriate
institutional] scllingii and tho dcvcloprnent of people
who would create and drive these ittslitulions.

Over the last two decades, those elements luavc
come into being. The GIS lield is now coming of age
with: the founding nfthc US Nilll-ClII3lCCI1lCl' for
Geographic Information and Analysis (NCGIAJ
and its cquivalenl in other countries‘. the sclcction
by IBM of (315 as one of its five strategic markets
for the l‘)9l'l.~'.; the adoption of GIS by virtually all
US national agencies: the Imtssivc emerging gcncral
interest in cartography and geography:
environmental crises at local. national and global
lcvcls‘. resource shortages; the decay as well as rapid
growth ot'ci1ic.~:; and the need to manage natural
rcsuurccei htztler.

This chapter describes what GIS in lhe
conimercial sector presently supplies. how it goes
about its business, what problems. it faces. and
where present trends are leading. The chapter 36
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concentrates on those aspects of commercial
operations which are influenced directly by doing
business in the GIS field. The perspective is that of
a major i"lI'in in thefield. Wl‘JlCll now supplies a
broad range ofGlS technology, but which recalls
vividly what El ‘start-up mode‘ oi‘ operation was like.

THE LITERATURE

in comparison with the literature of the computer
field, the literature of the (318 Field is still in a rather
undeveloped state: this is especially so with regard
to the strictly commercial aspects of the licld.
Nevertheless, there are a few sources which identify
vendors of GIS hardware. software, and services.

Often company profiles are also provided.
Surveys of the commercial sectorin the "United

Kingdom are included in the AGI Yearbool-ts
(Shand and Moore 1989; Foster and Shand I990).
The most thorough survey of the US industry is that
by Walker and Miller (1990). An annually updated
soureehook for the United States (-618 World 1990)
also provides useful up-to-date information.

A number of privately prepared (and quite
costly) survey reports aim to describe the
commercial GIS lield. These provide dollar
estimates of total revenues. market share. sales by
sector, estimates of growth rates by sector and
similar kinds of data. Some also include company
profiles and technical accounts of recent
developments. These include, for example, thosc of
Dataqu-est. Inc. (San Jose. California. a subsidiary
of Dun & Bradstreet) and Daratech, inc.

(Cambridge. Massachusetts).

SCOPE OF COMMEHCML GIS BUSINESS

The GIS business began about 20 to 25 years ago,
was relatively small for the first decade of its
existence, and has been growing very rapidly in the
last decade. While estimates vary. growth rates
around 25-35 per cent per year over the next five
years seem reasonable (sec Maguire 1991 in this
volume). The number of lirms which claim to
provide at least some GIS-related goods or services

is now approaching 1000. Annual gross sales are
difficult to determine, in part because of varying
definitions of what the GIS business includes (c'.g.
including or exclutling sales of generalqz-urpose
computing machinery which is used for (315
applications). Using a brottd definition. annual sales
of GIS technology are probably about 500 million
US dollars at the present time. Software sales may
represent a quarter of that amount.

Commercial GIS and closely related
technologies

Commercial GES are commonly based on both
vector and raster computer technologies; however,
the commercial GIS field is also related to ti number

of other spatial information technologies, usually
because of interchanging data with them, or using
them in managing or displaying data. Many
commercial firms supply these other technologies
along with GIS-related products. Many commercial
organizations which perform photointerpretation.
remote sensing. photogrammetry. or image
processing now offer some GIS—rc1tite(l products,
such as creating automated geographical databases
which include the products of their work; many
organizations which supply computer aided drafting
or cartographic services also offer G13-related
products. A number oi‘ computer hardware
manufacturers have begun to offer GIS software as
well, A large nurnber of Firms which have
specialized in services to a particular industry (c. g.
forestry, engineering) have begun to offer GlS
services and consulting in support of their project
work. General purpose computer software suppliers
are now creating some software [such as DBMS
software) useful in GIS.

'TVP|CAL' COMMEHCML GIS

A minimal GIS might consist of a computer with
accompanying memory, some sort of GIS software,
geographical data, a person to operate [he system,
unda set of procedures which are to be followed in
its use. More complete G13 cnrnnirmly include
digitizing tablets, colour graphics terminals. and
hardcopy devices such as plotters. electrostatic

printerlplotters. or the like. Larger (‘:15 can be 37
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Created by adding more components; using larger
capacity or more sophisticated devices: connecting
components together: and increasing staffing. data
and organizational complexity. Because Cris often
perform compute-intensive operations (such as
overlaying). many uscr organizations have futtnd it
best to dedicate a computer system entirely to GIS
operations rather than running G15 as one of
several applications. Even then. graphic displays are
often slow unless: a very powerful graphics processor
is included in the system. Because large t.litttll'|aSt:5
are usually involved. 015 often require very large
memory resources. At present. commercial GIS can
be based on mainframe computers. rninicomputers.
workstations. or personal computers, and GIS and
their component hardware can he networked
together in various ways. The accompanying figures
(Figs. 4. ‘l -4.5) show several such GIS
configurations and their approximate costs (in US
dollars). At present. sales of workstation and
personal computer based systems are growing, more
rapidly than those of other configurations.

CATEGORIES OF COMMERCIAL GIS

Primary G|$ businesses

Hnrdware technology

llnrdware development continues to be a major
driving force in the development of GIS. The major
trend in this area is towards less expensive. faster
and smaller computers; in the early 1990s these are
workstations of the 20--SU MIPS variety. By the
mid-l99t'ls. these are expected to become 50-250
MIPS workstations at a cost affordable for personal
computing. These computers, together with file
servers and very large capacity storage devices. are
rapidly being networked and, in the future, they will
operate as nodes within a vast computer and data
management environment [for more discussion of
the technological setting of (313 see Goodchild 1991
in this volume),

Most hardware development is of general-
purpose computing machinery. which is then
applied to GIS. Only a few hardware devices are
completely GIS specific. but some devices. such as
digitizers, plotters and scanners. find especially
important applications in the GIS field. The
marketing of computer hardware for GIS use has

become increasingly oriented to an ‘open system‘
approach in which buyers are purchasing a variety
of independent system devices and avoiding the
overhead costs of solutions in which a single vendor
supplies all the hardware for a complete (315.

A discussion ofthc diversity of the commercial
hardware business. even as it appiies to 61$. is far
beyond the scope of this chapter.

Software technology

Software used in GIS may be GIS specific, although
some software. such as DBMS software. may he a
general purpose product applied to G13. The
development of GIS-spccific software may
represent the ‘purest’ primary GIS business. since
the product has no other application than (318 and is
essential to the existence of a 015.

Because of intense competition and rapid
technical developments. the most critical factor in ét
tirn1“s commercial success in GIS software

development is probably a programme of
continuous research and development. together
with the creation ofpopular user applications.
Reputation among users, the number of installed
systems. the quality of software documentation and
user training, and the firm's ability to deal with its
customers/users are also quite critical to commercial
success. To meet these demands. a successful G15
software developer probably requires staff trained
in computer science. geography. cartography and a
range of related disciplines. As the software
becomes more sophisticated, staff specializing in the
particular fields to which the GIS software is to be
applied also become valuable.

Some commercial GIS software systems are
hardware specific. others run on a variety of
hardware systems. Similarly. some systems interface
with a variety of DBMS. graphics software. and so
on, while others offer less flexibility. A variety of
strategies are used in coping with the problems
which portability. or lack of it. presents.

The organization and functions of a commercial
firm supplying GIS software are similar to firms
supplying other kinds of software. These include
functions like software development. quality
assurance. documetttation. installation. training.
field support. marketing. and the like. Sales of
software for major G18 often involve considerable
consulting, often by third parties. Sales and
distribution seem to be most effective when

potential users receive actual demonstrations of the 38
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Fig. 4.1 Personal computer ($5 00I]—$25 000)

Fig. 4.3 Minicontputer using VMS. AOSIVS, X-
OS. or similar operating systems (1680 000-351
million)

Fig. 4.4 Mainframe using VJWCMS. MVS, Or
similar operating systems. ($2 milliDn—$15 million)

 
Fig. 4.5 Network with servet(s) using UNIX and
mainframe. or minicomputer operating systems
($100 U(JlJ—viitually unlimited)

Five different hardware platform approaches to supporting geographical information systems and ranges of
typical hardware cost. (Cost ranges assume purchase of new equipment) 39
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ctlpahilitics of the software. although with the wider
distribution of GIS. more potential buyers are
familiar with GIS capabilities before they contact
software vendors. Programming support and hotline
support r'1l'l:'.lI1'l|JDl1El.Il.t in the GIS field because the
technology is relatively new. because it is just
beginning to be taught extensively in colleges and
universities. and because the applications of the
technology are rrzpidly diversifying. User groups are
still useful because of these same factors, but they
are already specializing by application type.
hastened by the rapid increase in the number ol”GlS
users in the world.

Sales of G13 software for personal cornputers is
already a much simpler process than that for GIS
software on other computer platforms: following
receipt of a written or phone request, and
subsequent payment for the product. the user
receives the user installable sof1ware,writlen

ttocnmentation and a training package (perhaps
including videotaped instruction and ti training
database). As personal computers continue their
evolution into higher pcrfonnancc workstations.
these lower and focused application products will
play the valuable role of attracting new users into
the G15 field.

Applications programming

General purpose GIS software must olten be
adapted to particular applications (urban planning.
forestry, elt.‘.: See also the cltapters in Section III of
this volume"). This application may be accomplished
by the user. by the original software vendor who
offers prepackaged applications. by using ‘tnacro'
languages (which main: it easier for users to write
their own applications programs), or by a custom
progratntning service. A major trend in recent years
has been the develotnncni oi‘ third party
organizations which provide application assistance
to users. Many persons who gained experience in
the GIS field in the late l‘J7l}s and early 1980: are
now providing such ‘value added‘ services to clients
who have GIS systems. some of these firms are also
becoming (315 software distributors for the major
GIS software vendors. They then add value by
providing either their applications software
pnckrigcs or custom programming sttpport.

Database development

The largest cost in most G15 continues to be the
rlatabnsc. For the last 20 years automation of

gcngrapliical data has been performed ehiclly by
digitizing and key entry. In recent years, scanning
and conversion from existing automated files have
also become important. Nevertheless. no present
technology permits easy and inexpensive capture of
previously mapped data, let alone spatial data in
other non-digital forms.

For this and other reasons. there is an

cnormous backlog of geographical data which
various organizations would like to put into digital
form. A growing number of firms is providing
complete assistance in the processes of database
design. data capture. data conversion. data
automation. data editing, database creation and
related services. Matty of these firms specialize.
some working chiefly with natural resource data.
others with turban data. and soon.

Database creation is an exceedingly complex
task (sue. for example. Dangermond and Harnden
l9‘JtJ). involves many steps. and requires great care.
skill and experience if the result is to be satisfactory,
Some of the firms perform their worlt parameter by
parameter. perhztps integrating the data after
automation; others integrate and standardicc data
before they are automated.

Some GIS are old enough that one or more
cyclcs of complete updating by commercial firms
have now been undertaken [215 in rapidly growing
urban areas}.

Many (its are now being rlesignctl for
continuous updating through transactions,
presenting problems in (its administration which
are now under intense study.

Commercial organizations applying (its technology

The growth in the ntimbcr of commercial firms
which apply G15 technology in particular Iields has
been explosive in the last few years, Such
organizations work in the Fields of surveying.
pliotoinierpreialion and photogramtnt.-try. image
processing. urban and regional planning, real
cstate. vehicle navigation. utilities. energy. mining
and minerals. market research, landscape
architecture. architecture. development. forestry,
coastal planning. ecology. environmental planning
and regulation. parks and recreation. land
ntanagentent. agriculture. milttaryiclelcnce.
cartography and national mapping. water resources.
flood control. civil engineering. transportation
engineering, sanitary engineering, transportation

planning. contmunications. and many others. (‘In 40
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part because of the employment opportunities lacing
created in such tirms. a growing number of colleges
and universities are acquiring (NS for use in
teaching.)

Consulting

A signilicant number of organizations and
individuals now offer consulting on various aspects
of (H5. The services offered include assessrnent of

possible applications of GIS. GIS feasibility studies,
system and database design, project design.
assistance in designing specifications and Rcqttcsts
for Proposals (RFPS). project supervision.
benchmark testing, advice on special problems in
GIS. and so on. Some of the consultants also offer

the capability to execute the plans they devise.
including complete implementation of it iiysttm;
others are third-party providers of services only.

General-purpose G15 technology firms

A few Firms offer to provide a very wide range of
Cn1$—relatetl goods and services. These are often
firms which have been in thc field for more than a

decade, are relatively large in size, and have
accumulated a good deal of experience. These firms
typically offer it wide range of consulting services.
turnkey GIS, database creation. custom software
programming, and complete project support
services. from concept to final working system.
Another approach is for a linn to offer
organizational management and financing for the
GIS, and then contract for all the rtzqttirctl elements
of the final GIS.

GIS-related businesses

Trainlnglcducatlon

As contrasted with colleges and universities which
may deal with education, these tirnts usually offer
highly specific training about GIS and its
applications. Some of these firms offer a broad
range of related services as well. A few concentrate
on seminars and courses which introduce (H3 in a

more academic setting. A number of commercial
organizations now offer services in organizing GIS-
related meetings. conferences. symposia and the
like. These seem to function in ways somewhat
similar to professional societies.

Publishing

A number of commercial organizations are now
heavily involved in providing GIS-related journals,
newsletters, market reports, research reports. and
the lil-tc. A much larger number of such
organizations deal with the field more peripherally
by running occasional GIS—rcluted advertisements.
articles. reviews, application descriptions and
similar materials. As well as potential sources of
revenue, these offer it useful means of information
dissemination and advertising.

Database publishers

A few cc-mntercial firms exist which might be said to
he ‘database publishers’. These firms provide
previously created digital databases of various kinds
of geograpltical information in some exchange
format. An example is the firms providing road
centrclinc files. initially driven by the requirements
of road navigation systems. As rights in data are
clarified, arrangements for data sharing with
govcrnme.ntaI agencies are worked out. and the
demand for quick availability of gr.-ographicai data
increases, these firms may find an important niche
in the G13 field. much like national government's
publication of digital tiles.

Others

in addition to the firms mentioned above with

involvement in photogramrnctry, image processing.
there are other firms, in a wide range ofdata
capture and data processing areas. which simply
supply their products to others for automation.
These firms. nevertheless. play an absolutely
essential role in the creation and support of GIS
technology: their development in the last 20 years,
along with developments in computer hardware
technology. are probably the two major driving
‘forces in the growth of the GIS field itself.

SYSTEM CYCLE SUPPORT

While some experienced GIS user organizations
Continue to buy selected GIS goods and services.
the rapid growth of GIS use has meant that a
growing number of customers want complete
support for their GIS, from initial concept to a

complete functioning system. The complete (313 41
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development cycle. as it is supported by some
commercial organizations. will be sketched out in
this section. The basic steps in the development
cycle are indicated in Figure 4.6 [see also Clarice
1991 in this volume).

initial idea
system ilextihility

Assessment:
date. user needs

Canoe tuel
design o 51 GIS

Pilot study

Standardization!
automation

install system

Application
programming

Traininn.
education

Functioning
GIS

Fig. 4.6 A simplified view of the (315 system cycle

The process (described here only in skeleton
outline) begins with forntuiation of needs and a
concept; this is best done under a single director.
using ltard working, highly motivated ‘teams or‘ two‘
pot‘.-'.onn [one technically oriented. the other
management oriented). Then a thorough study is
made of user needs. ofexis-ting data resources, and
of how the GIS will affect decision making. A cost!
benefit or feasibility analysis ofthe proposed GIS
may he performed at this point. The hardware,
so.ftware. database. staff, organization. and other
resources required are identified and then a design
for the system and an implementation plan are
created and reviewed with the user organization. It‘
approved. the system implementation is begun.
Vendors are contacted. site visits made. necessary
consuitants employed. applications identified.

The Commercial Setting oi CH5

alternatives cottsidered. A request for proposal rttay
be drafted. including specifications. performance
criteria. requirements for a technology selection
test, and other requirements. Vendor selection
follows. The data to be used are gathered.
ttrgattized, reclassified as necessary, standardized
for the new database. updated as necessary.
itttegrated. prepared for autornatiott. automated.
edited, displayed for comparison with the source
data. prepared for storage. and included in the
growing database. Hardware is acquired, installed
and tested. and systems software installed. Software
is acquired and installed. Users are trained. and
then their training reinforced by work on a pilot
project which tests the entire (513.

For a specific project, the system is used to
prepare atlas maps of the project site. models are
prepared for analysing the project data. outputs of
various kinds are obtained, and. based on these, a

plan. recommendations. decisions. or similar
outputs are provided.

For a GIS providing continuing support to an
organizrttiotts deeision—trtaltittg process, the initial
database is gradually expanded, updated and
enhanced. perhaps through the transaction process.
Over the years the system cycle may have to be
repeated, providing for updated. enlarged, or
additional capabilities. Reorganiazttions. changes in
mission or mandate. and other changes. may affect
this process. Experience suggests that many (313
will have to be expanded as soon as users discover
what they are capable of doing. Upgrading of skills.
introtiuction to new techniques and methods. and
similar ongoing education and training are required
throughout the system's lite.

Commercial organizations may also assist in
integration of a (315 with an existing infonrtatiun
system. GIS technology transfer. software
conversion to new hardware platform.-t, creation of
spccilic GIS products (such as atlases. special maps.
etc.). and other. more specialized. services.

COMMERCIAL FIRMS‘ CONTRIBUTIONS TO
THE (315 FIELD

The commercial sector makes a variety of
contributions to the GIS field as a whole. A good
deal of research and development is undertaken. in

order to bring new products to the market; pilot 42
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studies oi’ actual applications are often an irnportant
part of the process. Commercial tirms are often the
first actually to provide delivery ol' new technology
to users in the form of hardware. software. methods

and techniques. applications. training and soon.
Having made it available, commcrcial lirms
continue its support through hotlines. technical
cuttsultiltg. technical literature. user groups and the
like. Commercial firms may provide partialor
complete subsidies of the development of new
technology by other sectors, especially educational
institutions and individual researchers: they may
also make the technology (e.g. hardware, software.
project support) available at low cost or no cost to
educational institutions and special classes of users.
such as non-profit organizations. international
organizations dealing with the underdeveloped
world. or the like. Donations of new and used

equipment may be made to institutions which could
not otherwise afford to acquire it. Commercial
organizations usually provide major sponsorship of
technical meetings and conferences. technical
journals and technical rcscarch. Advertising by such
lirms pertorms an educational function for potential
users. making them more aware of the technology
and what it can do; advertising revenues are at major
source of funds supporting the existence of
professional journals. Representatives of individual
firms or industry groups often take the lead in
organizing industry committees and working groups
or joint committees involving all the sectors of the
G15 field. such as those dealing with standards;
industry representatives often provide certain kinds
of public policy advice to government agencies at
nominal cost. industry is a major employer of
persons who practise G15. probably exceeded by
government, but, today, ahead of academia in this
regard. Commercial tirms often conduct extensive
education and training efforts for their own
employees, either formally or informally. and create
a major reservoir of trained and experienced
professionals and technicians which eventually
enriches all sectors of the GIS field.

 

PROBLEMS OF COMMERCIAL GIS
BUSINESS

While its success has been remarkable in recent

years. the commercial sector of the GIS field must

work hard to solve various problems ifit is to
continue to Flourish; a low of these problems are
mentioned below.

Problems of perception and understanding of
the technology

The vast majority of people who could usefully
employ GIS technology still know little or ntttllittg
about it. The message about its usefulness is still not
being heard in the places where the technology is
most needed, such as in the Third World. in the vast

majority of municipal governments throughout the
world, on the farms of the world. and lay average
citizens. whose access to the technology (often paid

for by public funds} is dtflicull or impossible.
Present educational efforts in colleges and
universities, and even the expanding use of the
technology, will only improve this situation over a
period measured in decades {see Unwin 1991 in this
volurne for further details),

Potential buyers and users of GIS technology
continue to he confused and, in some cases, turned

away from GIS use by various advertising and sales
practices of some commercial DIS firms. The
number of commercial firms claiming to have GIS is
rapidly expanding. but the vast majority of these
software systems have only rudimentary GL5

capabilities.
Companies continue to announce G18 software

long in advance of the earliest possible delivery
dates. and many such programs are never delivered
to users at all, Many UIS continue to perform so
badly that users. and those who listen to them. are
convinced that the ‘promise’ of 015 technology is
no more than a decetfition.

Many of those problems would be eliminated if
potential users were far better iniornied and
educated about the technology. if professional
standards of practice were observed. and if more
users would matte use ofobiective tests. such as
benchmarks, to evaluate the competing claims of
vendors. But beyond this. all sectors of the (HS
field need to work harder at explaining what G15
technology is. what it can do. and how it can be
most effectively and inexpensively employed.

Problems with GIS technology

There are numerous technical problems to resolve

at the present time. but. perhaps paradoxically, 43
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these arc likely to be resolved much sooner than the
problems menlioncd above. These technical
probietns. discussed elsewhere in this volume.
include. the dilficulties in connecting hardware and
software from diffcrcnt vendors: thc dilliculties in
interconvcrting data created in different ways: thc
data automation problcm; and so on.

Problems between the sectors of the GIS field

Finally. commercial organizations contintie to find
themselves in competition with government and
somctimos ttcadcmia in providing goods and
services to users. As in other technical fields. this is

a source of concern for all parties; it may also hi: 3
source ofcretttive tension which benefits rill.

SOME FFIUSTRATIDNS OF THE
COMMERCIAL SECTOR

Some problems are so intractable and pI:!l'$ltilIiH‘I'l
that they colour every aspect of commcrcial
0p'(:t‘HlIDl'l:a' in the GIS ficltl. While opinions will
differ as to what t'he.~.e intractable problems are.
hcrc is one short list:

0 Given the speed with which the field is
developing. and the difficulty commercial
organizations are having in keeping up with that
growth. it may seem paradoxical to suggcst that
the slowness with which lhc ti.-i:hn-:-logy has been
accepted it frustrating: but. given what the
tcchnology is capable of. and the ftlpitl march of
the global problems which it could help to
alleviate, the relative _~:t1ai|'s pace of its
tlcvclopmcnt is cxtrcmely frustrating,

I Though costs are falling rapidly, the continuing
high coin of thc tcchrtology is also irustrtiting.

I It is frustrating to GIS professionals to deliver
such an tsffcctivc and powerful technology and
then see it either underused. rnisuiied. or

abandoned by users, for reasons which have
nothing to do with tho tcchttology itself. A

The Commercial Setting of GIS

related frustration: is commercial firms‘ inability.
thus lar, to dclivcr G-IS tcchnology to those who
need it most in the world. the people in
undcrdcvcloped countrit-:3. Both ll'lL'lit:
frustrations may be related to is third. the
difficulty in trartsferritig this technology to users.
who luck it retlhcr rich crltitzationttl and. pcrhaps.
cultural background [this issue is explored
further in Taylor 1991 in this volume}.

I 0|" the GIS technical problems, the most
frustrating conlintics to hr: the collection and
automation of data, still probably the chief
lcchnical bttrricr to wider Lllic of (313 [sec .lflClvi5|.'|l'I
and Woodsforcl I991 in this volume).

TRENDS OF THE COMMERCIAL SECTOR

Many changes have occurred in the business of GIS
in tin: 25 or so yours of its cxistcncc. Only :1 low con
he mentioned here. l-‘igttre 4.7 also indicates some
of these.

Frulnrl Dl'llI'l|||¢l E-IS vita:Malnlrarnn-hound Glfi
Mlnlcoinputrar-banal! C-H5
Mtnicomputor-boned ore

lfininbtlan nrmnlud GIS um!
Mlrtlcompulor-bnsco‘ BIS
werltittallo n-mood Gist
Personal comptttor-it-used EIS
Notvwarlt-btlml GIS
fllobol dttlnbouou
Nalvtmrltflfl |.l5hl§

Mlnlcornnutor-bound E-lfi
Small llfllfl oolribnnnr.
laolliflfl usnm 

Fig. 4.7 Some of the trends in the commercialsector

The dorniittint trend in the commercial sector is

unquestionably the rapid growth in tho saint of GIS.
This ccrttiinly reflects. in turn. steeply rising user
acceptance oi. and user dcmand "for. tho
tcclinology.

An underlyittg trend, which has probably
fucllcti thcsc rapid increases. has hcen thc rapid
increase in the iierformaitceiccnst ratio ofgct1cral-
purposc computer hardware uvcr tho cntirc history
oi'G1S. This permitted commercial firms to brcnlt
into the G15 turnltcy system business in l.l'I|3 [9705 by
being t;il.'IlL' to support GIS on minicompulen; insteatl
olfjust on mainframes; in the 19305. (HS could be

based on personal computers. Now pcrforrriancc is 44
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bcittg enhanced through the use of workstations and
by networking hardware components.

One rclicctiott ofthcsc chattgczt has been a
clear trend from GIS being used to pt:rft)rtt1 the
wort: of single. tsolatcd projccttt. to the sale of the
technology to users who create databases and
systenis which thcy intcnd to use continuously. over
a long period. for a series of applications. This trend
has made the industry what it is tticlay. A ttctzatlc
ago the largest part of the business was in scI'viccs,
usually performance of cotnplete projctzts for users.
Now the targast part is salcs ol hardware. software.
training and support, to users.

As users have become incroasingly rcsponsiblc
for their own systems, and the cost for entry-lcvcl
GIS has fallen. the diversity of users (Fig. 4.8) has
increased; so also has the number of systems serving
many different purposes.

a i

it
g .5

i E i E
IIIIII
IIIIII
IIIIII
IIIIIIII

Environment I I' '
Agrlcttltutc

   Corrqauteraidaddraihng emotesensing Gts

 

Fig. 4.3 Spatial data technology and applications

The practical upper lintit in the size and
complexity of GIS databases is growing rapidly: the
first true global (315 have only been arottnd for :1
few years (see Clark. Hastings and Kinemau 1991 in
this volume). As database sizc has cxpandcd.
increased ufforts have been devoted to data capture
and aurtJIttation_ its the ficld has aged, increasing
efforts have been devoted to database maintettanctz

and updating,
If present trends in falling cost. increasing cast:

of use. and rising usor interest continue. (HS may
hccontc as contrnonly used as computer graphics.

FUTURE COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF
NEW TECHNOLOGIES

Many factors influcncc whcthcr and whcn it
particular devclttpntcnt in C-IS tccltaology hccontcs
‘contmc-rcial'. These include cost. potcntially uscful
applications. cast: Ol use or ‘user trientllincss‘,
concept dctnonsmttiott through suitable pilot
applications, the willingness of om: or morc firms to
invest in bringing the tcehttology to market.
availability of ttcI:cssa1t'y supporting technologies.
and so on. Sometimes what is most neeossary. or
most tacking. is it ‘cltarnpion‘: a person or an
orgattiaatiott to push the technology until it is
accepted.

An example oi‘ at technology which seems to
offcr eottsideralile. promise. hut which is not
presently significant in GIS-related sales. is artiticiat
intclligcncc/expert systems (ace Smith and Ye Jiang
1991 in this volume]. Sumo G15 applications haw:
bccn madc. but have not yct been wiclcly accepted
by users.

Scanning is finding incrcasing acceptance for
data caplurc. attltouglt it continues to have major
technical limitations in dealing with many kinds of
mappcd data.

CONCLUSIONS

The comntercirtl sector of the GIS field is just
hcginning its pcriod of most rapid growth. Like the
rust of the Field. the corntncrcial sector is just
emerging front its ‘pioneering phase. As
information tcchnology improves and tlivcrsifics.
uscrs will increasingly be able to mix frccly G18.
CADD (computer-aided design and drafting).
image: processing. and other spatial tnforntation
technologies. 011 the mic hand, the decade or two
just ahead may set: commercial GIS further cntcrgc
as at recognizable industry; on the other hand. the
technology may hccotnc so pervasive that it
‘disappears. bccoming ttansparont to users in the
some way as that ofthe tclcpltottc. the computer
and computer graphics. At present. the former
court-to scrcrns the more likely.

The uontrncrciat sector of the (513 tield is

incroasingly rccogiiiacd as a major player iii the
Field as a wholc. It provides cornpctitivc and market
mcchanism.-a and creative forces that can be
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channelled In make great progress, ii‘ parcichlalism.
prmccliunifim. nationalism, and unfair forms of
cnmpetition can be avoided. and open, global
markets for GIS technology can be created.
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TI-IREE~DIMENSIONAL GIS

J F RAPER AND B KELK

'l"l1t'.t- t-lttzprcr introduces and profiles three-aliitteitsirmai (3-DJ G15 Wltifll! We
dtffemitriatred from comptrter-ttitlecl design .ry.rl‘e-rm by the ability! to represtinl
complex geoscientific objects and apply voimnetric rpnritti ftmtrliom. Such 3-D GIS
have grct wt: rapidly to suit rite needs of earth. attnospheric and ocean .vc'iertt'e.r. and
um capable of to-ing 2-D mm‘ 3-!) .-rprttieiily refermced tiara in at helertigwteolu
represerirarion srhentt-. New f0t'm.5 of represerttntion have ctnerged, based on 3-D
vac-tor anti raster data siruc-titres, whirl‘: can index .tpatirtl'_f'rtrrr-t and prettiest‘, and

sttpport complex 3.1) queries. hr l'llre'_,Ftttl.lre'. the success of this rwwfvrm of
rrtociellingriepetteis on the qtmliry of the Irmdel on which it is based, crmsl tin:
ttvttt'l'rtbt'lt't‘_t.t nfj-D data.

 

INTRODUCTION 

For many G18 applications, a key assumption is that
all spatial data handled are referenced to a 2-D
Cartesian coordinate system This convention
restricts the scope for mapping the 'vt:rlical'
dimension over terrains or within the earth. oceans

or atmosphere. since this third dimension must be
converted to an attriltute and expressed in 2-D as a
line or atom: with a constant value. Hence. following

the considerable growth in G13 to tt‘n:t:t the needs 01'
digital mapping and of spatial database
development (GIS World 1990). attention is now
focusing on the design nncl implementation of 3-D
GIS in ti range of genscientifie application areas.
Recent developments have been reported in the
fields of oil exploration (Youngmann 1989), mining
(Bait and Mill 1989). meteorology (slingerland and
Keen 1990), hydrugeology (Turner 1989).
geological modelling (Kellt 1991). environmental
monitoring (Smith and Pnrttdis I939). civil
engineering (Pctrie and Kennie 1990) .'-and landscape
architecture (Batten 1989].

Many of the recent developments referred to
above have pioneered the use of new data structures
to overcome the limitations of earlier (generally
non—geoscientific) approaches to 3-D modelling.

While many 3-D modelling systetns have been
developed for high quality t:omputt:r—t.tide:.1 design
(CAD) (Re-quicha 1980) and graphic: rendering of
solid objects (Pixnr 1953). these systems ltnve
limitations [or geoscientific applications. Many such
graphic modelling systems can only generate high
quality visualizations of the features under study
(Salmon and Slater 1937]. which cttttnot be analysed
or interrogated. while CAD systems have limited
facilities for the mattagomtsnl of complex geo-

ohjects. However, with the simultaneous
improvt-':mt:nt in the price/perlormttnce ratio lot‘
hardware. the rapid development of software for
realistic graphic display, and recent developments in
the theory of 3-13 spatial data :ilrltl.!'il.l1‘l|'lg. ntany
gcoscientitic modelling problems have l'!|l.2tE.iJrl1l.‘.
increasingly tractable using these systems.

The primary impetus behind the rapid
improvement of Itardwarc perlttrmance has been
the development ni new processor ttreltiteetures
(Guut;lt_-.hi|d 199] in this volume: Franklin 1991 in

this volume). in particular the Reduced ll|Sl1'U|.3lll'.l|l
Set Chip (RISC). This has brought compute
performance to a point where the very large number
of individual elements in a 3-D model can he

tin:-tiysod. For example. Bait and Mill (1989) showed
the development ofa mine model with more than
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R00 Dflil nodes which, following the construction of
an index to the model. could easily hc interactively
manipulated on a worltstation.

tn addition to the developments of general
purpose hardware. graphics accelerator chips have
been developed to boost the performance of colour
rendition and the lloating point operations required
to carry out interactive transformations in 3-D
space. Since hundreds of thousands of 3-D
transfortnations per second are used in 3-D
applications (Flynn 1990). cucit involving hundreds
of floating point calculations. the performance
required is equal to tens of MFlops [millions of
floating point operations per second). General
purpose hardware must he augmented with special
graphics processors to make this procedure
interactive. Flynn (I990) estimates that the
computational requirements for fully realistic 3-D
graphic animation arc 2tJl'lflUl'l times more
demanding than 2-D static graphics. Other
hardware developments include immediate mode
graphics to avoid the limitations of display list
techniques. additional dcvicr: buffers to allow
refreshment of the buffer as the screen is built. and
fast screen clears. Parallel hardware architectures

also offer substantial performance improvementsr
although this hardware has more specific
applications and requires associated software
engineering.

Soltwarc developments have also helped to
create the conditions for an eitpansion in 3-D
modclling. Firstly, the movement towards UNIX as
an operating system for high performance
workstations has helped the process of
standardization and reinforced the market

development of fast hardware. Secondly, the
creation of high quality computer graphics systems
has been a key development (Salmon and Slater
1987). The growth of computer graphics lcd initially
to 2-D graphics standards such as the Ccraphical
Kernal System (GKS). This 2-D system (which is
accepted as an ISO standard — ISO 7942) provides a
library of machine-independent operations on
screen representations. The X-Windows system
developed at MIT is also widely used as a window
management system on workstations, but is
currently limited to 2-D. Basic 3-D modelling
systems have developed through the definitions of
standards such as the Programmers llicrarchical
integrated Cnrapltics System (l‘lt|(iS): while
PHIGS and PH|GS+ support the management of 3-

D objccts. they are based on (slower) c|is‘.|.1lay list
graphics. However. PHIGS and X-Windows may he
merged to form the Pi-lI(_iS—Extcrtd¢t|—t()—X or PEX
standard Iiy the early ltltillls. Currently. the state-ob
tho-art 3-D modelling systems art: lfaascd on
standards dctirted by commercially led consortia
such as Rendcrman (Pixar 1988) and Silicon
Crrttphtcs.lIl3M (Flynn l9Elll).

Other lacy developments in the held of graphic
display include the routines for the visualization of
3-D models using perspective, hidden surface
rcmoval and depth cueing (see Fig. 20.1). along
with the translonnations needed for model

manipulation through interactive viewpoint change
(McLaren and Kcnnic I989). Software forthc-
realistic rendering of colour and shading also now
permits the use of 24-bit colour schemes with a
palette of 16.8 million colours as well as auti-
aliasing techniques and lighting effects.

 
Fig. 20.! Surface model for terrain in the Tclford
area. England.

Finally. it is important to note that the
rttctltotlology ‘of 3-D ntodelling has developed
suparatcly in a variety oi different fields. A
significant role has been played by the development
of CAD applications. such as the EMS software
from lnlergraph (Kclk and Challen 1989). but solid
modelling has also heen pioneered in cineniatic
animation. using systems such as Rcndcrman (Pixar
1958). Other developments have originated in
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‘scientific visualization‘ within crystallography. high
energy physics, medicine {Ciargantine l':l':ll ) and
Fluid dynamics {liarig l9":lll) where images of objects
such as body organs have been built using the well
ltnown characteristics of these objects- Solid
modelling has also become strongly developed in
architectural planning and landscape design
(Turnbttll, MeAulay and McLaren 1990)-

However, typical algorithms for the
visualization of solids assume valid. spatially ttniquc
and unambiguous solids. This kind of
representation is ideal for visualizing rnolccular
smtcttires, engineering parts or architecture since
establishing the primitives. solid geometry or
bounding edges is usually straightforward.
However, the geometrical. structural and resolution
complexity of geoscientific data sets usually mnltcs
this approach diflicult to apply in the modelling of
geology, geomorphology, ocean or atmosphere [sec
Plate 20,1). These. data are not easily modcllcd
using simple primitives or algorithms and have
required extensions to spatial theory (Roper 1990:
Frank 5‘: Buyeng 1991).

This chapter is composed of four main sections
following this introduction. The next section
discusses the dimensionality of spatial data and this
is followed by sections discussing the role of
surfaces in 3-D modelling, solid modelling in the
geoseiences. and the process OY3-D model
development.

 

DIMENSIONALITY OF SPATIAL DATA 

Gcoscicntific spatial data can be represented in two
clearly distinct Euclidean dimensional contexts:

I 2-D: a spatial object or region which is defined
in 2-D space by measurements on axes x. y:

I 3-D: a spatial object or domain extending
through 3-D space defined by axes x. y. z.

‘The use of .1 2-D representation has generally been
to delineate ‘objects in the plane‘ or ‘fields of
observations’ [Goodchild I990), specifically the
mapping of spatial pattern and extent. 'I'y'pes of 2-D
spatial objects or fields and the operations which
can he carried out on them are considered at length

in texts such as Burrough (1936) and Aronoff (1.939)

and need no elaboration here. Typical examples of

such spatial objects would he land parcels.
coastlines or fire hydrants which are readily handled
in n GIS with an.t.y coordinate system. It should be
noled that most commercially available LHS are
only designed to handle 2-D spatial data: some
systems achieve limited 3-D capabilities for surface
modelling by assigning an attribute for .2 values
(such as elevation) to 3. set oi‘.r,y locations. Here
only the ,r_y locations are stored within the spatial
indexing system and the 3 value is detilted as a
pseudo—a1tributc, This involves making the
assumption that it is only nccessary to store a single
2 value for each any location. that is, the surface
defined is not overfoldcd (Wcibel and lidller l.iJ9'l
in this volume). In practice this has been an
acceptable limitatirm on the representation of
surfaces.

I-Iowevcr. many forms nfgeoscientific analysis
suck to collect data-about spatial objects and
domains such as features of the solid earth (e.g.

aquifers). oceans leg. currents) or atmosphere
(c.g. weather fronts). which lill or enclose 3-D
spacer A complete representation of these
phenomena requires the delinition of each locatiult
known within an .r.y.z coordinate system. This fully

El-D system allows at direct analogy between the real
space and a simulated space to be established in the
model. However. it also requires 3-D forms of
spatial indexing which are much more difficult to
create and manage than the existing 3-D systems
(Rapcr l9ti9a).

Note that such spatial objects or domains can
be described by any number of attributes However.
these are always expressed as descriptions of .r.y.:
locations, since these are the cardinal spatial
dimensions, Time can be considered a further

dimettsion, but must be considered qualitatively
different, as llnzelton. Leahy and Williamson
(199tl)sl1ow, since time is not generally measured in
the same units. Typically. therefore. evolving
systems arc represented by a sequence of 3-D
models. although Hazelton. Leaky and Williainson
(1990) show how :1 4-D representation of space-time
can be constructed where all units are light-seconds.
In general. 3-D geoscicntilic models are also based
on prccisc (though not necessarily acct-Irate)
rerireselttations rather than fuzzy ones. Due to the
difficulty of visualizing fuzzy 3-I) models (Jr-ish. y-
ish, z-ish coordinates), :1 series of models reflecting
different estimates is usually constructed. although
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some l'u:r:zincss can be displayed by the use of
transparcttcy to blur the edges of goo-objects (Flynn
l99i.i].

l'|oWt':vcr. these two classes of spatial data
rtrprescttltlftott (2-D, 3-D) are also associated with
sets of operations which can he carried out on each
set of data types Stlppl_‘It‘lt:(l. For example, volume
cannot be established in all situations where solid

objects are represented in 2-D. due to the inability
of the representation to handle multiple 2 values for
at single x.y location in the plane. At present 3-I)
spatial operations are poorly undcrstoutl, as there
are low implemented systems which work with 3-D
representations, although considerable research
into appropriate algorithms is presently under way.
I-lence, at present many applications are being
ntovcd to 3-D rcprcscntntions in order to exploit the
avtlilalliltty of these new 3-D operations.

One of the major problems for the
development of true 3-D models is that go-:tt:rsli_v
they must still be imaged on semi-flat cathode ray
tttht: Screens. Although Welclt (1990) reports the
use of a 3-D stereo visualization systetn based on
I20 Hz circularly polnrizct:l images. the majority of
3-D models are still portrayed in 2-D. This has given
rise to '-I Variety of forms of vtsttrtiiztttiort for 2-D and
3-D representations which are discussed below.

2-D visualization

A 2-D Visualization is a graph or raster where the :-
vallto Llcfittlltg Fl. sttrlttcc is projected on to :12-1)
plane and 0-D, 1-D and 2-D objects can be
displayed (Fig. 202). Since .1 is usually it
continuously varying value on the ratio scale. the
value 01' z is usually grouped into a class and the
class boundaries shown. This can be achieved by
shading z-value classes or labelling the isolines
which divide them. This is the prclcrtcd tccltrtiqttc
for the display of a 3-D spittittl object such as a
terrain on it 2-D map. Multiple z-values [or it given
location cannot be hitntlled: if this situation occurs

in some locations the isolinr,-5: are often simplyOmitted.

2.5-D visualization

A 3.5-D visualization is an isometric model wltr:-re

the 2 a-ttlrilitute associated with an Ly location is

 
Fig. 20.2 A 2-D isolit1e.tnt1ptrti' Artl-tut-'5 Seat,
Edinburgh. Scotland.

projected onto an x,_y,z t:oort.1ittate reference system
and all three axes displayed (Fig. 203). This
opcrrttion transforms the map of z attributes for an
x._v position. so that each 1 attribute tlclincs a
position on the z axis. creating :1 surface with no
thickness visualized within 3-D space. This
approach simulates the view that would be seen by :5
human observer from :1 point within the 3-D space.
However. note that :1 2.5-D t't'.ttiatt'za.rt'r_-m of a 2-D

rcpr:t.s'r:nttttir':n is only the display of a sittgle-valued
surface: multiple z—valucs cannot be handled for a
single .tT.y point except by staclting it number of
surfaces in the strait: 3-D space. This kind of
vitsuulizatiun only contains information about the

described surface, the state of a 3-D spatial object at
u plane or interface or for it single t:tbservation cycle.
llcncc. d. 2l5'D visualization is still limited by the
basis of a 2-D representation.

3-D visualization

A true 3-D Visttttlizztlion is a full 3-D solid nmdcl
whcrc niunyx,y.z observations are Structured into 3

Solid Structure and visualized in perspective view,
Complete with multiple occurrences of 1. This kind
of View is a precise analogue for the physical space
inhabited by human observers, and allows the full

specification of 3-D operations on the observed 50
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phenomena within the limits of the geometrical
model employed (Plate 20.2).

Within contemporary geoscicntilic analysis
only 2-D und 25-D visualizariorrs of 3-D
repreuerrrariorrs of reality are in common use,
specifically, surfaces visualized in 3-D space, For
such visualizations. 2.5-D techniques offer the
opportunity to view the model. and are popular
since they are calculated easily and match certain
application requirements well. For example.
surfaces can often be considered to be approrritrtate
arralogttes for sedimentary strata, since they
frequently have :1 high area to thickness ratio. and
the comprcssion of the third dimension to zero may
not cause the loss of signilicant information. Display
of surfaces in 2.5-D may also be the appropriate
visualization for interfaces such as water tables.

However. these objects can only be handled where
there are no rnultiplc occurrences of z-values for
any given Joy: in practice. therefore. 2.5-1)
visualization is limited to spatial objects with at
planar continuity. although this assumption holds
true for almost all terrains. It is also conventional

for the 2 axis to be parallel to the action of
gravitational forces, although this axis may be
arbitrarily defined.

Note, however. that although several sdiaeent
surltrces can be used to show multiple values of: for
given locations in 2.5-1) visualizations. this situation
has several shortcomings for analysis. In particular‘.
ifthe strrfaees intersect thoy must be topologically
connected. and it is still cliflicult to extract the true

3-D properties of solid spatial objects. Tlrus, to
overcome these problems and to handle solid 3-D
objects will require a 3-D visualization and a true 3-
D representation scheme. This is particularly
appropriate for the visualization of eomplert geo-
objects where solid thrcsholding of internal
property varinltcc may he required. and where 3-D
spatial Opttrntions are needed to characterize 3-D
spatial objects,

SURFACE MODELLING IN 3-D

T'l1t.' creation of surfaces is it widespread form of
modelling in the geoscicnccs. and tr wide range of
application software is available to create 2.5-D
visualizations. As discussed in the previous section
the 2.5-D surface display can only be used to

visualize a 3-D representation of reality within
certain limits. For example. multiple 2-values
cannot be displayed. llowever. geometrically,
surfaces may be thought of as complex spatial

objects whose spatial configuration is not limited by
the constraints of a 2.543 visualization, Stlrfnccs are

developed by spatially structuring polnt- or llne~
based z-value data using raster (grid based) or
vector (triangulated) techniques: therefore, surfaces
can he used in a 3-D representation as a means of
bounding 3-D space. This can be rrchievcd by using
limited 2.5-D visualization data or try developing
new ways to represent surfaces in 3-D space. in this
chapter lht: study of surfaces is corrfined to their use
in 3-D modelling: the generation of 2.5~D surfaces
and the storage of digital elevation models (DEM;.;}
is considered extensively in Woibcl and Heller (1991
in this volume).

While 2.5-D surface visualizations cannot

handle multiple :-values. and can only partition
space and not enclose. it, they fulfil rt uselul role as
liasic building blocks or constraints in solid models,
These links can be implied as in the case of plotting
together multiple surfaces within a common spatial
frmnc: this can allow the computation of simple
solid characteristics such as the volume vertically
between any two surfaces. These links can also he
made by the gecrnretrical connection of surfaces
(Fig. 20.4): Christiansen and Sederberg (1978)
described an algotithrn lot connecting isolincs
describing a surface together to form a solid,

ta) 

 
Boundary loop T

 
Fig. 20.4 An example ofrwo planar. parallel
i.=.oline- loops connected to form a triangulated solid:
la) the shortest span method of surface
triurrgulatioar: (la) surface triangulation of two
boundary layers.
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However. the development 01' new forms of
representation for surfaces ltas produccd ncw
approaches unconstrained by 2.5-D limitations.
Such an approach described by Fisher and Wales
(1991) has been the use of non-uniform raliontill

B—splEnes {NURl3Sl to generate surfaces in
hydrocarbon exploration. NURBS arc piecewise
parametric polynomial functions which can be used
to model complex surfaces. These functions lit the
data exactly. but crcatc U. smooth surface form.
subject to local control by the manipulation Ufthc
poles associated with each segment of the stlrfacc
(Fig. 20.5). NURBS can handle uverfolds. in a
surface: however, solids must still be assembled

from constituent surl'aees.T11e procedure to model
a geological surface descrilaed by Fisher and Wales
involved picking the tops of geological lt3l't'l1Elll0llS-
(identified by the geologist) arid interpolating ‘.3-D
isoline maps honouring all the data points using
NURBS techniques. These isoline maps were then
converted into a set of surface planes incorporating
structural information such its faults. which were
then connected to form :1 solid.

Kellr and Challcn (198?) describe an

application of the NU R}?-S technique using
1nre.rgraph‘s EMS package to connect two limbs of
an UVt:l'fL'Jl(l in South Wales Coal Meztsures. in this
case the use of NURBS allowed them to model the

form of the fold contraction from knowledge of the
regional structure. The process was interactive
allowing them to view four screen windows. one
each t‘or.t,y and z perspectives and one 2.5-D view.
Much of the worlr in this case was cased by rotalittg
lhc surfaces to loot: along the strike of the folds
when matting the actual connection. Once
connected, the complete ncw surface was
incorporated into the structure of the two original
folds (Fig. 20.6).

The value utsurtuces in 3-D models is also

demonstrated when they are used as estimators of
general spatial process behaviour. Surfaces can be
used to filter or Iran,-trrtit spatial processes: thus, one
set of surface characteristics such as terrain. can he

used to characterize other process surfaces such as
runoff cltaracteristics. 'Soft' dattt (indicative of

hel1aviour}cxpr::ssect in surface 3. can he used as a
template or predictor of specific local behaviour in
surface 11: surface 21 can then bi: rliscardecl. A more
sopltistlcatcd procedure capable of relating ccmplcx
behaviour of one surface to anothcr is co-ltrigittg
(Lccnacrs. Burrough and Clot 198*}; Burrough I991

Three-dimensional GIS

lat well Ices crirrtttat-acand tops plnltfid

“"“

(bl Isooaoh

 

 
 

(I) laopaen and
structure combined,

 
ant-it dent-triad,sections created

lo) NIJHES surt-anus orltalad lfl NUHBSand combined solid model

Fig. 20.5 The procedure for the creation of :1
NURBS solid model.

in this volume), When one variable is spatially
rlepentilcnt on another they are rleserilied as eo-
regiunaliacd. By describing the form of the
relationship and its variance it is possiblc to predict
more accurately the value of the spatially dependent
property at locations where it has not been
measured. Lucnaers. Bttrrotigh and Dick (1989)
applied this teclmiquc to the modelling of lead
deposition across a floodplain where the lead
concentrations were citpettstve to sample but the
Floodplain elevations were easily surveyed. The co-
rcgion.-illzmion of these two variables was found to
be Elcpcitdcnt on floodplain inundation frequency.

The dcvulopmtent of surfaces can also he rnadi:
completely interactive as described by Schaebcn
(1939) and Auerbach and Schaobcn (1990), In this
study. scattered points are tritutgtllatcd under
controlled conditions with the user placing thc
initial vertices of a Dc-launay triartgttlatiott and
inserting polylines which define the axis of any
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Fig. 20.6 A view of the two original limbs of the fold structure now connected by the overfold.

geological Features influencing the structure of the
study area. The surface is then constructed using
bivatittte quadratic simplicial B-splines to create a
smooth surface, although directional constraints can
he defined. In order to make the surface.
representation modifiable the coetfieients of the
splines art: visualized as geometrical points which
can be manipulated to control the shape of the
surface. This procedure can he used to create
multiple surfaces which are then fastened together
to create a full solid model.

interactive surface design is also available
within the GOCAD system (Mallet 1991) which
uses It triangulated irregular network (TIN) to
model it Surface. GOCAD allows the creation of

triangles interactively in a CAD system or
algflrilhntically by conversion of surfaces
interpolated from a grid into a triangulated form.
The GOCAD TIN model can handle overfolds

since the triangulation is constructed by iteratively
examining a 3-D grid of cells for the entrance and
exit points of triangular facets defining the
boundary conditions for the surface. GOCAD can

also incorporate fuzzy constraints into the
specification of nodes and vectors in the TIN. The
user interface to the GOCAD system is based on
the use of ’cameras' which view the 3-D domain

from any angle: transformation ofthe bounding
Surfaces can take place within these windows,

Une particular characteristic of geological
surfaces is the likely presence of faults which may
lead to ‘steps’ in surfaces. The steps may be
associated with vertical and lateral movement which

may juxlapost: different materials across the fault.
Hence when creating surfaces to model solid
geology it is necessary to prevent interpolation
across a fault and to control interpolation around
the ends of faults where they may plunge below the
surface. Riiliter (1989) has developed at surface
interpolation system to support such constraints
based on a series of modules: BILDED to support
data capture from digitizers and grid files; SEISCO
to convert depth to seismic travel time for
heterogeneous seismic and geological data sets;
DFAULT to allow the interactive definition of fault

patterns and plane angles‘, FLINT to interpolate the 54
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fault-constrained surface: and INSECT to calculate
intersections between interpolated surfaces and
Lnttlt planes.

Finally. it should he noted that surfaces can
also be generated as the rr.-sult Ufa spatial query on
a solid when defined either in terms of form,
orlenttttitm or position in the model. Eittractions of
surfaces from solids. can be ttscful when attempting
to locate an interface which is important as a
boundary of some kind. Hence surfaces can be seen
to be important geometrical constructs whether
2.5-D or Full 3-D techniques are used.

 

SOLID MODELLING IN 3-D GIS 

Much of the early experience of solid modelling has
been gained in the computer-aided drawing (CAD)
field as described by Rcquicha (1980) and Meier
(19%) who identified several distinct groups of 3-D
representation techniques:

l. .5'wct'p representation (SR): the sweep technique
represents an object by sweeping :1 defined area
or volume along a defined trajectory.

2. Primitive iristancing (Pi): this represents an
object by a set of pre—del"tnn:d shapes, or
mathematical primitives, which are positionetl
in 3-D space Wll.i"lCli.il intersection. An instance
of a primitive is defined by a set of numeric
Values where each value is rt parameter in the
mathematical equation describing the primitive
shape,

3. Constructive solid geornetry (CS6): this
technique represents an object by combining
primitive point sets using Boolean operrttions
(union. intersection and difference].

4. Boundary reprcserttaiirm (BR): this technique
defines an object by its bounding surface. The
latter can he represented as a set of coordinates
and their connectivity.

5. Spdtiai ar.'cupartcy entuneratirm (SUE): this
represents an object by the union of a set of
cells where the cell is a primitive shape which
can be either regular or irregular. Cells are
adjacent, connected and do not intersect.

Throa-dimensional GIS

These representations form a set of techniques to
create 3:D model.-‘.: Fig. 20.’! shows :1 typology of the
representations commonly used in the gi;uscience.~;_
The suitability or‘ one or other of these
representations depends on the eliaracteristics of
the data set. the operations which it is desirable to
carry out and the specific form of spatial indexing
employed.

Vfilttnlu roaruunlallnn

Va lfill.

3D-grid I inntiuriaou 
Surfioo rlprluntetlon

 
Constructive

nulld uenmetry

Etnunder
teprustnnla ton

Fig. 20.7 3-D representations used in the
geoscienccs.

Sampling

The first step in the solid modelling process is
col lcction of appropriate measurements in the study
domain cottsisting ofattributc data for r,y,.~,
locations which meet a specified set of criteria. The
collection of these meusurentents is. however. a

sampling exercise and in the subsequent modelling
these measurements should be considered as the

spatial representation of the probability that geo- 55
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objcctisl exist in a particular location and
configuration. Since many geo-ohjccts have poorly
known characteristics. the correct sampling frame
{randorrt or structured) and the sampling density
can often not be cletermined in advance.

Often the type of sampling adopted is governed
by economic or pra_icct-related. rather than
gr.-uscientific. criteria. For example. the sampling of
ground conditions for a new road is often
constrained to the eentreline of the carriageway.
and the automated estimation of surface heights in il

photogrammctrir: survey generates tr rcgular grid of
values. Typical methods of obttuning geoscicntific
santples arc seismic pr0fi|itlg.ovE1‘llights, Wculhcr
balloons. probes. systematic survey and boreholes.
However, there are several drawbacks associated

with point sampling of u gen-object using vertical
sampling lines through a domain. First, it can he
very tlifilcult to distinguish between the multiple
occurrence of a similar fcaturc down ‘cl line and the

repeated occurrence of a single object through
folding or faulting. Secondly. the continuity
between any two occurrences of the boundary of a
geo-object tal-ten front two neighbouring point
samples cannot be assumed to be simple or
predictable.

Another sampling difficully associated with 3-D
goo-objects arises in the ease of dynamic
phenomeita, such as water movement in aquilers
(Turner 1989} and oil flow through hydrocarbon
reservoirs. or in evolutionary systems such as
coastal sedimentary environments. it may be
necessary to sample these data sets repeatedly over
time which will generate. multiple values of
attributes for an x.y.J position. Burns (1933. 1990)
described a systern of ‘structured vector fields‘ to
manage x.y.z.r data (where r is time). and reported
an application of the technique in the development
of H geothermal production field nortlteast of San
Francisco. California. The values of attributes in an

x,_p,z ,r framework may also change overtime
according to positive process feedback. For
example, the greater accumulations on a coastal salt
marsh near it major crcclt (French I989). or the
drawdown of ti pieznmetric surface near it well. may
provide further sampling diftieulties.

The results of the sampling process are crucial
determinants of the forms of representation which
are available. Ifthe sampling procedure produced a
regular grid of any .2 point values or series of parallel
lines. then using a regular tessclltltiun of volume

elements (vmtels) involves no further operations. if
the sampling has produced non—regul:tr patterns of
.r._v,z points or pulylines then some form of
(:()nnL,'l,'l'iU|'| must he made among these elements,
and a form of structuring must be selected, In this
case. objects must he formed from the points and are
ttsually constructed using lines and polygorls (to
create volygons).

Raproaantatlatl and structuring

The approaches to 3-D representation and
structuring of gen-objects can be categorized as
raster. vector and function based: .lo'm':fi (1989)

givt,-2; at good sutnihary of the main data structures
available. The raster solutions to 3-D data

representation i] re mostly based around the voxel as
a basic unit. Optimization of this form of
representation for complex gr:-ti-objects requires the
use of spatial indexing systems to eliminate
redundant storage when necess;ity.'l'1tc simplest
form of indexing for such data is a complete 3-D
lnyer- and row-ordered raster. with cnch Vmtcl
stored explicitly and associated with attribute
values. These models have been built by many oil
exploration and reservoir msttsgcmcttt companies.
for example by Shell (the MONA RCH system) and
hy l'~.:tson (the CiE.DSE'l' system: Jones (1988)).
These models can be displayed for any range of
attribute values and offer high quality
visualizations. However. their performance in
qtteries and spatial analysis. such as connectivity
tracing. can be poor.

These 3-1’) sets or voscls can be indexed

effectively in a variety of ways. including 3-D run
encoding (Mark nndCel1riat1 llllifil where all the
vosels are visited by. for example the Morton
Order, although this technique can develop huge
demands for storage. A more sopltisticatc-d
teehniqtte is the 3-D equivalent of the quadlrce
called the octrce (Kavouras and Masry I937: Bait
and Mill .|'9E.9) which recursively divides space into
eigltl until any part of the subdivision is empty
(outside the object] or full (inside the object), with
the process continuing to a prc—dctcrmincd level of
resolution. The advantage of this form (‘If indexing is
the very eflieienl conduct of Boolean operations on
geo--objects.

A modified version ofthe octreo called the

polylrec has been proposed by Carlbom (1937) 56
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which identities the logical content of ouch voxcl,
that is whether full or empty. or a vertex. edge or
surface cell oftlie gen-object. This scheme has the
advrtntl-tge of a solid representation amenable to
rapid Boolean operations for 3-D spatial
operations. while also ideiitifying the nature of the
iiidiviclual voitcl. giving is pseudo object
representation.

Various hybrid forms ol'rcprc.scntatioI1
utilizing both raster and vector concepts have
recently been proposed which use or convert
observations in .!r.y.: coordinate space to it El-D
raster and then form a vector—typt: representation
from it. Smith and Pnrarlis (1989) outlined an
approach which tiscs a minimum tension
interpolation algorithm to calculate the values ofa
3-D phcnomenon (sampled ncin-regularly) at the
intersections of u gridded bounding block. The
nrstem thcu forms ‘iso-surfaces’ using a triangulated
vector duta structure (see Fig. 2ll.1tl). which are
used to partition the 3-D grid by attribute value.
Other design elements such as faulting and
structural features with a known form (such as in salt
donrel can also he added to the model. This design
incorporates elements of both rastnr- and vector-
hascd structuring. and the system can choose
whichever structuring is most appropriate for a
particular spatial query operation. This system
forms the basis for the eonmiercially uvuilal)lc
Interactive Volume Modelling (ll/Ml system from
Dynamic Graphics.

Denver and Phillips ( l';l‘Jl]) show how known
geological structure can be used to dolini: bedding
planes and faults. whit.-I1 can each be represented by
2.5-D grid mosh surfaces. where the cells in the
mes-ll tire shaded tor geological composition.
Composition shaded cells on the surface can then he
used to define solid voxcls which may fill each
geological unit if desired. This system is the basis of
the commercially available Stratamodel system. The
atlvantagc of these two hybrid systems is that they
offer the facility to convert between space-bounding
vector techniques and space-lilling raster methods.

In the held of vector clalu structuring for geo-
olajects the systems used most commonly employ 3-
D hottndary representations (‘B-reps‘) for the
indexing of geometrical data. Atlrihulc data can
then be linked to this structure using an appropriate
gco-relational system, although thcprocossing
rwcriicacis can be high (Moienuar 199i}; Fritscli
19lJO_‘,|. This kind oi‘st:ructure also requires the

acceptance of planar enforcerncnl its an organizing
principle, that is, :1o domains or olnjects can
overlap.

The simplest 3-D B-rep is it triangulated
irregular network (TIN). Carlson [1937] clescrlhed
the tltcorcticnt basis for it 3-D TIN system based on
simplicial complexes: :1 fl-simplex is equivalent to it
point. 1—simpl-:x to a line. 2-simplex to an area and
.'l-simplex to 2: volume. This structure is relatively
easy to transform and visualize. but is very difficult
to create. This is because 3-D geometry is poorly
understood. and if the problem is rcrluct-it to the
connection of 2-D nodes by projecting the points on
to in plane. multiple values are likely. Assumptions
necessary for 3-D triangulatiorts iticludc the need to
ensure that volumes do not intersect except at
edges. anc|1.haI.ail the objects clefinecl are
tctrahcdrons which are mutually disjunct,

Few, ii tiny. systems using this full 3-D form of
representation have |.1cenirnplcmcnted.Mosi
implemented systems fasten together suI'l'uces
detinecl in Ly or x.z space to avoid the problems of
3-D polygon structuring. The Lynx mine modelling
system uses this technique to build 3-D objects by
connecting geological sections to make; volumetric
‘components’. in order to define the ‘r:ornpnnem5‘
each section is projected to :1 mid-plane. Wl'lt:t'E the
geological transitions are resolved. Note that Lynx
also allows the crcation of a voxcl model for all the

3-D components identified oriented at arty angle
appropriate to the 3-D structure of the ore body
(Clark. Houltling and Sloaltos 1990}.

Another 3-D system which uses a constructive
framework for 3-D vector modelling is [REX
(Lussclcr 1990). [REX allows the display and inter-
connection of horelioles and their lithological
characteristics within a visualization contposcd of ti
3-D ctlboitl. The system can also show segments of
2.5-1) surface and iissociated faults along with
seismic sections available within the study area.
IREK offers an environment where gcoscicnlists
can assemble structures from diverse forms oi data

using CAD-like tools: however, the tools embrace
many of the complex data types which the
geoscientisl uses.

Function-based representations are generally
hsiscci on piecewise parametric polynomial
functions, such as NURBS (Fisher and Wales 199] _i,
which have rolflltst properties. These functions can
structure points or primitive geometrical forms into
a single exact 3-I) model hy assembly oi surface
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components, Transfortnations and analysis: of this
representation are rapid and cflicicnl. however. as it
representation it enforces a continuity of curvature
between known points: this is an acceptable
assumption for many. but not all. geoscicntilic
applications.

The choice of data structures will constrain the

scope of the modelling by defining the 3-D
ftlnctionality available. It is common for the
coordinates of a gen-object of interest to hc
determined and the visualization created each time

a tnodel is made. since true 3-D represv.-ntntion of
gooscicncc data has not hitherto been pflsslblc.
However, now that 3-I) spatial structuring is
tiecnrning more common, the altcrtttttives of rc-
eomputing it new model or storing a 3-D
representation will arise. A5 processing power
lItIfl:On1t‘.S'- cheaper per unit. the choice hctwcen thc
ztlternzttives. of to-computing and full 3-D
representation and structuring ofthc data will be
dctennined by the application involvcd and the
storage space availabltzt Thus. representation is
likely to tiecomc the rule when the resources
consumed in the model creation process justify the
retention of the model and its addition to a 3-D
da'taha.se.

Spatial functions

The keys to efficient access and use of 3-D
geutaeientilie data. however 5tl'Lictured, are the
spatial functions or queries supported. It is possible
to define sets of 3-D spatial functions in rclatiun to
several different systems of user conceptualization
and system representation. l’rc'Viout‘- Work on thc
definition of spatial functions has originated in
diverse fields. Work in cognitive scicttc-c by .lt'l'l'll'ISCll1
(1.957). discussed by Mark (1989), has led to the
definition of a class of spatial functions based
around human metaphors for space known as
‘image schemata‘. Other work in linguistics (such as
‘almy 1988) has emphasized the role of spatial

prepottitiomt, topology, viewpoint and distribution
of attention as cxpresstzil through the structure of
language used in spatial description. Thcsc
approaches have conlirntcd the role: of p<:I'cc|.3l.iI:trt
and understanding in the conceptualization of
spatial relations in 2-D and 3-D. and hence the
framing of spatial queries by the user of the system.

Work on spatial representation in 2-D has

generated at more formal range of spatial functions,
such as simple visualization properties (Freeman
1975). and complete sets of topological relationships
between t_’tf)_it;:Ct'S (Pullar and Egcnhofcr 1988). A set
of functions for 3-D modelling of gcnscicntilic clata

was proposed by Raper (1990) to formalize spatial
functinnst without defining representation. Figure
20.8 shows E! series of simple illustrations of the

operation of those functions on it single object. and
Table 20.1 gives an indication of the relative
performance of mster and vector data structures
across all those functions.

Table 20.1 shows in outline terms how raster

and vector spatial structuring affects the speed of
operation of the 3-D spatial functions. The relative
ntcritte of integral structuring and rc-computation of
the model also vary according to the type of data
structure used. Note also that the accuracy of the
representation must not exceed the real world
determinncy oi the data set. It is, therefore.

stiggestod that a complete analysis of the available
data and expected queries is the optimum way to
decide on the type of representation which is
appropriate for each model. 'T'l'It: functionality of
existing commercial systetns can also be evaluated
using this approach. Few it any of these ‘solid
functions have yet heen fully implemented for real
geoscience data sets with all their inherent
complexity. and so only the theoretical performance
of these queries is considered in tho ctitalnlitshrncnt
o1"l}'1b|c 2il.l (although tscc Bali and Mill i989 for
some estimates of octree performance in spatial
functions).

MODEL DEVELOPMENT IN 3-D 

The application ofthese techniques of
representation is crucially dependent on thc
itlentilication or identity of the goo-objects of
interest. While in many modelling environments the
data and their spatial configuratiott are defined by
external factors or eustorrmy practice. the process
oi conceptualiaatiun which precedes thc
representation of a model is :1 crucial stage in 3-D
model developntent tfioodchild 1991). Raper
(1990) ttuggettted that the process of discretization of
the perceived reality leads to the creation of a
‘conceptual set‘ in 3~D: the structuring ofthe set of
tuples.t'.y.:.p (when: p is an attrihutt: at time I) 58
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Fig. 20.8 Key 3-D spatial functions illustrated for a simple surface representation.

Thrawlimansional GIS
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Table 20.] Generic spatial functions in 3-D spatial
modelling and their effectiveness under different
3-D data structures. 

 Spatial Function Raster Vector

Visualization

Transiate slower fast
Rotate slower fast
Scale slower fast
Reflect slower fast

Transfonnallon

Shear slower East

Charm: terlzatlon

Volume fast slower
Surface area fast fast
Centre of mass fast slower
Orientation slow fast

Selection
AND fast slower
OR East slower
XOR fa St slower
NOT fast slower

Topological relations

Separation fast fast
Adjaceney fast fast

Modelling

Build (axial or bounding) fast slow

associated with the conceptual set has a vital role in
the representation choices made later.

The process of discretization (or data
modelling) begins with the identification of
structure in reality and is deeply embedded in
practice and ‘experience’, This step is normally
followed by measurement of a number of
parameters associated with the structure‘. The
observations on the ‘sl.1ggestive' parameters are
usually made with reference to :1 3-D coordinate
system which acts as at geometrical frame for the
located tuples Jr,y,2 ,p. Perhaps two ntilltt kinds of
approaches can be identified:

1. Devfrre exploratory: in this case the
measurement technology defines the
geometrical arrangement of the observed
tuples. and there is no search for an it priorf

object. 'l‘hu-3, boreholes impose a linear
structure on the measurements. characterizing a
regular sequence Oi" points downhole, and at
photogrammetric survey of a terrain or section
will usually generate a grid of measurements
over the visual field. However, a survey oftlie
positions of tracer pebbles over a channel bar
will be governed by hydraulic processes and
recovery factors, and will generate a spatially
non-regular set of observed tuples. In this
process the tupies recorded only need have the
ntcans of collection or selection in common.

2. Object exploratory: in this case the search for an
a prion‘ object defines the geometrical
arrangement of the observed tuples. The
located tuples identified by the combination of
‘sLIggestive' parameters form a spatial cluster of
arbitrary configuration. in this process the
tuplei. recorded may have n distinct spatial
Stfl.lt.."tl.ll‘E..

When the ‘object’ can he identified by a single
key parameter and is known to exist in a discrete
form front knowledge of the domain (t':.g. mine
access, destructive examination) then the spatial
object can he termed ‘sampling limited‘ (Raper
l989b). in this case the discretization proceeds by
using the Sttinpllng theorem to create a
parsimonious description of the object from
selective observations. An example would be a

perched aquifer, or a salt dome or a fault-limited
block (Fig. 20.9).

 
Fig. 29.9 A sampling limited gco—olJjcct: it salt

dome and associated faulting modelled with IREX. 60
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l-‘lg. 20.10 Dclinitiorpliinitcd objects: an WM
model 01’ high porosity zones in a dcstructively
tcslctl limestone block.

When the ttbjcct is transicnt or pan oil’ it
continuum (e.g. :1 ttzmpcratmc ticld). or exists only
as a spatially clustcrcd set of obsorvctl tuplesa
defined by it _I_zt'0I.Ip of ‘sui_'tg,cs1ivc‘ paramctcrs, than
thc spatial object can be described as 'dctiniIion
limited (Rapcr 1989b). In this case the

discrctiztttion proceed.'. by iissenibling a sct of
‘.=.uggcsliv¢' parameters and searching for ln::mir_ms
matching this aprfuri description. An v.-nan-ipit: ofn
definition-limited object would he a plume: of
pullutilnts in the t1l1T1U.‘ipl'lt.!l'i.'.' or ocean defined by at
physical threshold. or at sedinicntary fnciss. Often
the bnuitdztrics or conditions for scluctiuri nf objects
are ‘pic-ks‘ made on the basis ofan inturprctation of
raw data (Fig. 20.10).

Altlinuglt the set of tuplcs sclcctcd during the
data collection stage can be structured in El varicty
01' ways. there arc probably only two ntajnr
stratcgics:

‘l. Drnrrtttfn pdrtfliort: tisc ufthc sclcctcd tuplcs to
subdivide the. whole 3-AD dornuin into regular or
non-rcgular conslitucnt units.

IJ
Erttiiy corLttrttc:'tt'z;arz: tlsr: otthc st-lcctcd tuplos to
tlclint: cnlitics within 3-D space using itasic
gct)niett‘ii:£i| clcmcrits.

These two strticturing strategies control the set of
spatial functions available for the analysis of a
mtldtllt they do not necessarily (.lBfi|1I:lhEf0I'|‘T]('tf
representation that should he chosen. In the main.
however, dornuin partition leads to a raster type

rcprcscnttition and cntity cottstructinn lcatls to the.
LIHE of vector or fulicttnn typc rcprcscntations,

With this relative paucity of itifcurmation often
nvnilnlilc to carry out such dclinition limiteci 3-D

spatial modelling. the ll|T1|3|'J|'ltlI1|.’C oi the conceptual
data! model uscd in the analysis inci'cascs. This is
because the goo—nhject itsclfis usually dcfinod by
the sampling or sclcction of parameters astahlished
by tho dilla ntndci. This data mudcllitlg process
ought to be supported by knowlcdgu about the
gttoscicntilic tlomriin and tissocictted processes
(Rnpcr 1988). F(3l‘BXi1mplc. Kc-ik (I991) identified it
nuntbcr oi‘ I:.l1artictori:=.tic geological tiiitii t:t_1ns.traint5
which pr'uvit'led Support [or this uxtzrcisc:

0 Gcoltiizical discmttinuitios (o.i_:. fault typos)

I Regional structure (mg, dipfsirikt; and fold
patterns]

0 Scdintcntati-:in (¢.g. fan sysieins‘)

I Volcanic ic.g. piutonic history)

0 Proccss cnvironinent (cg. glacial weathering).

The use of vertical prtifilc ntodcis in
setlimenta ry geology by such workers as Bouma and
Allen has denmnstraled that there is signiticzmt
infonnaliun cnntciit within sctlimcntary scqucncos
('|‘ltI't'tet“ 1989). This may includc. Mttrlcnvian models
of succession and cycling which rcflcct the

hchaivioitr of thr: physical systt-tin. Tliis knowledge
curt be used to cstiilnlish a data modcl for :1 sparse
Cltitti sci‘ by providing guidance on the spatial
dilnensittrls or nature of H particular g{£fi—(Jl_1jECI,: one
example would he tl1c Bridge and Lccdur (1979)
model or‘ rncandcr boll migration hcliaviour,
Canvemely. by the Lltic of simtiltition using Markov
techniques, definition-limited timdels can be created
under known conditions. This procedure can tic
used to ftirm conipatrisons with Other gco-objects
which are cstublishcd by the structuring of sparse
data,

Specifically, the data nimici for a stratum
believrcd to cxist in thc subsurface may he dcfincd
by lithological and strttcttlral puramctcrs in a
specific combination. The 3- I3 spzitizil identity of the
gm-object is then established by searching thu-
population of sclectetl ctiaractcristics for the

lK3T.||1(lill'it'.‘.5 of thc dulinitig conditions and t‘cc0rding
thc.t.y,z ccwdiitzitcs. Note. therefore, that by
altering the contents of the data mo-i;l:,-I and iterating
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the search process, it. new set olx,y,z coordinates
defining the object can be created. In the Case of a
study attempting to establish the overall
architecture of ti sedimentary sequence. the basic
spatial arrangement of gee-olajccts can often be
defined in different ways (and may overlap).
depending on the contents of the ditto model for
each element of the sequence defined (Rape: 1988).
Reconstruction of the structural development of
basins, or dynamic behaviour of current systems or
fluid flow regimes illustrates other evolutionary
systems where the data model will change rapidly.

It is clear. therefore. that establishing the

spatial identity of definition limited geo-objects in
the subsurface is highly sensitive to the contents of
the data model. The essential point is that the errors
or bias inherent in the process of defining this l.ll:lli:l
model can be as great as, or even greater than.
those introduced in the spatial sampling of the
parameters defining the geoeobjecl or in the process
of its visualization. Finally, it may be necessary to
edit the data to select the values to be used in the 3-

D spatial modclling. For example. it may be
necessary to parse or validate the raw data, and
subsequently to pttrameteriac or regionalize the
values before further analysis. Tlicsc operations
may impose their own indeterminacy on the identity
of the gen-object under consideration.

Using tlic techniques and approaches described
above it is possible to generate complex and realistic
3-D models visualized in 3-D. However. :1 key

component in the modelling process is the spatial
database and its design at the level of data types
permitted. Any modelling process must also operate
within the constraints of ti database environment

(see Fig. 20.11). Few specific database designs for
the 3-D environment have heen developed:
Mt;Jlenazu' (I990), Fritsch (1990) and Ilazeltrtn,
Leahy and Williams (1990) are the most complete
attempts to date, all using relational concepts. One
particular problem in a 3-D environment is the
lineage of the model development, and the
management of model versions (Nowell. Theriault
and Easterlield l99ll). .ln ‘:1 modelling environment
it is also important to be able to incorporate data
from different database sources (Turncr, Kolm and

Downey 1990). although few prospects for
structured data transfer exist at present.

One well developed strategy for creating it 3-13
model database involves spatial clustering of the
elements defining the geo—objet:t by :1 geometrical
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attribute in :1 geoscientze datiibittie. Work by Schick
and Watcrfcld (1986) and Horn at at. (1989) has led
to the establishment of a prototype database (the
‘(_‘reol(ernel'). This implements the storage of 3-D
vector data items which are fully integrated with the
associated attribute data. The storage structure used
is based on hierarchical subdivision of the primary
data attributes into sub-objects. The 3-D geometry
is represented within this structure as a set of points,
pc|].ylinc5'tJr ctibnicls. These are spatially clustered
by a regular or hierarchical subdivision of the 3-D
space enclosing the objects. The usual mode of
access would be by specifying [in system
terminology) it ‘clip’ or 'eL'impd5t:' spatial query
followed by a ‘test’ for the relevant non-spatial
attributes. The chief advantage of this system is that
it binds together the spatial and l‘It'll'l-.‘lPl.ltlEll
components in a ‘form of object orientation. It also
allows the database to be set up for any data
t:onl'1guration.Tht:rc are two main disadvantages.
First. it requires a complex database operation to
set up and bind each new data description to the
database. Secontlly. it does not use an explicit data
structure to store 3-D geometry. but subdivide:
space around the objects identified in each project. 62
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Three-ditnensional visualizations cannot often

be interactively interrogated. Hence. one ultimate
design objective in the development ofa 3-D
modelling system is the production of high quality
images which can also he interrogated by graphic
interaction with the model on the screen. perhaps
using it Z‘--D cursor such as the 'I)ataglove‘
demonstrated by the Media Lat: at MIT [Atdersey-
Williams 1989). The rapid development of ‘virtual
reality‘ tnay also provide tools for interttctive
citpcricntiul matttpultttions otthc model.

Dynamic 3-D models are also becoming it
rculity within the geoscicnce field. Tetelafl and
Harbrtutth (1939) have recently described how
ciastic sudimettlniiun can be sln1ulatedi'o|'a variety
of processes. including river channel. tteltaic and
alluvial tan environments. These models are made
in the SEDSIM environntent which simulates clastic

transport and sedimentation on a grain-l:ay—grnin
basis. SEDSIM pmdttccs 3-D fcnce diagrams,
slntdetl for grnin size. which illustrate the
geometrical otlttzomt: for a specific serlimentologicalmoticl.

Experience with 3-D modelling also opens it
new opportunity to accumulate knowledge of 3-D
object metrics and bcltaviour which can be placed in
knowledge bases. Dawson (1989) descrilzies the
development and structure of such a knowledge
base at HP rcferrr.-ti to as SE'DM.dtC. Although this
knowledge base is non-spatial inform, the potential
to linlt to 3-D models exists. Fittzrlly. it Sltuuld be
noted that 3-D L‘lt1l'n can also be input into |,')1'OCl,‘_S§
driven models of 3-D behaviour. such as those used

in hydrogeology {Turner l9Fl9']. The scope for this
type of application ts increasing as more systems are
devclopccl.

 

CO NCLU SIGNS 

This chapter has reviewed ilnd interpreted the
developments within the field of 3-D (its at it limt:

of particularly tapitl development in theory and
applications. This rapid growth indicates that the
development of 2-D GIS has not provided the
techniques of spatial data handling required by
gent-‘cictttists. As a consequence. further
dttvolopmentti in this field can be anticipated. The
great zttlvttntuges of the new 3-D modelling
techniques are t:|t':ttr for all gooscicntists to see;

many existing geoscience questions can be mun:
cllcclivcly answered in :1 3-D modelling domain and
since completely new questions can he posed, this
form of analysis will be continuously extended.

However. the key control over the long-term
development ztnd refinement of tools for 3-D G15
will ttntlouhtcdly he the ability of the gcosciontist to
respond to the challenge to produce more complete
models oi’ geoscieittific processes and their physical
expression. This response is called for since these
new modelling techniques require a greater
qualttification of assumptions and more complete
data to establish geometrical form, in tl-its respect,
Ii-D GIS bus the potential to fuel H revolution in
geoscientific data handling which will increase the
speed at which models can ht: made and itnpr0\rn;d_
'.Fhcse developments also form part of the
revolution in scientific visualization whose

tlcvclopnwnts will greatly improve the geoscientists‘
ability to communicate with their peers and the
public.

Ont: final consideration for 3-D G15 is the issue

of how to ntztnagc: the output of these new
modelling processes. that is how to organize the
database of models. Past and present t)t‘t!L‘tit.‘t: in the
gcosciences has been to ensltrinc the results of a

particular study or model in it paper map. perhaps
as part of a definitive series. However. within a 3-D

G15 dttlabttsc. models can be continuously replaced
by new models. with of which may be capable of
many visualizations. This suggests that a major
Challenge for the management oithis powerful new
tuchrtology is how to store and make available for

futurc use the new inriigltts which will emerge. in
particular. bow to cnsttrt: that the data and their
itttcrprutution are archived tt3g_r:tht;r_
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INFORMATION INTEGRATION

AND GIS

ID H SHEPHERD

Ute role of the (HS at an ‘t’:-t_fbrr-nrttrbrt Jim-gr:rtrJr" is a_mmim=ri, and the wtrirms
apprrrarlws tctkart in t‘Lm't’I'lf .t',v.t'rrrrtr rrr crt'hr'c*vt.- irtfbrrrruticrrr irrtcgrarian are
dt.‘.trrriimi. It is slmwti that L'un.i'irlt'rrtbIL' ttffn rr mus! ht’ t'.I:pern1cd tn rrrcrrrte Ii
c'orr.s'.is‘rt’rtr gw;grctpht‘r.'rr.l clnrrtlJnst' bc{frH'c= GIS cart .t'trt'r:e.rsft.ih'y irttegrrtre r:!t't't'r'.t're
.it1_f{)Fl'1lciflirJ!?. Altetrrrrtriw rtpprumrftew to ln_)"r)rmdtI'(m intrrgrrrriori frmrtd In
irtfnrr-rtrtrtrm rm::‘.-rmlng_v are rtlm dt'.I:r'ussr=r.". in (Jrricr to irlerztifjr more Lfleclive
npprtmrhes to irttegrzttirrrt with in re £71.‘.-' fmrm*vvark.

INFORMATION INTEGRATION AND GIS

'”l‘l1r.- hr.-nclits nit: geogruplticail inrot'rn:ttintI
5}‘5tt:1'l'l depend nn linking different data sets
together.‘

‘A G13 brings infnrmatiun tugelltcr, it unifies
and integrates that infttrntutiun. It tnttktns
available iI]f0l'l1‘|£,ll.lr1|"t In which no one had

access before. and plucus old information in a
new context. It often brings together
inforntzitinn which either wits not nr cnuld not

l'iI1' brtiugltl lflgulhcr prt:vit)u5ly.'
('l")angL-rtrtond J‘)!-ii‘): 25}.

GIS as an integrating tachnnlngy

Due til‘ the l?tltJ.‘it persistent and pervasive bttzttwords
it1 the field of (515 is ‘in tegrntinn‘. Indeed‘ the
ttliility tJt'GIS tu intugrulv: LllVI.‘T5L' initirmtttitsn is
l‘1'equt:nt|y cited as its l'll.£'lj('M' del'inin,i__ zittrihute. and
H5 its major source of PLIWCT and Hcxibility in
rneetittg user t1cctis(M:tgriirc I99] in this voltmtcl.

There urn strung similzwitius in the way llutl
U15 and lhr: tlisciplinu of gtztigruphy huvt: hccrt
prnmoled at.-t 'inti:graling‘ nttchatiistttrt. Geography.
it is t-trguctl. is an integrating discipline bcctttlsc it
unites the study ntsnciety with that of the pltysicttl
environment. GIS, it is claimed. is an integrating

(DIJE 1931:}.

tnclinnlngy l)Ct3l1UF.t‘:tJfIl1t3 way in which it linlts
togulhur LlilVCl'19l.3 types of ittfurntution drztwn from it
variety nllsnun-ces. By integrating inftirmatinn. users
cttn lake at unified view of their dttln and large
rztrgttniztttiotts can establish ll sing!-:. coh::n.-nt.
corporate it1fnrn1aticIn system.

The benefits of information integration

The hcmctils that follow [tom ll'lt'.' intcgratiun of
diverse infcirtnation within t1 G15 are widely
reungnisecl:

I A brnztder rztngi: nf npcr.'.ttinn.~t can be
purfnrmud on intugrutud irtlbrmuliun than on
disparat-: sets of data,

I By linking data sets tingcthcr. 2'-piltittl consistency
is imposed on tl1un1_ 'I'hit=. adds value to cxtsting
tluttt. multing thtnn buth it nturc cffcclive and a
inure In-Jrkelahle cnnmtnrlity.

I 'l‘ht'nuglt the irltegrntintt of drum which wen‘:
previously the dnmztin nf individual disciplinary
Specialistee. ttn inlcrtlitsciplittttry pl:l'1ip|.'.L‘llVt:tU
gengraplticztl problem solving is encnurngcd.

I Users. bettelit from the pcrccptinn that they
have ztccetttt tn :1 tieutttlextt iI1t'nt‘111£ltit1I\

cnvirunntcnl. uncutnpliculud by the ncud In
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I D H Shepherd

consider differences in (‘late sources.

infortnatiott types, storage devices. computer
platforntst etc.

Further advantages accrue if scvcritl organizations
pool their inclividttai data into a single integrated
database (Bracken and I-Iiggs 1990):

I Data acquisition costs are reduced. |'!It:|.'il.I.15I3 oi‘
the elimination of duplicate data collection and
conversion activities.

I Organizations can draw nn :1 bronclcr bust: of
information than hitherto. and are thus able to

address issues that were previously beyond their

individual data resources.

0 Organizations can Couperttlt: with one another
within the context of Sl‘J£ll‘(!l'.i information. and

thereby make more effective management
decisions.

What is ‘Information Integration‘?

What is meant by ‘information integration’, and
how is it achieved‘? The dictionary definition of
itttegrtttion. ‘the combination of separate parts into
a whole’. provides a poor startiltg point for a
discussion of this concept. The G15 literature can be
equally unhelpful. for integration is frequently
ascribed several distinct meanings, including:

it The bringing together of spatial data from a
number of sources, including maps. field survey
equipment. photogrammetry. and remote
sensors, within a single system {e.g. Aybei
l99l]).

II The creation of El geometrical description of the
earth's surlace within a consistent topological
framework (e.g. Marx 1986),

O The inlet-conversion of raster (Le. image) and

vector (i.e. map) models of the world within it
single softtvare environment (o.g. .lIIL‘ltsot1 and
Mason 1986).

I The provision of at comprehensive set of
gcographical information handling functions
within a unified software frarncwurk (e.g.
Dangermond 1936).

I The interiinking of both spatial and attribute

data within a single, cohercnl representation or
model (c.g. ESRI l99l.ltt).

0 The synthesis of diverse spatial information by
means of futtclttmetttztl gcograpliical operations
such as spatial search and overlay (c.g. Cowttn
1938}.

It is also perhaps worth noting that over and above
thcst-. multiple mcttttings of integration, there is
further terminological confusion in the use of terms
such as ‘integrate’. ‘linlt‘. ‘rel:-rte‘. ‘combine’ and
‘rnatr;h’_ These are sontetimes used interchangeably,
but are sometimes given distinct meanings (t‘..g. in
Rhintl El’ :21. 1984).

It may be useful. therefore, to provide :1
working tlclinition that clarifies these issues. ant!
which serves as at framework for subsequent
discussion. in this review. infornitttirirr irrtcgrnlion is
seen as the synthesis of gtsngtaphical in1'o1'n1atiot1 in
at computer system which depends for its
effectiveness on rfrtforritaliorr it!-l'1ii‘.(t,§'t’ (i.e. of srrntial
and attribute Clara) within a coherent data model.
This involves bringing together diverse inlormation
from a variety of sources (frtformarimt tnrerctirartge),
requires the effective rr1alt'cltir1g of supposedly
similar entities in these sources, and demands

Enfurmtmnii t:'on.ti.t't'crtcy across the source data sets.

THE CLASSIC APPROACH TO
INFORMATION INTEGRATION IN GIS

The integration of spatial and attribute data

In commercial inl'orn‘ttt[iI.".-ti systems, non-spatial
data are typically integrated by storing them non-
redundarttly in a single database engine. in
computer msppittg, systems. spatial data oi various
kinds are frequently integrated within a single
graphical database. in cilher vector or raster
l'orrnat. Within each of these systettts, the
relationship between items of consistctttly recorded
data can hr: used to answer it variety ofquestions.
However, the range of questions that can be asked
must be of ti sptttial or non-spatial nature.

Within GIS. information integration goes one
Step further. involving the linkage of non-spatial or
attribute data to spatial information describing real

world features. By perforating operations across the 67
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two sets of information in tandem, :1 far richer set of

questions may be asked. and afar broader range of
problems can be solved than in those systems that
handle just attribute or spatial data alone. For
example:

1. Users ean interrogate geographical features
displayed on at computer map and retrieve
associated attribute information, for display or
further analysis.

!~J Maps can be constructed by querying or
analysing airrilnne intormatinn in it tlittabrtsc.

3. New sets of int'orrnal‘ion can be generated by
performing spatial operations (such as polygon
overlay) on the integrritetl database.

4. Different items ofalttribute data can be

tissociated with one another through :1 shared
locational code.

Two approaches. or models, have been widely
adopted for achieving the linkage between spatial
and attribute information within G15: the composite
map model and the gcu-rclutiunal model (fitronson
1937; Bracken and Webster 1989; Hoaley t9ill in
this volume), Each ol these approaches to data
integration is based on a particular type of spatial
data model: the composite map model is usually
based on a tcsscllated representation of space
(typically the grid-cell Lessellationt, while the geo-
rclaiiortal model is usually associated with a vector
representation oispace (mid particularly the arc!
node topological model). For a fuller discussion of
the relative merits of these and other spatial data
models. see Peuquet [l9iiil}, Elurrough (1936).
Davis and Simonctt (1991 in this volume) and
Egenhofer and Herring (1991 in this volume).

The key element in both of these models is that
links are established between attribute iniorlnaticm

and spatial features. The precise techniques used to
create tltcsc linlts vary from GIS to (315 but. in
general, involve estalilisltittg It pointer between each
spatial fealtlre in the database and its associated
attribute iiiforrnrrtioii. In the composite map model.
the links are implicit in the way that specific
attributes are assigned to individual map layers. and
in the process of assigning, specific attribute values
to the spatial entities l{i.e. cells) on each layer. ill
the gee-relational model. by contrast. the links are
established by arranging for each spatial featurc's

Information integration and GIS

tmiqnc itlcntiticr (or ID) to he recorded in it key
field of the appropriate database tablets) that store
its attribute inlorrniition.

For each data model, an appropriate set of
operations is available that integrates across (or
syntliesizcsl the two kinds of data in response to
user queries. in the composite map model, the
principal integration rnccltrinism is a ‘map
modelling‘ capability that relates together two or
more grid cell layers to produce new layers, on
which furtlicr modelling operations may he
performed (Berry 1985, l9t-l7; Tomlin 199“, 199] in
this volume). in the gen-relational model.
integration is accomplished by undertaking
operations such as spatial search and overlay [ESRl'
lllfilllltl.

The composite map model

The First t1‘IE.‘ll1tJd of linking spatial and attribute
information is by means ofa mtIlti—lnyr:rcd map
(Berry l9rl5:'|‘n:nlin limit}. This model is essentially
a computerized version of the technique of filter or
sieve mapping developed for landscape planning
and resource management {_Steinitz, Parker and
Jordan I976). but it is also closely associated with
more recent developments in image processing.

In the composite map model. attribute
information is rel"crenced to artificial units ol' spar.-u
(typically square grid cells} that form a regular grid.
Tliesc: units are usually constant in size, shape and
orientation, and rarely have intrinsic meaning.
Grids oi" cells are usually ‘slieed' horizontally into a
number of layers or planes. with information about
specific variables or attributes stored on individual
layers (see Fig. 22.] ).

Within the context of this model. information

integration proceeds by combining attribute values
for cells that line above or below one another in a

‘stack' of superimposed layers. A quantitative
model is generally used to derive secondary values
from the source attribute values.'l‘|1is can be clone

in one of two ways: either the model is applied to
each cell independently. or else the model operates
on cell values within a layer that are within a given
range or window. These are sometimes turmcd
Type I and Type 2 oper:-itions llieuvelink.
Burrough and Stein 1990). and are illustrated in Fig.
22.1.

The grid-cell model is a relatively simple
approach to data integration. both conceptttally and
operationally. and it has therefore been popular

68
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Fig. 22.1 The cnntposite map model of
information integration in which both spatial and
attrihttte data are combined in the same layer.

since the earliest clays of GIS development. The
model is currently implemented in It large number
of ‘cartographic muclelllng' and raster-based image
mocessittg systems.

The Gt.-o—rt.-Iatlonal Model

in the second, and more recently developed.
approach to information integration, attribute
information is associated with point. line. zonal or
other spatial entities that describe feature:-t
occurring in the real world. Titus. for example. in
point located feature such as a house may have
associated with it such items of information as its

local tax rate, its current market price. its owner. its
occupants, and so on. Similarly. a linear feature
such as a river might have associated with it such
information as mean discharge. pollution 1i:VEl€-.
fishing rights. etc. In like manner. a zonal fcuttlrt
such as it field might be linked to information
describing its owner. its current land use, its soil
type. and so forth.

In this approach to data integration. spatial
entities are usually linlted with their associated
attribute data by means of a common spatial key
(commonly a unique identifier or1D assigned to

  
Boundary sogtnenl llel
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moment no. tone ID mm ID

Fig. 22.2 The gcovrclatithnal model of int'orm:nion
integration in which spatial and attribute data are
stored separately.

each spatial feature). Difl’-erent sets of attribute
information are stored in different attribute tables.
and the relevant intermation for a given set of
stpzttial features is accumulated by relating (or
joining) two or more tables of infornmlion (see Fig.
22.2). The collation of information from the
attribute tables may be carried out in several ways‘.
by exact matching, hy hierarchical matching. or by
fuzzy matching (ESRI 1990b; Flowerdew I991 in
this volume}.

The gen-relational model has two important
characteristics. The first is that the join Works both

ways;tht1s. attribute inforrnatlon can he found by
selecting spatial features. and spatial features can be
tiound by querying attribute information. Secondly.
all attribute information within the model is

associated with one or more spatial features. even
though it may require 3 chain of joins between
nttmcrous tables in order to estnhlislt this

relationship. Attribute information tltttl is not
linked (either directly or indirectly) to :1 spatial
feature is normally not included in the attribute
tables.

Most contemporary, vector-oriented GIS adopt
the goo-relational model to conccptualiac the links
between spatial and attribute date. In addition.
most usually adopt a dual or hybrid data storage
strategy to implement the model. with spatial data
held separately from the attribute data. and the 69
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system maintaining links between the software
ntoclules that handle eateh information type
(Duoekcr 1985; Morehouse 1985). Locational data

are typically represented using it topological (or
arc- -node) spatial data model. and thematic data are
usually stored in the tables ole standztrtl relational
database. Ttius. l'or exrintple. in the case ol ARCJ
INFO. the archetypical example of this approach,
the spatial model is implementt:-tl in the ARC
program, and the attribute data model is
implemented in INFO. a fourth generation database
system. Llsers of the system are stile to address each
software component separately, by means of the
ARC macro language and INFO cominatttls
respectively. llowcver, the tight coupling between
ARC anti INFO ensures the integrity of the
relationsliips between spatial entities and their
attributes.

Simil:-trly. the GDSIAMS system cottsists of it
graphics database (containing, land feature data)
and ti textual database (containing assigned data)
which are connected by an intert'nL‘e consisting of a
looltttp table. SICAD. too, combines tt gettgrttpltieal
database tor storing topologically structured spatial
information with .3 relational database for storing
textual information (Wagner I990]. Many other
operational G [S (including 'l'erraSoft. Strings, and
lLWl.Sl iI.|'.l0pl this hybrid approach.

Because otthe relative simplicity of this hybrid
approach to implenienting the geo-relational model.
many [.15 and AIWFM systems have tit.-en
developed by end users linking together a CAD
systetn (to store the spatial tlttttt) and E1 database
program (to hold the ttttI‘ll_‘Il1lr'.' i.1rtta)l'('.'owert liltttn;
Shepherd 199[|a. l99{lb, 1990c). In contrast to
comrrtereiitl ots that adopt the hybrid tlrtta model.
the component items of software in such ‘do-it-
yottrsclt‘ GIS i:t:|'t.‘ ttstlttlly loosely tzoupletl. Willi
intermediate tiles being used to excltange data
about the links between the two types of
intnrnintioit.

l.JmitBt.iuns of current lntesrralittn models

(515 do not (and maybe c'.mt1-oi) always prnvitlc an
entirely satisfactory approach to the integration of
geogrttpltical infornintiun. In particular. the overlay
mechanism at the heart of most CilS software is not

ttble of itself to guarantee error-frt:t: itttcprétliott of
spatial and attribute data. tirrors introduced by data
capture and conversion. together with residual
errors not re-solvcci hy darn smrisistency analysis. can

Information lntng ration and GIS

combine with errors gent.-ritteu by the overlay
process itself to provitle output maps that have i]
[.'tl‘t‘)l)l'll)lll5litl-lll._lJ tincr.-rlaiin level cifcrror.

In vector GIS. for exntnple. where the aeettrttey
of points. lines and tl]'t.!fl.5 stored in the geographical
clatabttse is subject to small tnrtrgirts of error, the
ovcrlay process will propagate these errors when
producing resultant maps (Rhind is lit. 1934}.
Experiments in geographical sctisitiytty ttttalysis,
clearly revettl how perturbations or errors in input
maps can eliange the appeaj‘ant:e nfuutput maps
(Lodwiclt. Morison and Svoboda 1990). The

integration process cam itself also gt.-rtcrzttc errors. ti
wc|l—ltnown r.-ffect being the appearance o1’spu|‘1'ntts
sliver polygons as it rttsttll of vt:t:tur L'I|Vul'l.:1y
operations (fioodchild 1976). Cltrisrnan (i984. 1991
in this volume) argues that earlier assessments of
the errors nssr:iciatei;i with the overlay process l1L'L'd
to be revised in the light of modern solitware, but
neltnowtetlges that the lack of ttppropriiitely
accurate bust: map sources remains at prilnr: suurct:
of integration errors.

Similar‘ problems arise with tnt'egi'atir:1n
operations in grid-ct.-ll (315. For example, the
validity of the litycr combinttlion process may be
comproniiscd ilaltribute inthrniatiott has been
erroneously ttlltltetttetl to cells by the process of cell
aggregation used in creating :1 consistent spatial
base (Walker and llutton 1936:). Additionally.
wlicrc uncertainties l.lS5t3CltI.lL’.'(l with coefficients

used in the map combination model are unknown,
then lllt.‘ relalivt: contributiott of the model to the

total error in the output map will also be ttnltnown
tlleuvelink er rt}. t‘:l9ll_l. Finally, where spatial units
annlor cl;-tlit attributes are fuzzy rather than discrete.
the standard set theoretic approach implicit in the
overlay process may break down entirely (Wang,
Hall tttttl Subaryono I99”: l3|.l|‘l‘Otlgl‘l t'JB.lJ). Fora
luller discussion oi these issues, see Chrismatt (_l‘:“}l
in this volume) 'r!t'1|.l Tomlin (1991 in this volume].

Preparing for Information integration

Orgzmizatiutis that tire new to gt.-ogrtiphici-it
inl'ormntion handlitig frequently matte the tttistalte
of assuming that the GIS is some kind oi” magical
data ititegrutor. an uutotttzirie ‘infnrtttittion melting
pot‘. In reality, the rewards that may be reaped by
tttloptirtg :t (US to perform ll1l.l.'gli|l|.:f.'l inlornitttion
analysis (as outlined above) are contingent upott the 70
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amount of effort expended in creating a consistent
database in the lirst instance. The adoption of one
or other of the currently fashionable. ntodcls of
information integration does not atttnntatlcally
create harmony among previously incompatible
data sets. Information integration is in l'a'lct a two-
step process: the first step involves the removal of
inconsisteitcies between disparate data sets. to
ensure their compatibility; the second involves thc
use oi‘ DIS software to interrelatc consistent (late in

ways that meet the needs of particular applications
(see Flovvcrtlcw I991 in this volume)-

'l‘he following, sections examine the causes of
inconsistent data. and the vatriotts l‘t‘lt£ll‘lt'lLlEi available

for. and some of the hroad approaches taken in.
creating consistent geographical databases.

The data inconsistency problem

Geographical data sets are dillicult to integrate
where there are incuiisiste-ncies between them.

These inconsistencies may affect the spatial and
attribute characteristics of data. and necessitate the
use ol'var'ious corrective measures. Introttslstettciefi
result from a variety of causes:

I differences in rc.t;ordin_a, or measurement
techniques (e.g. observation times or periods.
data gathering equipment. data categories.
human observers/interviewers):

II errors in ntcasureinent or survey methods (cg.
malfunctioning data loggers. data recording
errors by human olriserversl;

0 variations in the resolution (spatial. temporal or
attribute) of the data gathered:

I vagueness or imprecision in delittitionfi (spatial
or attribute);

0 fuzziness in spatial objects (tag. soil
boundaries);

II variations in the use of terminology and
nomenclature.

lnconsistcncies tend to be greater when:

I the study area involves several adtnlnistrativc or
i_tovernn1ental data units. ztndiet where several

ttrganizgations are responsible for gathering
information:

0 the information is drawn from multiple sources.
at several scales;

o the information consists of several types (map,

image. test. numeric. sound. etc--l:

u the information is available at several points in
time:

I the information is stored on diverse media. and
on more than one computer system.

Problems of inconsistent data are frequently

gre.'«.ttcI' in developing countries than in the
developed nations of the world {Casley and Lury
1981; Roltinson er til. 1989). I-lowcvcr. considerable
problems arise even in developed countries when
attempts are unatle to integrate information across
ntltional houndaries. An example is pro‘-‘idcd by the
CORINE project. '-\"l'll.L'h sought to demonstrate the
viithility and utility of an integrated (vector) GIS for
soil and land use planning in the Eutopeait
Comnmnity (Mounst,-y 1901 in this voluinel. This
project revealed that problems of data incottsistttncy
are frequently far inure significant than those of
(later availability, accuracy. geographical coverage.
large data volumes. or lack of adequate data
structuring, Moi'eove|', despite the use ofa variety
of techniques for overcoming problems of spatial
inconsistency. it was nevertheless concluded that
where it Git,‘ involves a large surface area (in this
case, 2.2C\n1il|ion l€t1'l.:l.t|.l'|ll a number of political
entities (in this case 12 nation st:1te5l.'the problem
of data inconsistency is not easy to tackle and
cannot wholly be resolved‘ [Briggs and Mnunsey
198‘): lttl.

Techniques tar removing inconsistencies in
data

The creation of a consistent getigraphical datalnasc
requires effort at a number of distinct levels: the
rcsoltititm of dil'l'ereni:es in the meaning and
significance ascribed to data by cooperating
urgttniaations”. the integration of incompatible
database scltentata (Frank. 1986; Nycrgcs l9l'.i9hl:
and the conversion of information between

contrasting data models, data structures. and data
media. Ideally. the removal of inconsistencies 71
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should proceed in a top-down nianncr. dealing First
with differences in ll‘lt’.' meanings ol' data. before
addressing issues of data representation and
structure l_Nyergcs l9l-39b).

The specific tecltniques that may be used to
create consistent data can be classified on the basis

of the inforrnation being handled (see Table 22.1).
Fuller accounts of these techniques are provided
elsewhere (e.g. Rhind and'l'anI1cnba'.I1n 1933;
Rhino er at. 1934; Flnwerdew 1991 in this volume).

Table 22.] Methods for creating consistent
databases (see Flowcrdew 199! in this voiumc for
l'ltt'll1t:r details). 

Spatial data

Map projection standardization. rectilication nl'
local geometrical distortions. coordinate
registration, coordinate density equalization,
feature generalization. edge matching. scale
conversion. itttage—1o—irnage registration. co-
registration ofmaps and images. conversion
between Vector and raster data models. creation of
mttlti-image mosaics. allocation of one set of zones
to another. etc.

Attribute data

Aggregation of data classes. reclassification of raw
data. reduction in numerical precision of clam.
rcdttction of levels of measurement to a common

level. address matching. nominal record linkage.
Schcrntl integration analysis. conversion from
network or hierarchical database to relational
database. greyscalc normalization, etc. 

ill some cases, the task of ensuring consistency
in spatial data can be undertaken separately from
that of ensuring consistency in attribute data,
Considerable benefits accrue. however. if these
efforts proceed in tandem (an example is addrcssr‘
location matching). In particular, there are many
occasions when the removal of inconsistencies in

spatial data sets should follow their removal in
attribute data. This is because a consistent attribute

data set can often provide valuable guidance to the
process of removing inconsistencies in spatial data
(Nycrgos 193913). Similarly. the creation ol' :1
topologically consistent map base is a valuable
precursor to ensuring geometrical consistency in a
spatial database.

Sometimes. as is the case with map oonflation

isaalfeld 19!-iii). incompatibilities are best resolved

by hantlling items of source. 'tni’o1‘|'na1-ion one pair at
it time. in other operations. such as database
scltetttel integration (Nyerges l‘>l89l:!). several

sources ofinformation are considered together.
A number of broad strategies may be adopted

in creating consistency among disparate data sets,
One approach is to permit inconsistent data to
coexist. with citplicit ittforn\;itir.tn being provided on
the nature of the inconsisienciett (Briggs and
Mounsey 19549). Anotltcr approach is to convert all
source data sets into a single target version. as in the
integration of multiple database schematzt (Nyergcs
I‘)-39b]. A third approach is to convert data stored
in one data model to another data model, as is the

cast: in preparing data for vector-only or ras.n:r—only
G13 (see Fcuqucl lgtila. 1981i); Piwuwar, Lt.-Drew
and Dudyclin l‘2‘9l.l). In many applications. data
consistency is often achieved by reducing diverse
spatial or attribute data to some lowest common
denominator representation. For example. all
attribute data may be reduced in nominal scale
measurements. or all spatial data may be reduced to
i'l relatively coarse grid—cel[ representation.

Tltcse approaches are also frtund in many
mainstream cornmercittl systems. Some integrated
office packages. for example. store different types
of data in separate files. andlor ntaintain different
data ntodels for each of the individual functions

provided. information is exchanged l‘lI:i_wcL‘.n the
various components by automatic or manual tile

swapping. By contrast. some data handling
packages use it single data model le.g. the
sprcrtdttheetl. and provide the necessary internal
functions to store and structure the various types of
ttscr information within this single model.

The ‘single model‘ approach is perhaps taken
to its extreme in Document image Processing (DIP)
systems. in which various source materials (eg,
text, drawings. maps. photographs] are reduced to a
single form: the Digital image Document (DID).
This is El standard scanned image, and large
collections of such images may be indexed. stored.
managed, accessed and displayed using tools
available in at DIP systtztn As in raster GIS, the
availability of optical storage devices lsuclt as CD-
ROMS and WORMs) with huge storage capacities
has greatly accelerated the adoption of this
approach.

Typically. it variety of techniques is applied in a

given application to ensure consistent data. In the 72
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CORINFL project. for example. several lctiliniqucs
wcrc atluptctl to remove or reduce spatial
il‘It’.“0I‘l‘lr.?‘r‘IIiltilitlE!i between source data incorpor:-mad
into a gcovrelational C-IS (Briggs and Mounscy
I989), '[‘l1es¢ included: conversion of tlattt to H
single refcrcncc map projection; removal of local
geometrical distortions by rubber sheeting;
adoption of two standard scales (1 : 1 million and
1 :3 million) at which to store data; and
gcttcralizatmn of larger scale data down to these
standard scales.

The crcatictt nfa cons-istent database is still

es:-ic.ntially a manual operation. It is i'rcqI.1cntly
labour intensive. and usually requires the
participation of those who are kntiwlctlgmlble limb
in the cltaracltzristics of the source data and also in

the application area for which the data are being
assembled. More recently. htiwcvcr. minty of the
tasks ttndcrtaltcn to create consistent databases

have hcctt supported by software tools. 'l'hesL‘ are
available either as modules in at general-purpose
G13, or as special-purpose. utility programs.
Examples of the latter include snt'twt1rcinrrubbcr
shccting(|3cc1cll I93-El). zipping {Beard and
Chrisman I986). map confiation [‘SaallelI;l 1938).
and vector-to-raster conversion tstenekcr and
l3o1tIta|n-Carter 1988).

Unfortunately, not all data incotisistcncics are
resolvable simply by using the battery of tools
available. For example. the use of an iItlet'aCtiVu
graphics editor to displace polygon boundary
coordinator: [what Dangcrrnond (1983) calls
‘graphic fudging‘) may be constrained or prevented
by legal definitions of one of the bttundarics irt
question. Similarly, the use of distani:£'—baseE| Dr
point-in-polygott techrtiques to allocate one set of
cortex to another may lead to unacceptably high
error rates. in other cases. it may not be possible or
acceptable to reduce the variability in stitlrcc
information by creating or adopting a single, ‘clean’
data set. In some applications, It may be dcsirahlc
to let mutually inconsistent versions of data to
coexist in it controlled fashion within it GIS (Ncwcll.
Thcriault and fiastcrlicld i990). Finally, many
inconsistencies may be ‘hiddt:n' in apparently
consistent data. and these may have to be Flagged
rather than corrcctcd (Briggs and Mounscy 1989).

The operations needed to create a consistent
gctigraphical database can be implemented at
various stages in the data conversion process
{Dangermond 1933):

I Before data conversion: use o1':..-oimlard base

n-taps (t,-,g, Integrated Terrain Units) to record
licld information. etc.

I During data r.‘0nVe:'sloItL tentplating. on-line.
transformation. attlomatit: tcxl ttnrtottllitin.

automatic snapping. on-the-lly topological
construction, etc.

a Alter data conversion: manual intoractivc

editing, rubber sltetzting. conllation. lll‘lt..'
snapping. schema integrtnion arialysis. attribute
corisistcncy clteclcing. etc.

The amount ul'el't'm-1 needed to ensure data

consistency tends to increase at each stagt: of thc
cottversion proccss. Thc dictum 'pi'¢Vt::ntiotl is
‘netter than cure‘ applies just as much to the creation
of a consistent database as it does in matters of

personal health and safety. It is far cheaper to
‘design out’ possible inconsistency at an curly stage
in the development of a geographical clatalntse,
Unfortunttti,-ly,|r1a:ty geographical databases are
created by merging existing tligitttl data sets. and
incompatibilities have. therefore, to be removed
after data conversion has taken place.

Integrating contrasting spatial data modnls

Uttc of the long-standing problcms of operational
GIS has been the separation of ittfortnation derived
from maps anti infnrttttttion derived from images.
The former has typically been the preserve of
vector-oriented (its, the latter has been the

preserve of image processing systems.
Recently. however. major c'fl’t)rt:§ have been

made to integrate remote scnaittg data with
carl0gI'aphic data (e.g. Zobrist l983;Jackstin 1987:
Logan and Bryant 1988; Goorlettough 193$: Annoni
et ul. 1990). Designers of remote sensing systems
have attempted to bridge the gap either by atltling
mapping capabilities to existing image processing
ftlnctiontt (e.g. the drawing of vector ground
rcfcrcntrc features such as coastlines. rivers. and

national liountlaric.-1). or by providing users with on-
line access to GIS information ((:.g. to assist with
the process of image classilicatiott). Some raster
GIS provide vector tracing or annotation functions
for raster images (c.g. ERDAS and SPANS).

For their part. developers of vector GIS have
tried to add a variety of rasterlintagc processing 73
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Fig. 22.3 The iittegratiun of vector and raster data in a GIS.

capabilities: die‘-playiitg raster ttackgrourids beneath
Vector maps. vuctorizing scanned intuges, and
linking lt't‘I£lgt‘:S to vector crmrclinatc systems
(Pevrtner 1989; Annoni at at. l99[l). A prime
example Of this trend is ARCi'lNl<'('_l. which enables
vector information to be overlaid on raster inipges,
by means of its Image Integrator module. An
il'lt.‘.rt.‘.tlSing number of sy.-ttents provide utilities to
convert spatial data front the alternative model into
its own native model. or to cnnvcrt hctwceri the
vector and raster data models.

Figure 22.3 illustrates the internal structure ol"a

hilly intcgrttted GIS which attempts to combine
lilittlt vector and raster information. (This figure is
derived from a switch: diagram ttlftltt: SI(2AD—
IIYCIRIS system, and from laser-St:;1n‘s'. idealized
View of an integrated GIS architecture.) Several
systcnis are now available that claim to be able to

colttltine vector data and functionality with raster
data and functionality. and their: are sometimes
labelled ‘integrated G13’ (or IGISJ to distinguish
them from llmsi: that are lintitud to a single spatial
dittrt model (Jackson and Masntt 198$; Gnrte. l..iEn1
and Wind I938).

Resolving inconsistent data formats and media

Bcyontl inconsistencies in the content at
gengrtlpltical data lie incompatibilities in the format
or medium used to record the data. Furtnat and

media incompatibilities can arise wlterever data are
gathered by different methods or equipment. whert:
data are zitored on two or more computer systems.
Dr where data are handled by two or more computer
programs. Such lncofltptttihililicti require it further

set of UpEt'iIfl0l'l‘i to enable stiuccssful data
integration within :1 GIS (Ayhet l‘J'l‘ll't.

The most common solution to this problem lies
in the use at‘ data translators in inter-cnnvi-irt a wide

variety of cartttgrttpllic. image and attribute data
(numeric as well as text), Most translators are

special purpose. working only with spccilii: data
tnrittuts. l.'it1'l general purpose data translation tools,
driven by relational database tochnolingy. are also
available (Waugh and Hcalcy "1986; Iiusicoe and
Penny l99l'l: Guptill 1991 in this volume). Once
again. tl1C.‘iC translators are zivailitble either at t‘-tand-
.'-tlnne utility programs. or as modules within
general-purpose GIS. By way tJl'I.‘xttmplc.tl1-c data
convcriiions avuilalcllt: within the ARCHNFO system
are illustrated in Fig, 22.4. In inainstream computer
applications. utility programs are widely available
for converting between text. database, spreadslieet
and graphics data formats.
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Two approaches arc gcncraiiy taiccn tn the
intcr-comrcrsion of incontpatihie data formats and
uncdin: one-to-one conversion using direct
translators (ncccssitsting n"rz-u translators for rt
different formats): and translation to and from a
universal intermediate format (requiring 2,,
translators for in different formats). Clearly, any

strategy that reduces the number of data formats in
general usc simplifies this cunvcrsion problem. in
the: wider world ofdata processing, 2: number of dc’
farrro standards has umcrgcd that simplify the
cxchange ofattribntr: and spatial data (Table 22.2 i
Tltc cntergcnce of national and intcrnationttl
standards for cartographic data (c.g. Haywood
1986-. Zarzycki and Jiwnni 1936: DCIJSTF 1988) is
an equally wclcomc step in rcducing the problems
associated with Little: exchange.

For the future. data exchange tnecitanisms
other than the. commonly used external lile art‘:
likely to assumc greater importance. Doc such
uttcchanisttt is, the ‘live link", which enables items of

information in separate application progrrtnts to he
intcr—conm.-ctcd. (In tho personal computer
environment, this facility is currently nvaiiabic in
the form of thc Dynamic Data Exchnngc (DUE)
protocol. and thc inter-Applicatiolt
Communications (IAC) mechanism.)

By linking information directly togclhct‘. some
of the problems of data loss associated with
conventional lransfcr may bc avoided. In zlddition.
tho ‘iivc link‘ approach makcs possible several
forms of data interchange: data snapshots may he
passed autontatieally from one program to anoihcr;
changes in the data hold in one program (cg. a
sprcadshcet) may be rcilccterl in automatic changes
to information held in anothcr program (e.g. it
desktop mapping program); rcai—tirnc data (tag.
from data loggers) may be ttcccsscd automatically
by data analysis anti display software: and data
queries may be ntadc across multiple linked
documents (Vosc I990). In addition, live data links
may be established among programs running on it
single multitasking computcr, or on scvcrnl
different computcrs eonncctcd across a network.

Linking existing databases

A major problem in establishing an integrated
Spatial database is that many orgttnizations already
have a ntassivc installed base of colttpurer-rczidablc.

Table 22.2 Standard formats for data exchange.

Structured data

Dattzlhasc formats: dl:iASE (DE-F).

Sprcadshcct formats: DIF. Wifii and WKS. SYLK.
1‘\.SC[l('tJ1c lowest common denominator; this
contains thc data and. perimps. data dciinition
inforination, but none of tho inturnal data
structuring information spcciiic to n particular data
handling progrant] - common Formats arc CDF and
SDF.

Text

Word processing lorrrtats: Word Pcrfcct. Word,
Wordsiar. DCAIRFT.

ASCII (thc lowest cornrnon denominator; this
contains the text but nnnc of the display and
Formatting characti.-rs l'ouns.‘| in standard word
proccssing, iilcs).

Ltne Drawings

Line art and business graphics program formats:
HPGL. (TOM. Lotus PIC, Windows Mctafiic.
Cncncrol Pzirame-t1'ic Vida-osiiow, Postscript.

CAD program formats: DXF. ICES. SIF. Sci.
.':itcpfi’[Jl:'S_

Maps
DIGEE-Tl‘. VPT. NTF, DLG. etc.

Painted pictures

Painting program formats: PCX. GEM. lMG.
'1'{}A.

Raster images

Scanned image format: TIFF, G-IF.

FAX format: C'Cl’l'l' Group 3 and 4.

Presentation

NAPLFS, EPS.

Documents

ODA. CDA. DCA. DDIF, SC-ML. Ediiact.

goo-referenced data. in many cases. this
information is handled by ttpplieation—spccil'lc
soitwarc; in others. it is handled by a standard
database ntartageinent system. Increasingly. the
component data sets of u poicntinl geographical
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database are distributed over several computers.
often with incompatible operating systems.
Frequently. attribute data are stored in one |.‘IitIt.'€:
and spatial data in another.

The ability to integrate data sets across several
items of software and several eotttputr,-T sysletrts; is,
titcrefdre, ii key factor in the success or failure Of
(ilS technology within modern nrgrtrtizratintts.
McLarcn (1990) sees four approaches to the
iritegratiott of existing iniormtttion in sueh
circumstances, each providing zt different level of
cffectivettess:

I. fmiurriisorpriuit: il1ft)rn1ét.liiJni5 copied from
existing data handling snttware. either on a
temporary or II permanent basis, into 3 GIS for
analysis.

IQ CJHt’r',I*ing 0f't'xtarIrrI! data .re'r.r: feat'uI'es in a G15
are linked to sets of information held in

external databases. The links are usually rid
hot". and the items of software are only loosely
cottpled.

3. DBMS irtrerfacirtg: spatial objects modelled in a
GIS are linked through a generic interface to
attribute data held in an extertial DBMS.

-'1. F'rIl'liIIlegrr:riorI: lnformatiott on spatial objects
is managed by at single. heterogeneous,
distributed DBMS (or l.)l)IiMi-i).

The first three approaches are now cotttntenplace.
frequently being adopted where it is economically
or operationally infeasible to transfer existing
infdrntation to an entirely new system.

Several atttitors tr.-.g. Webster 1985; McLaren
l99ii} argue that the full pn1eIitiaIofGl$ will only
be rettlized if it ct1I'pI.'lrt1‘lt? approach is taken to
inlbrlnatinn management. and pttrticttlarly one that
addresses the issue of distributed data. They also
argue that conventional approaches to data
integration which do not use m.ain:-:ti'etmt DBMS
teeltnotogy tn harttllc both spatial and attribute data
are unlikely to allow the creation of integrated
Corpurtitc databases. In this scenario, it is the
coherent mattage-men: ttigsttgraiphiettlly distributed
data. by means of a DDBMS, and not just the
interlinltrtge of data items in diverse softwttrt:
systetns. that is crucial to the success of an

ilttcgrated geographical information system. Thus

far. there have been only a few intplementalions of
this approach (e.g. Green l‘)9t.i; Nicholson I990").

Organizational factors in data integration

The significance of Organizational factors in the
creation of fully integrated gcograpltical databases
cannot be ovetetnphasized. For example. because
different 0Tgl.lnl:'.itl.l0I'IS collect data for dilierent
pttrposes. they only ascribe contrasting meanings to
their data. These purposes. therefore, need to be
taken into aecttttnt when decoding the meanings of
specific data itents. This conclusion etttergcs clearly
from work undertaken to create multipurpose lane]
ittfortttatiott systems in North America (Lilcy 1985;
Nyerges 19H'5'a)_

Organizational l"tII.‘tors are also critically
important when estahlishittg operational data
excltangc arrangements. This is illustrated by the
developittent it! it prototype G15 for inter-
nrgariizatinnal decision making in mid-Wales
(Bracken and lliggs 1990). A major conclusion
derived from tltis exercise was that the benefits of an

integrated database will only accrue if there is
eonsettsus among the participants iintlltlldutlls,
departments or organizations} involved in creating
it. and that this consensus will only emerge if the
dam users see a clear value in the integrated
database. An important contributory factor in
achieving success is that the database users should
have a tradition n't'in1"‘OrmatinII sharittg.

ALTERNATl\.i’l-E‘APPRlJACHES TO
INFORMATION INTEGRATION

Limitations of current approaches to
Information integration in GIS

Several assutnptions, both explicit and implicit. are
ntadc by current GIS vendors in their approach to
information integrtttion. For example. the range of
information types currently integrated in most (‘its
is largely dictated by the cirtrn Iitozlels they
implement. in particular. the intorrnntinn they
accept ts limited to that which easily [its the
dtttabttsr: model ttfttttriltute space (Le. numeric data
and structured alphanumeric strings]. and that
which fits the map or image model of geographical
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space (Le. vector or raster representations of
space). Similar restrictions are imposed on the
ability to integrate data available on different
media.

Similarly, the way that information is
integrated. and therefore the uses to which it can be
out. are imposed by the farcgrrtriorr rrrodcf adopted
by a particular (315. This has two major
implications. one concerning the use of precise
locational referencing. the other concerning the
cognitive model adopted for the integration process.

The traditional mechanism for integrating data
within most (313 is the overlay process. This implies
the use of sonic form of locational reference or

geocode to link attribute data to their mspoctivc
spatial features. The assignment ofa unique spatial
key to all data entities enables the software to store.
retrieve. analyse and display diverse data in :1
precisely coordinated fashion, and ensures that all
information for a given location can he brought
together as required,

However, one of the dangers of using an
unambiguous and precise location code as the
principal data key or linkage mechanism is that
information which cannot be explicitly or precisely
tied into a particular locational referencing schcmc
runs the risk of being ignored. or relegated to an
ancillary role. This has occurred with several types
of information in the past, including: nonrverlicrtl
aerial imagery (ground-based and low oblique aerial
photographs); free text which describes broad
geographical areas; environmental sounds: moving
images: etc. However. it is inst such information,
with its richness, ambiguity. fuzziness and subtlety
that many users want to be able to access in their
information systems. Although steps have been
taken during the past few years to accommodate
such information within G13 (Dangerrnond 1988).
this has typically been accomplished within the
framework of an existing model of data integration.

Current thinking and research in GIS tends to
ignore the information richness ofthe real world. In
a recent volume on the design of databases for
global science (Mounsey ltiltiti), for example. it was
assumed by most contributors that the structure of
world-wide databases would depend primarily on
just two major lypesisources ofintonnation: the
cartographic and the remotely sensed. Elsewhere,
too, the discussion of geographical data in (315 is
dominated by consideration of those models
(notably thc vector and the raster) which are best

able to accnnimndatc these two types of
information.

A number of 015 worlutcrs do recognize that
‘research is needed on techniques for integrating
heturugcncous data (Ahlcr 1937: 308). However.
the alternatives that are proposed are often
conditioned by the prevailing view of geographical
information ii.c. consisting of highly structured
data). and by existing models of data integration
ti.u. those based on precise locational referencing of
spatial objects). Tliese views are also heavily
conditioned by an analytic form ofthinlting among
geoscicatists. and lead to the continued
development of GIS which concentrate on the
computer processing of precisely coordinated
spatial data sets. However. in its uveremphasis of
the mix: ofthe (‘:15 as a machine for data handling
and analysis, this approach dc-emphasizes the role
of the end-user as an information integrator.
interpreter and analyst.

It is clear from the use made of multiple
window displays on modern workstations. for
example, that users can benefit from bcing able to
perform their own visual integrations of diverse
information displayed on screen. Users also
frequently integrate multiple sources ofiniormation
in a relatively loose way outside a G15. The use of
desktop publishing. software to produce
environmental reports by merging information of
many kinds is an example. In certain applications,
therefore. user-centred methods of information

integration complonient the machine's algorithmic
approach.

For tlicse reasons, three alternative approaches.
to the integration of multiple types of information
that have emerged from other fields in recent years
will be considered further here. Each represents an
alternative. even competitive. model of data
integration to that provided by current (315
technology. They merit attention. trecausc they
suggest directions in which ("its might move in order
to integrate information about the real world more
effectively.

Multimedia databases

Recent developments in computer technoltrgy have
led to :1 rapid expansion in the number ol‘
information types that can be routinely handled by
computers. Most notable have been developments 77
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in optical storage technology, hardware for
combining images from digital and video sources,
digital sound sampling, and hi—fi sound output. Of
greater importance in the present context, is the
convergence of previously separate information
handling technologies (e.g. video and audio, digital
and analogue, and television and computing) (Press
1990), and the development of desktop ‘multi
media’ computer systems that permit users to access
many types of information (eg. text, graphics,
animation, sound and motion video) from a number
of complementary sources (eg. videodisk, CD-
ROM, scanner, video camera, audio tape, digital
sound sampler and data logger). Figure 22.5
illustrates a typical PC-based multimedia system.

i V V ' . Stereo sound

-Graphics - 0-Animation ‘
O

 
 
 

 
Audio digitizer

Video digitizer

VCH/video
CD ' ROM cameraScanner

Fig. 22.5 The components of a desktop
multimedia workstation.

This section considers how non—conventional

information has been embraced by conventional
database technology, and what implications this
might have for GIS. Some DBMS have addressed
the problem of non—standard data items by
introducing the ‘long record’ or the ‘binary large
object’ (BLOB). BLOBs consist of large volume
data items (eg. documents, software, faxes, graphs,
images and voice information) that do not fit neatly
into the standard database management system
framework. One system that has embraced this
approach is Informix, a standard RDBMS whose
derivative product, Informix-OnLine, can handle
not only the usual structured information, but also
large-volume items with little or no standard
structure (Shetler 1990). In this system, the two
kinds of BLOB (text and byte) are stored separately
from the regular data, perhaps on separate storage
devices, but they are handled entirely by the
standard database mechanisms. BLOBs can be

selected, updated and inserted using standard SQL
commands, and displayed to the database user on
request. (How information is presented to the user
depends on the output devices and device drivers
available.) However, searching for BLOBs, or
relating BLOBs to one another, on the basis of their
content, would require extensions to standard SQL.

A number of multimedia database systems are
also available in the PC environment. These usually
involve relatively simple extensions to a standard
database or information retrieval program so that
database records can be linked to scanned or drawn

images.
The multimedia database appears to be the

current development route for several GIS. ESRI,
for example, has identified eight related
geographical data technologies which need to be
interlinked in a GIS framework (ESRI 1989) (Fig.
22.6). Two of these, the vector GIS and the DBMS,
are at the core of ARC/INFO operations, and are
commonly found in many other GIS. The other
technologies may be connected to the system by one
or more of the following generic integration
techniques:

1 . Image overlay: Superposition of vector data on
a raster image (e.g. network lines drawn on a
scanned base map), and/or superposition of a
raster image on a vector display (e.g. a satellite
image draped over a DTM). In either case, no
logical connection is made between the two
data sets.

2. Data conversion: Conversion between vector

and raster data representations, including data
exchange between mapping and CAD systems
with differing data formats.

3. DBMS interfacing: Linking cartographic
feature data with attribute data managed by an
external DBMS.

4. Feature and attribute association: Creation of an
index link between a GIS feature and a

displayable item (eg. a raster document, a
video image, an environmental sound, an
animation sequence, an engineering drawing).
These items may be stored on a separate
storage medium (e.g. optical disk).

Each of these techniques is now increasingly
used in commercial GIS. The last mentioned has
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Fig. 22.6 Linkages between different information types in ARC/INFO‘. Reprinted courtesy of
Environmental Systems Research Institute. Inc. Copyrigltt © 1991 Environmental Systems Research
Institute, inc.

become particularly popular with the advent of
optical mass-storage devices. For example. in :1
system that is used by Paris police to monitor events
in the city as they happen. the operator can zoom
down to street level on a vector map, and bring up at
video image of key buildings from an optical tiisl:
system (Anon 1990).

However. several issues remain to be resolved
before multimedia databases achieve their full

potential in a GIS context. Among these are.’ how
to handle spatial as well as linear multimedia
objects (e.g. images and sound); how to handle the
transfer of multimedia objects front the database.
when some may require ‘persistent’ presentation
and others ‘non-persistent‘ presentation: how to
control the capture anttfor presentation of
multimedia data once the data transfer has begun;
and how to ensure efficient storage and transfer of
multimedia information (W-o-elk and Kim i937).

Some idea of the complexities involved in
integrating non-conventional information in a (315
can be providcd by briefly considering visual
images. in UIS that associate images with database
records, the link is usually made by assigning it Iield
in the appropriate attribute data table in which to
store a pointer (such as a file name) to an image
stored elsewhere. The problem lies in dt‘.'t.‘itlit'tg
which spatial leaturetsl in the database are to be
associated with which image(s).

The simplest approach is to link an image to it
point-located feature. Thus. for example. in a road
network GIS. the user might point to a road
intersection marker and bring up on screen a
photograph of that intersection; or in a property
database. clicking on it properly symbol might bring
up a photograph of El house. However. a single
image may be linked to several types of feature
(point. line or zone). in which case the spatial extent

of the photograph will not match the geometry of
one or more of these features.

This type of linkage provides only a weak form
ofintegn-1t1'o11oft'Itc spatial extent and content of an
image with that of the other (conventional)
information in the clatabztae. In order to associate

the image with other spatial data in the database
fully, some attempt needs to be made to rectify its
geometry. perhaps using appropriate
photogrammetric techniques. However. the space
covcrcd hy a single image may he gen-referenced in
several different ways. each appropriate for specific
applications. It may, therefore. be necessary to
store udtlitionzti geometrical parameters in the
database to suit these (Table 22.3).

Table 22.3 Gcumctritzttl parameters which can he
added to databases to assist reetifieation.

Geometriculparumctur Application

Centre poi nl Retrie val

viewer's eycpeint Retrieval

Camera titration. etc. Pltotnmontagc

View direction Environmental impact analysis.
llll'.‘.

View envelope Environmental impact analysis.
Elli.

If a particular geographical database is to serve
multiple applications. then individual images will
have to be described in each of these dilfcrvcnt ways.
Moreover. different types of image (vertical.
oblique-, ground level, etc_), may require particular
types of spatial referencing. and image sets and
moving images will require yet more complex
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approaches to ensure effective linkage between the
images and the database (see. for exttmple. Baker
1990).

Another aspect of the image integration
problem concerns the most appropriate means of
representing the non-spatial content ofimages. One
approach that hUlt2lF.prtIn1tl-1(,'.fl')1 the future is the
atttomalit: scone interpretation tecltniques
developed for industrial robots and ztutonntttnus
vehicles. For the moment, however, manual

methods of estracting and encoding the t.hernatic
content of images are more commonly used, if they
are used at all.

The Community Disk of the BBC Dontesday
interactive video system provides an example of the
way in wlticlt both systetntttic spatial referencing
and a looser form of geographical association can
coexist (Openshaw and Mottnscy I987; Rhind and
Openshaw 1987'. Maguire 1989). Users are able to
search for a location by ‘map walking‘ (Le. zooming
and panning visually across rt seamless map of tlte
United Kingdom). or by entering a place name
which is checked against a gazetteer of some 250 (JO!)
place names. When an appropriate map is found,
the user may then display photographs and pages of
text associated with some part of the area covered
by that map. Alternatively, users can search for
textual material by entering appropriate keywords,
and the associated photograplrs and map are
1'etI'icvctl and displayed by the system. Photographs
may also be searched in this way. and the associated
text and mttps recovered for inspection (see Fig.
22.7).

The system is able to perform this linkage by
mcttns of a thesaurus of terms describing the
contents of the test and photographs stored on the
tlislt. By means of this mechanism, users can move
rapidly front one type of infonnation to the other.

This three-way cross-indeaittg of contrasting
ittfcirtttation is extremely powerful. and suggests a
model for trtultimeclia indexing ot'geograpltically
localablc inforntation. However, the Domesday
model needs to be generalized. to provide n—way
cross-indexing between a larger number of
it‘Il"ormtttion types. to permit an arbitrary number of
pltotograplts to be linltcd to it map and test. and
also to ensure that information about the links is not

'l'lat'(.i«Wil'EL'l' into the system.
One example ofthe direction this research is

taking is the attempt by Ruggles (1990) to construct
a generic solution to the problem of dcscribittg the

FWD Ma
Place name wail: rig

Test

FIND FlND
Keyword Keyword

Fig. 22.‘! Three—way intnrntatiott linkages in the
BBC Domesday system.

links between images. so that standard query
tttctltotls can he used to access them. and move from

one to another. The problem is a cotttplett one.
because of the need to accommodate images with
clifft-rent gltontetries (vertical. oblique. ground
level). individual images as well as sets of intage-5,
whole images as well as parts of images. single
itnages as well as hierarchical collections ofimttg-es.
and tiled images as well as overlapping images.
Nevertheless. systems such as Domesday
demonstrate that highly effective multimedia G15
can be developed even where the locational links
connecting items of information may not be precise.
and where the geographical content of much Ctftlte
in'l'nrmatiott may be relatively low.

The Domesday approach to inlbrrrtation
integration also needs to be extended in other
directions if it is to he more widely used as a basis
for multimedia GIS. For example. the rnetltods
adopted for indexing the content of text and
photographs need to be considerably more
sophistiealctl. perhaps making use of artificial
irttelligettce tecltniqttes that are l)l:l1‘lglIl|'.'0T|‘.|0l'i$l.t£tl
into commercial information retrieval systems. The
indexittg anti linking of other types of real world
information present additional problems. For this
rtzason. the design of multimedia (318 will remain a

fertile area for further research in the l.9S|t)s. 80
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Interactive hypermedia systems information. In this way. the user can create

personal pathways or networks in the stored
Another response to the emergence ofmultimedia
technology that appeared during the l9i'lll:i is
interactive multimedia (IMMJ. IMM is based till 11
coinhinmion of a personal colnputer and it must-
digital storage device (commonly an optical disk
such as it (‘.D—ROM or WORM drive). Tire system
captures, stores and displays any type of
information that can be represented in digital form:
sound, images, text, video, speech, maps. film. etc. '
(Amhron and I-looper 1988). As with earlier
interactive video systett1si'rnm which they derive
many of their eltaracteristies (Bayard—Whitc l9Ei5;
Duke 1983: Parsloe 1983: Laurillard 1989). a major
"feature of [MM systems is that they handle large
volumes of data. A critical factor in their success

has. therefore. heett the availability of an
appropriate software ettvironment which ettzlbles
non-expel‘! users to browse interactively through
these data.

The currently preferred lxowsing model for
multimedia information itt such systems is
represented by hypertext software (Conltlin 1987;
Mmileese 1939: Nielsen 19901:: Hall and

Papadopoulos 1990). Initially sttggestctl by Bu.-ah lit
the 1‘)4f.ls (Bush 1945). and developed by Ted
Nelson in his Xanadu project in the l9'i'lls {Nelson
198]. I957). hypertext was |.‘Jt3t‘JLll£1t'lltE|.‘l by the
HyperCard software distributed free with Apple
Macintosh computers lrom the mid llltitls. ..
Hypertext‘ software enal;t]t:.s users to follow chains of
linked items of information. by pointing onscreen
to such grupltical devices as ‘huttmts‘ and ‘hot
spots‘. What hypertext does with items of text.
hypermedia does with multimedia iitforntation:
grttplties, attimation, sound, video, etc. |

The key notion underlying hypertext and
ltyperrnedia is that all tniortnatimt and knowledge is
inter-cottttected. and that users should therefore be

alile to wander freely through a universe oi‘ stirred
information in order to create ‘islands of meaning’
by making the appropriate associations. The It.*'-BI‘,
rather than the computer. ‘ittlep_trates' the various
uttits ofinforinatien in a hypertext or hypermedia
system. by mentally linking togc-tlter information
retrieved on a particular theme. In many
hypermedia systenis. the user need not follow the
links provided by the £.yst'eIn desigrier; tools are
provided for the user to modify existing linlts tltttl to
forge entirely new links between ‘chunks-‘ of

database. This is sometimes retcrrecl to as the

‘reader as author‘ approaclt to information
browsing.

'l"]1i_-n: are several major difi'et'enees'-. in the way
int'ormalion is handled in conventionttl GIS and

hypermetlia systems:

Any type of lrlformtllimt may be handled in
hypermedia systetrtsi drawn front it variety of
media.

Hypermedia treats any suitable ‘t:l1un|c' of
inl'orrnatioI1 as a basic data unit‘ whether it be a

single word. on imatte. it mttlti-laycrecl table of
numeric data, a sequence of sounds, or a motion
video extract. This contrasts strongly with the
tliitalmse model cornrnonly used in conventional
GIS, which demands highly structured attribute
data. arranged in standard tables. and typically
uses pointers. to refer to non-standarcl
information.

The content of individual items of information

(i,e_ the nodes) is usually fixed in hypermedia
systems. This is in contrast to GIS which t.'tttl
reconstitute inforrnzttlon on the basis of (say)
data aggregation or spatial overlay.

ln hypermedia systems. there is no explicit
motlel of what the stored irtfmnuttion nte-uufi. In

a database schema. seine attempt is made to
encode the meaning of Cliltttt store-tl In the
database.

In a conventional GIS, the various sets of

attribute data are systematically tied to a spatial
data model using a comntott geia-referencing
system. In it hypertnedia system. such precise
sp:-Itlittl rcl’erencing is less cnnttnonly found.
Although IMM systents have been developed
which permit point-located features (suclt as
banks. shops or properties) to be displayed on a
map. :1 more relaxed form of spatial referettcing
is more typically adopted. 'l'hur.. for example. it
pltolograplt may be related to :1 ntap because
tltey both show it particultir street". a recording
of at bird‘.-t call may be linked to it map ol' a large
expanse of salt marsh which forms that bird's
habitat; or H. computer sintultttiittt ot’ the
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hydrological cycle may he linked to :1 map of an
entire drainage basin.

0 llypcrntedia systems permit data units to be
linked together in any way fclt appropriate by
the system designs-t' rindfor the system user. For
example. the links between units of information
in multimedia systems are often arbitrary.
subjective andfor tenuous, and mostly serve. a
non—ani1iytical purpose. (This idea goes far
beyond the notion of multiple schemata in
database technology.)

0 In .1 hypermedia system. the user plays a major
role in making sense of stored ittlcrrnation. by
switching rapidly from one unit of infortrtation
to another. following any number of associative
links to piece together a collage of information
that serves a particular purpose. and by re-
cnnfiguring llnlrs between data units as needs
dictate (see Fig. 22.8). Essentially. therefore.
hypermedia provides a browsing model for (315
(Marchionini and Schneidcrman 1958). This
contrasts with conventional GIS in which the

software provides a toolbox of ready-made
analytical techniques. most oiwhich arc
desigtted to store. retrieve. link and compare
spatially coordinated data in a systematic way.

Typical geographical applications for
hypermedia technology include education and
training. technical documentation. information
browsing. and product catalogues {e.g. a ‘browscr‘
catalogue of GIS software or data sctsl. A training
example is the GIST system (Roper and Green
I989). which was designed as an interactive
dontonstraror for basic 0 IS concepts. An
Izdutrntional example is provided by Ecudislt
(McCormick and Brat! W88). an optical disk which
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Fig. 22.3 Browsing through a multimedia ('slS.

 

 

contains a wealth of information on a nature reserve

in soutltcrn England. Finally, the use ofhypcrmcdi-.1
technology to provide flexible uscr navigation
facilities for a distributed erlvironntental database is

provided by the Whole Earth Decision Support
System {‘W'EDSS) prototype (Davis and Dctcr
1990).

The chnilcngn: ahead is to combine the
hypcrmcdia approaclt to handling ntttlti-murce
information with mainstream GIS. The rudimentary
ltypermedia ideas cmhccldcd in the Domesday
system have already been dcotcrihcd. Another
approach. which aims to combine hypermedia
techniques with the more traditional niap-liased
approach of tho GIS. is the ‘gcomatic hypt:rmap'
(Lauritti and Millctet-Rstlfort 1989} in which a map
is used as a graphical point-of-entry or front-and to
information organized as hypcrdotruinents. A
similar approach is taken by Wallitt ('lEl9ll). who
suggests that the map might take the role of the
‘home I1yperdocumettt' in it Itypcrmedia (315.

Virtual reality systems

During the first two decades or so of (‘:15
development, the user has been presented with
(conl'rontt:d by?) it highly unnatural rcprcstentation
of the real world involving ‘.1 number of stylizations
or abstractions. There is a strong etnphttsis on the
two—dimensionai. on a vertical or bird's eye view.
highly symbolized feature representation. well
structured data. and static Lime slices. Moreover,
tight rules are usually irrtposed on how the user can
interact with the computer model. and on the
mctlzods that are available to browse. nttvigalc.
query and manipulate the stored information.

Modern techniques of information gathering.
particularly in the held of remote sensing. have
greatly expanded the range of hutnan sensory
perception. [t is ironic. tltr.-refore. that this sensory
amplification has been accompanied by a
corresponding sensory deprivation within GIS. in
the CH3 model. the direct human catpe-ricttcc of the
world. involving all oi" the senses. is replaced by an
experience that involves the use of only a limited
range of the senses — frequently, only the sense of
sight.

Moreover. the im°o1'mation:Il richness ofthc
real world is shoe-horncd into a small number of

ittformmion types within CIIS. most notably 82
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nt.ll'ttt:1'lC, tcxlual and visual. 'l'hu5. for I:lt=ll'tl[Jl8.
sounds are not heard. but are measured as poiI1I~
located decibel readings and displayed as contours:
colours are convcntittnalizcd or falsified; gradual

change in the environ mom is replaced by widely
spaced lirnc slices; living conditions in an inncr—city
slum arc sutrmtarizcd in numerical indexes of

mttltiple deprivation; and the surrogate map walker
expands no pltysical effort, and feels no physical
strain, when following it footpath up hill and down
dale on El. uompttter screen. This is clearly not the
fault of (315 alone. but it is perhaps a reflection of
the way in which 013 have tended to rcfiect the
approaches to information and information
handling adopted in contemporary science.

Because of the limited sensory bandwidth of
current (‘:13 representations of thc world. only a
[united number of user responses arc invoked. with
a bias towards the cognitivc rathcr than the aifdcllvc
and, more particularly. it bias towards visual
information processing of a relatively abstract ltitld.
This raises two questions: First. whether it is possihlc
to pruvidt: users with a fuller sensory expcricnct: oi
the world. from their own desktop: and secondly,
whether it is appropriate and useful to do so.

On the technical front. scvcral dcvclupmcntti

have occurred during the l93llti. in H rzmgc Of
different fields, which suggusl that it will soon ht:
technically feasible to p1't.‘WlClt: users with it multi-
scnsory rcprcscnttltiott of the world. involving H flit‘
wider range of inforrnation than ltllhcrto. Most of
these developments have been aimed at producing
realistic computer graphic displays of rcztl-world
objects (_e.g. Schacter 1983; MagncnatrThn|rrIz1nand
Thulman 1937: Muller crnl. 1935). Others have

tocttsecl on the development of rnulti-scnsory
interfaces to computer models (cg. Foley 1937;
Brooks 1987; Watt: I990; Ware and Osborne 1990).

Among the relevant cntcrging technologies and
their major application arcas nrc: data visualization
(scientific analysis). computer phnlumnntnge (civil
engineering). building ‘wall-L throughs‘
(architecture). environmental ‘fly overs‘ (flight tint!
battlefield training). surrogate walks (travel.
education and twirling), hypertcxtfrncdia
(cducation). and multisensory simulations (arcade
gamma and flight simulation).

Not only do many of these technologies
integrate afar richtzr set of information than
hitherto. and generate photmrcnlistic images, but
some also permit uscrs to interact directly with thr-

computer t't:prt:st:nt:ttiort of thc world. using it lullcr
range of scnscs and facultics to do 5'0. In the
rcucntly developed tuchnctlogics associtttctl with
‘cybersp:tcc' and ‘alternative rt:nlilie!=' lfilbsort
1984'. CA Dalyst I939). prosthetlcdcvices such as
data glovcs ttntl head-ntounlctfl visors are usod to
manipulate the virtual world directly, and users [or
‘participnnts.') receive feedback in tht: form of
continuous motion stereoscopic display. tactile

response, and even whole lmdy motion. This takes
the concept of the ‘direct manipulatiult iliteriact".
previously coined in the context of graphical tiscr
intcrlaces (Shncidcrmttn 1983), to its logical
conclusion.

The emerging techttologictt Irtalcc it poasililc.
perhaps for the first time, for (its developers to
consider integrating a complete range of
information about the world in their systcnis and.

moreover. to provide this inforntntion in a form that
nddrcsses the some senses that would be used by the

observer or analyst wltcn confronting the real world
at first hanrl, Unlike currcnl Glli, the emerging
tcchttologies intcgrutt: inlhrmntion in a more
comprehensivc manner, and attcntpl to present an
environntent for action that is fully thrrcu

clitttensional. is rcprcttcntcd nztturttlislicitlly. and in
which changes occur in real time. Moreover. tht:
usc-r’s role is considerably cxtcndcd: users tnav

interact directly with the cnvirt’Jrtrttcnt.It1tidll'ythc
environment. and receive ntultisonsory information
on the state of the cnvircmntent. as well as

multjsr-nsory feedback as ti rcsult of taking corlttin
actions.

of course, it considerable amount of research
and dcvcloprncnt is necdctl before such facililics
can Inc succcssfully provided for the purport: of
geographical problcln solving. Littlc work has bccn
done. for csatnple, on how to involve the human
senses of touch, tnste orsmcll within corrtpttlcr
information systen-is. A wide-ranging discussion is
also nee-dcd on the atlvis.-ability of adopting suclt
technologies for real world problem solving. as
opposcd to guntc playing in a simulated
environment.

This is not the place to arguc the relative merits
ofnttturalistic reprcscnttttions of the world and
more abstract and symbolized mudcls. Nor is it
appropriate to launch a discussion on the ethical or
moral issues involved in providing users with

surrogalc mulliscnsory citpcricnccti of the ltilld
anticipated by Aldous Hu:tlcy's ‘feeliesfl 83
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Fig. 22.9 Information lluws butwccn tht: real world and the gonsciclttist.

Nevertheless. it is important to consider in
what circuntstnttces. and for which applications. the
heavily stylized motlcl of the worltl provided by
cotttetnporary (315 should be retained. and those
for which the more rtatttralistic. multiscnsory
representation would be more appropriate. The
alternatives are summarized in Fig. 22.9. Evidence
is alrcttdy available that in applicatiorts such as
travel previews. L‘."sltll.l: agency demonstrations and
emergency training, the provision of sttrrogatr:
walks on an intttractivc video system. with their
more naturalistic represcnttttion ofspttct.-. is
prcfcrablc to (and. more importantly, more useful
than) the more abstract rcprustzntation provided by
the map. In work carried out on vehicle navigation
(Mark l'-J37}. it has been similarly found that a map-
bascd display is not the most effective means of
communicating information about tasks such as my
finding.

Perhaps GIS developers should sidcstcp this
decision altogether. and leave it to this user to
decide. If both types of representation arc madt:
availattle in GIS. together with a simple means of
switching from one to the other. than users can

judgc for themselves when it is most appropriate to
use each model of the world.

Towards the 'omni-informational’ GIS

it is possible that nontr of the alternative approacltcs
discussed earlier will provide an appropriate model
for information integration witltin G15. Critics of
hypermedia. for ext-tntplts, point to the fact that
many users of hypertext and hypermedia systcms
become ‘lost in hyperspacc' when they begin to
cxplore vast quantities of information. Much recent
rcscarch has been aimed at refitting this browsing
model. oithcr by constraining the freedom of users.
to rumble aimlessly through Storcd information. or
else by providing orientation and structuring aids

such as indcxcs, Hnaps‘. tours. and quizzes twcyor
and Burning I985; Hammond I989; l'iEIt‘l‘Il1']t]t]I.‘l and
Allinsott 1987, 1939: Nielsen 1990a).

in tho meantime. other dcvelopmortts may yet
provide the impetus for more c.flcctivc information
integration in ('5 IS. For exatttplc. a greater do-grcc ct
integration than that afforded by the RDBMS
environment may he prtwidcd by objcct-oricttted
database management systems (UODBMS), In unc-
sueli system. for example. not only are multimedia
objccts (images. audio messages. etc.) tlefincd as a
lticrarchy of classes. but so too are the devices
(microphone. camera. screen. etc.) which capture,
store and prcstznt those objects t_'Wor:1k and Kim
I937). in this system. ti message-passing protocol is
also astalztlishod for interaction between these
classes. and both the class hierarchies attd tho:

rrtessagc protocol may be trtutlilictl undror extended

by tht: user. In the 19905, the ltypermeriia systctns
may well converge with (‘its that adopt the object-
urientod approach.

Altcrnativcly. it may be ncccssary to look to
developments in the licld ufcltctztronit: messaging
and document handling. which have led to the
creation of ti number of standards that define tlte

structure of multimedia messages and documents.
The ofi'ic<: document architecture t‘0t')A). for
example. is an ISO standard that defines the
information content and structure of documents

(IDS 1986). This currently permits a document to
contain test. and geometrical and rastcr images. but
an extension to this standard also allows colour,

spreadsheets and sound. Ycorgaroudultis (1990)
argues that l"ulure GIS software will nccd to adapt
more effectively to offict: environments where
information sharing is the norm. and this might
imply adoption of emerging oilice information
standards such as ODA. and thc embracing of a far
broader range of non-geographical information than
hitherto, 84
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Finally. although it is now generally accepted
that information integration is best ensured by
adopting H single. unifying data model. Mclieown
and Lin (I987) suggest that multiple data
representations should be atlopted by all titiittlill
information systems. They argue that several
internal representations should he adopted for
spatial tlatahuses. each applied where it is most
appropriate. and that a coordinating item of
software shoultl be developed to provide users with
a uniform interface to these internal

representations.

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Over the past 25 years or so. considerable progress
has been made in enabling GIS to integrate diverse
information from in variety of sources. Currently.
integration is usually achieved hy adopting a
coherent data model (typically the composite map
model or the goo-relational model), which ensures
that both spatial anti attribute information are
synthesized in any probli-.m—so1ving or decision-
making operation carried out by users.

This approach to integration provides major
rewards to the user. but it is not without its

problems. For exaniple, it is clear that integration is
not a magical by-product of pouring diverse data
into a GIS; it is usually the result ofconsidernble
effort in overcoming the mutual intraiisigence of
data drawn from various sources. Before a GIS can
be used to interrclate diverse information. that
iitformtttion has first to he made coniparablc.

compatible and consistent, and this usually involves
considerable human effort.

There are atso limitations on the extent to

which current GIS can integrate information. Most
current (313 betray their cartographic origins. and
are consequently myopic in respect of the
information they are able to integrate. In partictllar.
most GIS are poor at integrating information
through the three dimensions oi" the real world.
across time, and for inlorrnation about the world

(such as cnvironnicntal sounds} that have not been
easy to handle using traditional contptiter facilities.
Other systems reflect their underlying database
technology. and are therefore highly selective in the
types of information they handle. Most are designed
to handle highly structured information. and link

information by means of unambiguous lticdtitttttll
references. Few itrc tlesiglled to handle
unconventional information, that is only loosely
geo—rcft-renccd. and is associated with other
information by non—spatial links.

There are several alterntttive ways in which
diverse informatimt Call be integrated in a
computer-based information system. The
truclitionzil GIS Lt]3pl'tJ:-lCl'l. has heeli to use a spatial
location code as the primary key to rclatt: all data.
However. other methods which involve a looser.

non-locational approach to information cross-
refercncing are also proving to be effective. It lies
also been shown how alternative user interfaces can

considerably broaden the scope for usi':r—t.‘i:iltrECl
inforniation integration. Whether these approaches
will lead to the appearance of several distinct types
of G15 (e.g. the multimedia GIS. the hypermedia
(HS and the niulliscnsory CNS) is an open question.

It is certainly the case. however. that diflcrcnl

upproaclies to data integration Will he found to be
more appropriate for specific applications and users.
Thus. for example, spatial analysis might require a
consistent spatial tints representation. or facilities
for converting between alternative spatial
representations; most: engaged in ertvironmental
monitoring. by cciitirasl, might value l'acilitit.:s for
the automatu: update of linked inl'ormatinn in real
time; while environmental management trainees

and the general publii: might be better served by
interactive facilities for informzition navigation and

browsing. and by tools that enable the arbitrary
association nfloosely connected inftirrnittion.

in the final analysis. information integration is
not simply a lunctitin of smart algorithms. staittlard
loualicmal refereitcing schemes. unifying data
models, powerful coinputcrs and multimedia
storage devices. it is. perhaps above all else. the
result of empowering users to explore alternative
ways of linking the previously unlinked. and oi"
enabling them to do this by it process of conjecture
and refutation. Successful iiitorination integration is
thus an essentially human activity, which may be
carried out in private by the lone analyst. or across
networks by communities: of decision makers.
El'l'ccIive information integration thus hinges
crucially on the ability of spatial anzllyt-its and
decision matters to interact with one another.

througli the medium of computer-based information
systems. as part of the: process of making sense of
the world about them.
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